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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Dissertation führen wir eine equivariante Floer Homologie ein, die

wir Momenten Floer Homologie nennen. Wir betrachten eine spezielle Klasse

von Lagrangeschen Untermannigfaltigkeiten in einem Marsden-Weinstein Quo¬

tienten, die alle Fixpunktmengen einer antisymplektischen Involution sind. Wir

definieren einen Kettenkomplex, der erzeugt wird durch die Schnittpunkte zweier

Lagrangeschen Untermannigfaltigkeiten aus dieser Klasse, die sich transversal

schneiden. Der Randoperator wird aus den Lösungen der symplektischen Vor¬

tex Gleichungen auf dem Streifen mit Randwerten in den beiden Lagrangeschen

gebildet. Der Vorteil der symplektischen Vortex Gleichungen gegenüber den

Floer Gleichungen sind bessere Kompaktheitseigenschaften ihrer Moduliräume.

So kann die Momenten Floer Homologie auch in Fällen definiert werden, wo die

traditionellen Methoden versagen.

Wir betrachten anschliessend den Fall, in dem die beiden Lagrangeschen Un¬

termannigfaltigkeiten zusammenfallen. Dies ist ein unendliches Analogon einer

Morse-Bott Situation. Wir entwickeln einen neuen Zugang, um die Morse-Bott

Homologie zu definieren, indem wir Flusslinien mit Kaskaden betrachten. Da

die Klasse der Morse-Bott Funktionen die Klasse der Morse Funktionen enthält,
ist die Morse-Bott Homologie isomorph zur Morse Homologie. Angewendet auf

den unendlich dimensionalen Fall, erhalten wir eine Isomorphie zwischen Mo¬

menten Floer Homologie und Momenten Morse Homologie. Der Kettenkom¬

plex der letzteren wird erzeugt durch eine Morse Funktion der Lagrangeschen

Untermannigfaltigkeit. Der Randoperator enthält aber möglicherweise auch

noch Kaskadenlösungen zusätzlich zu den gewöhnlichen Morse Flusslinien. Eine

Kaskade ist in diesem Fall eine Lösung der symplektischen Vortex Gleichungen
auf dem Streifen mit Randwerten in einem einzigen Lagrangeschen.

Wir zeigen in einem Beispiel, dass Kaskadenlösungen existieren. Obwohl es

also Kaskadenlösungen geben kann, beweisen wir unter einer zusätzlichen Mono¬

tonie Voraussetzung, dass sie keinen Einfluss auf den Randoperator haben. Der

Grund hierzu liegt in der Tatsache, dass Kaskadenlösungen in Paaren auftreten.

Das folgt aus unserer Annahme, dass die Lagrangesche Untermannigfaltigkeit

Fixpunktmenge einer antisymplektischen Involution ist. Damit erhalten wir

einen neuen Beweis der Arnold-Givental Vermutung im monotonen Fall.

Abstract

In this thesis we introduce an equivariant Floer homology, called Moment Floer

homology. We consider a special class of Lagrangian submanifolds in a Marsden-

Weinstein quotient, which are fixpoint sets of an antisymplectic involution. We

define a chain complex, which is generated by the intersection points of two La¬

grangian submanifolds in this class, which intersect transversally. The bound¬

ary operator is built up from the solutions of the symplectic vortex equations

on the strip with boundary values in the two Lagrangians. The advantage of

the symplectic vortex equations with regard to the Floer equations are better
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compactness properties of its moduli spaces. In particular, the moment Floer

homology can be defined in cases where the traditional methods fail.

We also consider the case where the two Lagrangians coincide. This is an infi¬

nite dimensional analogon of a Morse-Bott scenario. We develop a new approach
to define Morse-Bott homology, by considering flow lines with cascades. Since

the class of the Morse-Bott functions contains the class of the Morse functions

the Morse-Bott homology is isomorphic to the Morse homology. Applying this

approach to our infinite dimensional setting, we get an isomorphism between

moment Floer homology and moment Morse homology. The chain complex of

the second one is generated by a Morse function of the Lagrangian submanifold.

The boundary operator could contain also cascade solutions in addition to the

ordinary Morse flow lines. A cascade is in this case a solution of the symplectic
vortex equations on the strip with boundary values in a single Lagrangian.

We show in an example that cascade solutions exist. However, we prove un¬

der an additional monotony assumption, that cascade solutions do not influence

the boundary operator. The reason for that lies in the fact, that they appear

in pairs. That follows from our assumption, that the Lagrangian submanifold

is the fixpoint set of an antisymplectic involution. So we get a new proof of the

Arnold-Givental conjecture in the monotone case.
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1 Introduction

In this thesis we define some kind of Lagrangian equivariant Floer homology,
called moment Floer homology. We will compute the moment Floer homology
under some additional monotonicity assumption. The Arnold-Givental con¬

jecture states that if a Lagrangian and its image under a Hamiltonian isotopy
intersect transversally and the Lagrangian equals the fixpoint set of an antisym¬

plectic involution, then the number of intersection points can be estimated from

below by the sum of the Z2 Betti numbers of the Lagrangian. Our computation

implies the Arnold-Givental conjecture for some special cases.

Floer homology was introduced by A.Floer in a series of seminal paper, see

([F11],[F12],[F13],[F14],[F15]). In its Lagrangian setting, Floer homology is one

of the fundamental tools to estimate the number of intersection points of two

Lagrangian submanifolds from below. For an introduction into this topic, see

also [S2]. The main problem to define Floer homology is the phenomenon of

bubbling. In the presence of bubbling the moduli spaces of solutions of Floer's

equation are in general not compact and Floer homology cannot be defined.

The main motivation to introduce moment Floer homology was to get com¬

pactness of the relevant moduli spaces by replacing Floer's equation by the

symplectic vortex equations. Our set-up is the following. (M,w) is a sym¬

plectic manifold and G is a compact connected Lie group which acts on M

by Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms. L0 and L\ are two closed Lagrangian
submanifolds of M which are required to be fixpoint sets of antisymplectic in¬

volutions which commute with the group action. We assume that the moment

map ß is proper, zero is a regular value of ß, and G acts freely on /x_1(0). M is

not required to be compact, but we assume some convexity condition at infinity.
Floer homology for the induced Lagrangians in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient

M//G = ß~1(0)/G cannot be defined by standard means due to the bubbling

problem. Under some topological restrictions on M and the Lagrangians we are

able to prove the following theorem.

Theorem A There exists a graded field A of characteristic 2 and a graded

A-vectorspace HFt,(L0,Li,ß) with the following properties

(i) // L\ and L\ are Hamiltonian isotopic by a G-invariant Hamiltonian with

compact support, then HF*{L0,Li,ß) and HF*(L0, L[, ß) are canonically

isomorphic.

(ii) // the induced Lagrangians L0 and L\ in the Marsden- Weinstein quotient

intersect transversally, then the number of its intersection points can be

estimated from below by the dimension ofHF^(L0,Li,ß). If the dimension

of HF*(L0,Li,ß) is strictly less then the number of intersection points of
the Lagrangians, then existence of nontrwial solutions of the symplectic
vortex equations (see (7) below) follows.

The graded vector space HF*(Lo,Li,A) is called the moment Floer homol¬

ogy. The field A is a suitable Novikov ring which takes account of the gauge

1



group. To define the boundary operator one counts solutions of the symplectic
vortex equations on the strip. These are some nonlinear first order differential

equations involving the Cauchy-Riemann operator, the curvature, and the mo¬

ment map. One may think of its solutions as flow lines of an action functional

which was discovered in [CGS],[CGMS]. Its critical points modulo the gauge

action correspond to the intersection points of the two induced Lagrangians in

the Marsden-Weinstein quotient.
The energy and the index of solutions of the symplectic vortex equations

naturally lead to locally constant homomorphisms E-u and I-u from the gauge

group ~K to the reals respectively to the integers such that the difference of

the energies respectively indices of two gauge equivalent solutions is given by

E-u(g), respectively /«(#). To compute moment Floer homology we assume the

following monotonicity condition.

(M) There exists A > 0 such that Eu = \In.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem B Assume (M) and L0 = Lx = L. Then

HFt(L,ii) = HLt(Z2) ®Z2 A

where HL*(Z2) denotes the singular homology of L0 with Z2-coefficients.

In the special case, where G is the trivial group, we reprove Floer's theorem,
see [Fll].

Corollary (Floer) Assume that (M, u) is a compact symplectic manifold and L

is a compact Lagrangian submanifold of M, such that to vanishes on ir2(M,L)
If L and <j>h{L) intersect transversally, where <f>H is the one-time flow of a

Hamiltonian vector field H e C°°([0,1] x M,R), then

dim(i)

#(Ln<pH(L))> Y, h(L,Z2),
k=0

where bk{L,Z2) denotes the k-th Z2-Betti number of L

Conjecture (Arnold-Givental) Let (M,u) be a compact symplectic manifold

Suppose that L = Fix(iî) where R £ DifF(M) is an antisymplectic involution

Assume that L and 4>h(L) intersect transversally, where <j>h(L) is the one-time

flow of a Hamiltonian vector field H e C°°([0,1] x M, R) Then

dim(i)

#(Ln&r(L))> Y, bk(L,Z2).
k=0

2



Up to now, the Arnold-Givental conjecture could only be proven under some

additional assumptions. Givental proved it in [Gi] for (CPn,RPn), Oh proved
it in [Oh3] for real forms of compact Hermitian spaces with suitable conditions

on the Maslov indices, and Fukaya, Oh, Ohta, Ono proved it in [FOOO] for

semipositive Lagrangian submanifolds. Theorem B gives an alternative proof of

the result in [FOOO] for L under the hypothesis (M).

2 Background

2.1 Notation

Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g which acts covariantly on a manifold

M, i.e. there exists a smooth homomorphism ip : G —> Diff(M). We will often

drop x\) and identify g with tp(g).
For £ G g we denote by Aç the vector field M —ï TM which is generated by

the one-parameter subgroup generated by £, i.e.

*<*>==! exp(t£)(x), V x G M.

t=o

We shall use the linear mapping Lx : q —ï TXM defined by

L^:=^(ar)GTaM.

We will denote the adjoint action of G on g by

^"1=Ad^=l gex.p(t£)g-
t=o

If / is an open intervall, t0 I, and g : I —^ M is a smooth path, we will write

(g-ldtg)(t0) := d£,^to)(g(t0))dt9(t0) G TidG = g

where £g G Diff (G) is the left-multiplication by g.

Assume that the Lie algebra is endowed with an inner product (•, •) which is

invariant under the adjoint action of the Lie group. If (M, u) is symplectic, we

say that the action of G is Hamiltonian, if there exists a moment map for the

action, i.e. an equivariant function ß : M —> q
1 where the action of G on g is

the adjoint action, such that for every £ G ß

Note that the function {/x(),£) is a Hamiltonian function for the vector field

Xç. Observe that if £ G Z(g) 2, then ßc{-) := ß(-) + £ is also a moment map

for the action of G. Hence the moment map is determined by the action up to

addition of a central element in each connected component of M.

1 Some authors use the convention that the moment map takes values in the dual of the

Lie algebra. Since we have an inner product we can identify the Lie algebra with its dual.

2The centraliser Z(g) consists of all Ç G g such that [£,rj\ = 0 for every rj G g

3



2.2 Hamiltonian group actions

Let (M, (jj) be a symplectic (not necessarily compact) connected manifold, and G

a compact connected Lie group that acts on M by Hamiltonian symplectomor¬

phisms as above. We assume that the action is effective, i.e. the homomorphism

x\) is injective. Let L0 and L\ be two closed Lagrangian submanifolds of M, i.e.

to vanishes on L3 and the dimension of L3 equals half the dimension of M for

j G {0,1}. We do not require that the Lagrangians are G-invariant but we

assume throughout this thesis the following compatibility condition with G.

(HI) For j G {0,1} there exist antisymplectic involutions R3 G Diff(M), i.e

R*(j = -co, R) = id,

which commute which G, i e. for every g & G the symplectomorphism

Rjift(g)Rj lies in the image ofip, such that

L3 = Fix(P^) = {x G M : R3(x) = x}.

The maps R3 lead to Lie group Automorphisms S3 : G —» G defined by

s,(g):=i>-HR,iP(9)R3), VgcG. (i)

Note that S3 are involutative, i.e.

S] = id.

We assume that the inner product in the Lie algebra is also invariant under the

differentials of S3 at the identity. These are determined by the formula

XdS,(là)(t)(x) = dR3(R3(x))-1Xi(R,x), V x G M.

In the following we will write S3 for eLS^id). If one identifies G with ip(G), then

formally

S3=Ad(R3).

Let ß be a moment map for the action of G on M. We further impose the

following hypothesis throughout this thesis.

(H2) The moment map ß is proper, zero is a regular value of ß, and G acts

freely on /x_1(0), i e ip(g)p = p for p G /x_1(0) implies that g = id

The Marsden-Weinstein quotient is defined to be the set of G-orbits in /x-1(0)

M :=MUG:=tT1{Q)IG,

i.e. x,y G M-1(0) are equivalent if there exists g & G such that ip(g)x = y. It

follows from hypothesis (H2) that M is a compact manifold of dimension

dim(M) = dim(M) - 2dim(G).

4



The Marsden-Weinstein quotient carries a natural symplectic structure induced

from the symplectic structure on M, see [MSI, Proposition 5.40].
We denote by

GL] := {g G G : gL3 = L3}

for j G {0,1} the isotropy subgroup of the Lagrangian L3. It follows directly
from the definitions that Gs, '= {g G G : S3g = g} is a subgroup of Gl3- If

ß~x(0) fllj ^ 0, than the two groups agree. To see that, note that by (HI)
there exists p G L3 whose isotropy subgroup is trivial, i.e. Gp := {g G G : gp =

p] = {id}. If g G Gl
j

then g~1S3(g)p = p and hence g G Gs}
We denote by g^ the Lie-algebra of Gl, •

Note that if ß_1(0) n L3 ^ 0

flLj = {£ G b : 5,(0 = £}, flf, = {£ E fl : 5,(0 = -£},

where _L stands for the invariant inner product defined above. The following

proposition says that the two Lagrangians induce Lagrangian submanifolds in

the Marsden-Weinstein quotient.

Proposition 2.1 Assume (HI) and (H2) Then the subsets of M

L3:=G(L3nß-\0))/G

are Lagrangian submanifolds of M and they are naturally diffeomorphic to

{L3np-\Q))IGLl.

The following example shows that Proposition 2.1 will in general be wrong if

we do not assume hypothesis (HI).

Example 2.2 Consider the standard action of S1 on C2 given by

(z1,z2)^(e'ezleiez2).

A moment map for this action is given by

ß(z):=l-(\zf-l)

and the Marsden- Weinstein quotient is the two sphere Consider now the family

of Lagrangian submanifolds of C2 given by

La = {(xi +ta,x2) :x1,x2 G R}

where a G M Note that if a = 0 then La equals the fixpoint set of the antisym¬

plectic involution on C2 which is given by complex conjugation This involution

commutes with the S1-action. For n/0 the Lagrangians La do not satisfy

hypothesis (HI). Consider the chart

^:|*i|2 + |*2|2 = l, z2^o\=C

5



of ß 1/S1 — S2. Then the images of La are given by

{t\/l — t2 — a2 tat
.

,
,1

{ .

— ±
. :\t\<l-a2}.

For a ^ 0 these are figure eights with nodal point (0,0).

To prove Proposition 2.1 we need two lemmas.

Lemma 2.3 Assume (HI) and (H2). The Lagrangians L3 intersect cleanly
with ß~x(0), i.e. ß_1(0) DL, is a submanifold of ß~x(0) and for every p G

/z-1(0) n L3 we have Tpß-X(Q) n TPL3 = ^(/^(O) n £,).

Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that /x_1(0) H L3 ^ 0. For

p G /x_1(0) R L3 we claim that

dß(p)TpL3=gij. (2)

We first calculate for v G TPX, and £ G g^

{dß(p)v,0 = d{ß,0(p)v=co(Xi(p),v) = 0

and hence

dß(p)TpL3 c g^.
To prove that equality holds in (2) it suffices to show the following implication

£ G ai3, (Ç, cMp)*;) = 0 \fv G T„L, =>- £ = 0. (3)

Assume that £ satisfies the assumption in (3). Let w G TPM. Then «; = wi +u>2,

where wi G TPX,, i.e. dR3w\ = w\, and dR3w2 = —w2. We calculate

{£,dß(p)w) = {£dß(p)w2)

= u}(Xi(p),w2)
= co(Xç(p),-dR3w2)
= to(dR3Xç(p),w2)
= u(XÈiç(p),w2)
= -u(Xz(p),w2)
= -(^dß(p)w)

and hence

<£, dß(p)w) =0Vwe TPM.

Since 0 = ß(p) is a regular value of /x it follows that dß(p) is surjective and

hence £ = 0. This proves (3) and hence (2). If U is a sufficiently small open

neighbourhood of 0 in gf ,
then ß~l(U) is a submanifold of M. It follows from

(2), that ß~x(0) and L3 n /x—1(Lr) intersect transversally in /i~1(Lr). Hence

/i_1(0) and I/, intersect cleanly. D

6



Lemma 2.4 Assume (Hl) and (H2). Ifp G L3, Gp = {g G G : gp = p} = {id}
and tp(g)p G L3 for some g £ G, then g G Gl3

Proof: Because L3 = Fix(R,),

R3gR3p = gp.

Since R3G = GR3 there exists g G such that

gx = R3gR3x V x G M.

Hence

(g)~1gp = p

and because Gp = {id}
9 = 9-

Hence g = R3gR3 and for every q G L3

gq = R3gq.

This implies that gq G L3 and hence g G Gx^. D

Proof of Proposition 2.1: It follows from Lemma 2.3 and the fact that

Gl} acts freely on L3 n ß_1(0) that (L3 n /x_1(0))/Gij is a manifold. There

is an obvious surjective map from (L3 n ß~1(0))/GLJ to X, which assigns to a

representative x G L3 n/x_1(0) of an equivalence class in (L3 r\ß~1(0))/GLJ the

equivalence class of x in L3. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that this map is an

injection. D

In addition we make the following topological assumptions.

(H3) tt2(M), tti(M), tti(Lj), andir0(L3) for j G {0,1} are trivial.3

Convex structures for Hamiltonian group actions on symplectic manifolds were

introduced in [CGMS]. We give a similar definition which takes care of the

Lagrangian submanifolds. Recall that an almost complex structure is called

w-compatible if

(.,.)= C0(;J-)

3Most of the results of this paper could be generalized to the case, where we replace (H3)
by the following weaker assumption (H3')

(H3') For every smooth map v : (B,dB) —> (M,L}), we have

j v*ui = 0.
JB

However, if we only assume (H3') instead of (H3), then our path space will in general neither be

connected nor simply connected. In particular, there will be no well defined action functional.

7



is a Riemannian metric on TM. We say that an almost complex structure is

G-invariant, if

J(z) = g*J(z) := dtp(g)-1(gz)J(gz)dtp(g)z, V g G G, V z G M.

It follows from [MSI, Proposition 2.50] that the space of G-invariant compatible
almost complex structures is nonempty and contractible.

Definition 2.5 A convex structure on (M, to, ß, L0, £1) is a pair (/, J) where

J is a G-mvariant to-compatible almost complex structure on M which satisfies

dR3(R3z)J(R3z)dR3(z) =-J(z), Vz G M. (4)

for j G {0,1} and f : M —> [0, oo) is a smooth function satisfying the following
conditions.

(CI) / is G-mvariant and proper.

(C2) There exists a constant Co > 0 such that

f(x) >c0 =* <V£V/(s), 0 > 0, df(x)J(x)Xfl(x) (x) > 0, ß(x) ? 0

for every x G M and every £ G TXM Here V denotes the Levi-Cwita

connection of the metric (•, •) = to(-, J-)

(C3) For every p G L3 it holds that Vf(p) G TPL3

As our fourth hypothesis we assume that a convex structure exists

(H4) There exists a convex structure (/, Jo) on (M,to,ß,L0,Li)

A convex structure will guarantee, that solutions of our gradient equation will

remain in a compact domain.

2.3 Linear group actions on complex space

The main examples we have in mind, are of the following form. The symplectic
manifold (M, to) equals the complex vector space Cn endowed with its canonical

symplectic structure too, the Lagrangians equal some linear Lagrangian subspace
of Cn, and the group action tp is given by some injective linear representation
of a connected compact Lie group G to U(n).

For a linear Lagrangian subspace L of C" there is a R-linear splitting

Cn = L © J0L

where Jo is the standard complex structure given by multiplication with i. Let

R = Rl be the canonical antisymplectic involution given by

R(x + J0y) = x - J0y

8



for x,y G L. Hypothesis (HI) means

p(G)R = Rp(G).

In the special case where p = id and L = Rn, the induced involution 5 on G is

given by complex conjugation. To see that, choose A G U(n) and z G C. We

calculate

S(A)z = RAR(z) = RAz = Äz

and hence S(A) = Ä.

The Lie algebra u(n) of U(n) carries a natural invariant inner product given

by

(A,B) :=trace(A*P),

where A* is the complex conjugated transposed of A. Let p : g —> u(n) be the

induced representation of p. Endow g with the invariant inner product

<Çi,6)p = (pfâ),/K6)), V^ej.

Let p* : u(n) —> g be the adjoint of /9, i.e.

</*(0>»?> = <É,P*(»?)>P VÇefl,i)6«(n),

then a moment map /x for the action of G is given by

ß(z) = ~~P*(lZZ*) -T

where r is a central element of g. Since p is isometric with respect to our inner

products, (•, •) is 5 invariant.

A convex structure on (Cn,coo,p,L) is defined for example by

(f,J) = (\\*\2,Jo).
Example 2.6 (Toric manifolds) Let A be a k x n-matrix of rank k whose

entries are positive integers Let the k-torus Tk act on Cn by

z ^ exp(2mA9T)z

where 6 = (6U ..., 6k) G R/Z x ... x R/Z = Tk and z = (zu..., zn) G C" For

some t G iM.k which is equal to the Lie algebra of the torus a moment map for
the torus action above is defined by

( N2

ß(z) = j-t(ATArlAT — T.

V K\2

If Tk acts freely on ß 1(0), then the Marsden-Weinstein quotient Cn//Tk
ß~1(0)/Tk is called a tone manifold
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Example 2.7 (Grassmannians) There is a natural action of the unitary group

U(k) on Cnxk, the space of k-frames in Cn, having the moment map

ß(B) = ±-(B*B-id).

The symplectic quotient is the complex Grassmannian manifold Gc(n,k) Let

L = Rnxk be the space of real k-frames Its isotropy subgroup is the orthogonal

group 0(k) and the induced Lagrangian in the symplectic quotient equals the

real Grassmannian G^(n, k)

Remark 2.8 (Naturality) For U G U(n) let the representation pu be given

by

Pu(g) = Up(g)U-\ V5GG.

Then a moment map for this action is given by

ßu(z) = ßfä^z)

and there is a natural induced isomorphism from M to Mv := /x|}1(0)/G given

by

[z] -> [Uz].

Defining the linear Lagrangian subspace

Lu := U(L)

the image of L under the above isomorphism equals

Lu:=G(ß^J1(0)nLu)/G.

Because the group U(n) acts transitively on the set of Lagrangian subspaces of
Cn one can always assume after applying some U as above, that L = Rn

3 Connecting orbits

3.1 An action functional

We define the path space £P by

& := {(x,n) G C°°([0,1],M x g) : x(j) G L3, n(j) G g^, j G {0,1}},

The assumption (H3) implies that & is connected and simply connected. The

gauge group % is defined by

H:= {9G G°°([0,1],G) :g(j) gGLj, g^dM G g^, j G {0,1}}.

The group structure is the pointwise multiplication of G. The gauge group %

acts on & as follows

g*(x,r\) = (gx,gr\g~l -dtgg~l), g G U.

10



Choose a path x0 : [0,1] -> M with x0(j) G L, for j G {0,1}. For a smooth

family of G-invariant functions Ht : M —> R for t G [0,1], we define the action

functional

by

^jH(x,r?) = - /" xW /" ((ß(x(t)),n(t)) - Ht(x(t)))dt,
J[0,l]x[0,l] JO

where x : [0,1] x [0,1] —> M is a smooth map, which satisfies

x(t, l)=x(t), x(i, 0) = x0(t), x(0,s)eLo, x(l,s)eLi.

Since to is closed and vanishes on the Lagrangians the assumption that ir2(M) =

0 and tti(Lj) = 0 for j G {0,1} together with Stokes theorem implies that the

value of Aß,H(x,rj) does not depend on the choice of x. Moreover, Aß,H is

invariant under the action of Ho j
the path-connected component of the identity

of H. To see this, let g G 'Ho, then there exists h : [0,1] x [0,1] —> G with

h(t,l)=g(t), h(t,0)=id, h(j,s)GGL], h-1dth(j,a)£sii, j£ {0,1}.

The claim follows with g*x = hx.

The tangent space T^^lP of the path space & at (x,r?) G ^ is defined as

the vector space

{(x,fj) G C°°([0,1], x*TM x g) : x(j) G T^jL,, rç(j) G g^, j G {0,1}}.

A family of G-invariant, ^-compatible, almost complex structures Jt determines

an inner product on & by

((x1,fj1),(x2,f}2))= [ ((Xl(t),x2(t))t + {m(t),m(t)))dt (5)
Jo

for (xi,7}i),(x2,??2) G T{x^n)^>, where

(.,.)t = (.,.)Jt=to(;Jv).

The gradient of Aß h with respect to the above inner product as usual defined

by

dA^H(x,vi)[x,fj\ = (grad^,ij(x,r?),[x,?)])

is given by

The set crit(^l) C & of critical points of A^^h consists of paths (x, n) : [0,1] —>

M x g which satisfy

x + Xr](x)=XHt(x), ß(x)=0, x(j)&L3, n(j) Gfl^, j & {0,1}.

11



Since G acts freely on ß~x(0) the group T~L acts freely on crit(^l). If H is the

induced Hamiltonian function of H in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient M and

0*j its flow, i.e.

±^R=Xßto^, ^=id,

then we will prove in Lemma 3.3 below that there is a natural bijection

cnt(A)fH ^0jj(ïo)nïi.

Let

@ = {z = s + iteC:0<t<l}

be the strip. The flow lines of the vector field grad^^ij are pairs (u, *$) G

Wfgç (Ö,Mxg) forp > 2, which satisfy the following partial differential equation

dsu + Jt(u)(dtu + X*(u) - XHt (u)) = 0

ds* + ß(u) = 0 (6)
u(s,j)£L3, r)(s,j)£QÏj, JG{0,1}.

Since p > 2 the pair (u, *$) is continuous. For £ > 2 and 1 < p < oo we introduce

the following Sobolev gauge groups

H1* = {gG Wl*([0,l],G) : g(j) G GL], g^d^j) G gfj5 j G {0,1}},

and for I > 2 and 2 < p < oo we abbreviate

^ = {5 <'?(©, G) : ff(s,i) G GL], g-1dtg(s,j) G g^, j G {0,1}}.

Solutions of the problem (6) are invariant under the action of %2'p. To make

the problem invariant under the gauge group Gi^, we introduce an additional

variable $. Given a solution («o^o) of (6) and g G Q2'p then (u, *&,$) =

(guo,g^og~X —g~19tg, —g~1dsg) is a solution of the so called symplectic vor¬

tex equations on the strip

dsu + X*(u) + Jt(u)(dtu + Xv(u) - XHt («)) = 0

dst> -dt$ + [$,*]+ ß(u) =0 (7)
u(s,j)GL3, $(s,j)GgLj, *(s,i)Gg^ je {0,1}.

Moreover, (7) is invariant under the action of g G Q}^c given by

#*(«,*,$) = {gu^^g-1 - dtgg-1^^-1 -d^g'1).

We will see that each solution (u, *$, $) of (7) is gauge equivalent to a smooth

solution, i.e. there exists an g G ö/o'^ such that g*(u, *&,$) is smooth. In

particular, each solution of (7) is gauge equivalent to a solution of (6). To see

that, let (u, $, $) be a smooth solution of (7) and take the solution g : 9 —> G

of the following ordinary differential equation on the strip

dsg = g$, s(0,*)= id.

Then g G Çf^ and #*$ = 0. In the terminology of gauge theory, this means

that solutions of (6) are solutions of (7) in so called radial gauge.

12



Remark 3.1 // one introduces the connection A = $ds + ^dt on the trivial

G-bundle over the strip, then the first two equations of (7) can be written as

Öj,h,a(u) = 0> *fa + ß(u) = 0.

These equations were discovered independently by D.Salamon and I Mundet (see

[CGS], [CGMS], and [Mu]) In the physics literature they are known as gauged

sigma models

Remark 3.2 (Naturality) Solutions of the problem (7) have the following

properties Let Kt be some smooth family of G-mvariant functions on M and

let iplK : M —>• M be the Hamiltonian symplectomorphism defined by

l^K = XKto^K, <=id.

If (u, $, $) is a solution of (7), then

(«,*,*)(a,*):=(^o «,*,$)(«,*)

is also a solution of (7) with H, J,L0,Li replaced by

Ht:=(Ht-Kt)o^K, Jt:=y,*Kyjt, L0 = L0, U=^L^.

In particular, by choosing Ht = Kt one can always assume that H = 0

Proposition 3.3 There is a natural bijection between crit(^4)/'H and 0^(Zo)n
£i

Proof: By Remark 3.2 we may assume without loss of generality that H = 0.

Denote by n the canonical projection from /x_1(0) to M = ß~1(0)/G. If q G

Lo Cl Li, then there exists xo G L0, x\ G Li, and h G G such that

tt(x0) = tt(xi) = q, x1=hx0.

Choose a smooth path g G G°°([0,1], G) such that

5(0)= id, g(l) = h, (oi9)5-1(0)Ggf0, (d^g-^l) G g^.

Such a path exists, since G is connected. Now define

I : Lo n Li -> cnt(A)/H, q H- [(g(t)x0, -(dtg)g-l(t))].

Here [•, •] denotes the equivalence class in cnt(A)fH.
We have to show that I is well defined. To see that choose another quadruple

(xo,xi, h, g) which satisfies the relations above. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that

there exists h3 G GjJ] for j G {0,1} such that

x3 = n3x3.
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Define

tW^sWV1^)-1-

Then

l*(g(t)x0,-(dtg)g~1) = (g(t)xo,-(dtg)g~l)

and

-/en.

This shows that / is well defined. The verification that / is a bijection is easy,

namely to construct the inverse of I map (x,r?) G crit(^l) to 7r(x)(0). D

Remark 3.4 (Extension) Every solution can be extended to the whole strip.
To see that let (u, $, $) be a solution of (7) and assume that

J3(z) = -dR3(R3z)J3(R3z)dR3(z), z G M, j G {0,1}. (8)

For simplicity, assume also that H = 0. Let Jt for t G R be the unique G-

mvariant extension of to-compatible almost complex structures on M defined by
the following conditions

J|[0,l]xM = J

hn-t(z) = -dRo(Roz)J2n+t(Roz)dRo(z), n G Z, t G (0,1]

J2n+i-t(z) = -dR1(R1z)J2n+i+t(Riz)dR1(z), n G Z, ie(0,1].

FornGZ and t G (0,1] let (û, è, $) G W^(C, M x g x q) be defined by the

conditions

(û,*,*)|e = («,*,*),

(û,tf,*)(s,2n-t) = (iîoâ,-5o(*),5o($))(a,2n + t),

(û,*,ê)(s,2n + l-t) = (Aiâ,-5i(*),5i($))(a,2n + l + t).

iJere 5^ /or j G {0,1} was defined m (1). The map (û, \fr, $) solves

dsÛ + Xg,(Û) + Jt(û)(dtÛ + XV(Û) - XHt («)) = 0

ös* - 94$ + [$, *J + /x(û) = 0 (9)

(Û, *, $)(* + 2,t) = [(Ac) o (#i)a, (5„) o (5i)*, (5„) o (5i)$)(s,t).

Solutions of (9) are invariant under the action of the gauge group

Ùffc := {g G W£CP(C,G) : g(s + 2,t) = (50) ° (5i)5(M)}-

3.2 Energy

Denote by

e(w,*,$) :=

U\dsu + X*(u)\2 + \dtu + X*(u) - XH(u)\2 + \dsV - dt$ + [$,$>}\2 + \ß(u)\2)
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the energy density of a solution of (7) and by

£(«,*,$):= / e(u,V,$)(s,t)dsdt
Je

the energy. For £ > 1 and 1 < p < oo we define

&l* := {(x,r,) G W^([0,l],Mx g) : x(j) G L„ r?0) G gf,, j G {0,1}}.

Theorem 3.5 Assume that (u, $, $) «5 a solution of (7), such that there exists

(a:±,?j±) G @>1>p satisfying

lim («,*,$)(»,*) = (x^^OX*),
s—>-±oo

lim (ö,u,ö«*,ft*)(a,t) = 0
s—>±oo

w/iere a?/ £/ie limits are uniform in the t-variable Then the following holds.

E(u,9,$) = E(u)= [ u*to+ [ Ht(x+(t))dt- f Ht(x~(t))dt. (10)
J& Jo Jo

Proof: We calculate

to(u)(X$,(u),Xy(u)) = d{ß(u),$)Xy(u)

d_
~dt

d_
dt

d_
~dt

t=o

t=o

t=0

>(exp(i¥)u),$)

(Ad(exp(i#))/z(u),$)

(^(u),Ad(exp(-£#))$)

(ß(u), [$,*]), (H)

w(u)(X$(ii),Ih(m)) = -rfff(u)(I$(n)) = -- H(exp(t$)u) = 0 (12)
dt t=o

ds{ß(u),t>) = (dß(u)dsu,t>) + (ß(u),dsS>)

= to(u)(Xy(u),dsu) + {ß(u),dsV), (13)

dt(ß(u),$) = (dß(u)dtu,$) + (ß(u),dt$)

= to(u)(X3,(u),dtu) + (ß(u),dt$). (14)

If »? G g r and p G L,, then

<Ai(p),rç>=0. (15)

To see this, observe that XT)(p) G TPL3. Choose a path g(i) : [0,1] —> L3 with

q(0) G /i_1(0) fi L, and ç(l) = p. The claim follows now from the following
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calculation

(ß(p),v) = (ß(Q(0)),v) + jtiß(q(t)),v)
= ((ß(Q(0)),v)+d{ß(q(t)),v)dtq(t)

= to(Xv(q(t)),dtq(t))
= 0

Using the symplectic vortex equations (7) we calculate

£(«,*,*) = f ((dtu + Xy(u)-XH(u),J(u)(dsu + X*(u)))
Je

-<3.*-öt* + [*,*], ß(u)))dsdt

(co(dsu + X$(u),dtu + Xy(u) - Xh(u))ie
-<3.*-öt* + [*,*], ß(u)))dsdt

u*to- I ds{p(u),ii)dsdt
Je

+ / dt{ß(u),$)dsdt+ / dsH(u)dsdt
Je Je

f u*to+ [ Ht(x+(t))dt- f Ht(x~(t))dt.
Je Jo Jo

For the last equality we have used (15), the boundary conditions, and the as¬

sumptions about the asymptotic behaviour. This proves the theorem. D

3.3 Regularity

The following theorem is a special case of Theorem A.3 proven in the appendix.

Theorem 3.6 Let (w,*,*) G W^(Q,M x g x g) be solutions (7) with J of
class C£ and H of class Ce+1, where £ is either a positive integer or be equal to

oo. Then there exists g G çffc such that g*(u, *, $) G W/+1,p. For £ = oo this

means that g*(u, \f, $) is smooth.

Corollary 3.7 Let (u, *, $) G W/0'p(9, M xgxg) be a solution of (7) with J

of class C2 and H of class C3. Then there exists g G Qf^P such that g*(u, $) G

W^(@,M xg) solves (6).

Proof: By theorem 3.6 there exists gi G Qffc such that (pi)*(u,*,$) G W%*.
Let g2 : 9 —> G solve the following ordinary differential equation

dsg-2 = P2((pi)**), 02(0, i) = id.

Then g2 G Qffc and (g2 o pi)*$ = 0. Hence (p2 ° 9i)*(u, *) solves (6). D
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Corollary 3.8 Let (u, *) G W/0'cp(9, Mxg) be a solution of (6) with J of class

Ci+1 and H of class Cl+2, where £ is either a positive integer or be equal to oo.

Then there exists g G %2'p such that g*(u, *) G W/0'P.

Proof: By theorem 3.6 there exists gi G Q^ such that (û, $, $) := (gi)*(u, *, 0) G

W/+2'p. Let g2 : 9 -> G solve

dsg2=g2$, g2(0,t)=id.

Then

92eCc1,P. (ff2)*$ = 0, (52).(û,*)e<cp.
Since

(92°3i)*0 = 0

it follows that

and hence

ds(g-2 ogi) = 0

g:=g2ogiGn2'p, g,(u,9) £Wfâ.
This proves the Corollary. D

3.4 Convexity

In this subsection we prove that finite energy solutions of the symplectic vortex

equations cannot escape to infinity.

Theorem 3.9 Let (/, J0) be a convex structure on (M,to,ß,L0,Li) and let

Co > 0 be as in condition (C2) of Definition 2.5. Abbreviate the sublevel set

M0 := {x G M : /(x) < c0}.

Assume that J = Jt agrees outside of M0 with Jo and assume that H is a G-

mvariant Hamiltonian function with support in M0. Let (u, $, 1är) be a solution

of (7), such that there exists (x±,r]±) G £?x,p satisfying

lim («,*,$)(»,*) = (x±,r1±,0)(t),
s—)-±oo

lim (ö,u,ö,*,ft*)(a,t) = 0
s—»±oo

where all the limits are uniform in the t-variable. Then

u(z) G M0, Vz G 9.

Proof: Since / is G-invariant we may assume by Theorem 3.6 that (u, $, $)
is smooth. If f(u) > Co, then a calculation carried out in [CGMS] shows that

A[/(«)] > 0.
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Assume that z0 = s0 + ij G 99 for j G {0,1} and m(zo) := / ° u(z0) > cq. We

show, that there exists r > 0 such that m may be defined on Br(z0) G C. To

see that, assume without loss of generality that j = 0. Choose r > 0 so small,
that m(s, 0) > Co for all s G (so — r, so +r). Define

m(s,—t):=m(s,t), (s,t) G Br(so,0), t < 0.

To prove, that m G G2 it remains to show that

dtm(s, 0) = 0, s0 — r < s < s0 + r.

To see that we calculate

dtm(s,0) = df(u(s,0))dtu(s,0)

= (Vf(u(s,0)),J(u(s,0))dsu(s,0))

+<V/(«(a, 0)), J(u(s, 0))XHsfi)(u(s, 0)))

-<V/(«(a,0)),X*M)(«(a,0))>.

It follows from (C3) in Definition 2.5 that V/(m(s,0)) G TW(S]0)L0. Moreover,

dsu(s,0) G TM(Sj0)L0 and because $(s,0) G gLo also X$(S;O)(w(s,0)) G TM(S;0)L0.
Hence the first two terms vanish. The third term vanishes, because / is G-

invariant. Hence

dtm(s,0) =0.

The equation ds^ — 9t$ + [$, \P] = ^(u) = 0 together with our assumptions of

the asymptotic behaviour imply that ß(u)(s,t) converges uniformly to zero in

the i-variable as s goes to ±oo. By (G2) in Definition 2.5 it follows that ß(x) ^ 0

for f(x) > Co- Hence m has either to attain its maximum or m(z) < Co for all

ze0. The previous considerations show, that if m(z) > Co then z cannot be a

local maximum for m. Hence m(z) < cn. This proves the theorem. D

3.5 Uniqueness

The Cauchy problem for the flow equation (6) is ill-defined, i.e. for a given
initial condition (x,n) G @>1'p at s = 0, there exists in general no solution

(u,$) of (6) with (u,$)(0,t) = (x,7])(t). For example, in the case M = C,L =

R, G = {id}, a; = to0, J = Jo a necessary condition for x : [0,1] —> C, x(j) G R,

j G {0,1} to be an initial value of a flow line, is that x is analytic. However, we

will prove next, that flow lines with the same initial condition coincide.

Theorem 3.10 Let (ui, *i), (u2, *2) G Wf*(9, Mxg) be two solutions of (6),
with H and J of class C3. Assume that (ui,^i)(0,t) = (u2,^2)(0,t) for every

t[0,l]. Then(u1,t>1) = (u2,y2).

Proof: It is enough to show that there exists e > 0 such that (u\, *i)(s, t) =

(u2,^2)(s,t) for (s,t) G (—e, e) x [0,1]. Hence we may assume without loss of

generality that M = Cn. Abbreviate

( U!-U2 \

u,=Ui-*J
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and

Mu) = ( J«<"> J ) , «(„.) = ( «*•«-x".<»»

Then

dsw + ^(«ijöt«; = At(ui)öt«; + At(u2) ( ^ ) + Bt(u2, ¥2)

= (At(u2) - At(Ul)) ( 9t^ \ + Bt(u2, *2) - Bt(Ul, *0

= (r^'('»+^-"'»*)(s)
+ / -j-Bt(u! + t(u2 - Ui))dT

=: -C(z)w

where G : 9 -> GLR(C" x g) is locally W2'p-integrable. Set Ä(z) := At(Ul(z)).
Then w satisfies the following partial differential equation

dsw + Ä(z)dtw + C(z)w = 0.

Choose a map <f> G Gj30C(9, GLK(C)) such that

Jt(ui(z))(t>(z) = 4>(z)J0

and set

•W - { t> S
Define w G W^(@,Cn x g) by w(z) = $(z)w(z). Then

0 = dsw + Ä(z)dtw + C(z)

= (ds$)w + $dsw + Ä(dt$)w + Ä$dtw + G$w

= $(dsw + A0dtw + Cw)

where

and

C = «-^ö,* + iöt$ + C$) G Wj20;p(9, GLK(C"))

Jo 0
A° ~

' 0 0

In the case G = id the theorem can now be deduced from Carleman's similar¬

ity principle (see [FHS]). The general case follows from the following Agmon-

Nirenberg-type theorem with Hilbert space H = L2([0, l],Cn x g). D
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Lemma 3.11 (Agmon-Nirenberg) Let(H,{ , )) be a Hubert-space with dense

subspace V. Denote by C(V,H) the space of bounded linear operators from
V to H and by L(H) the space of bounded linear operators from H to itself.
Let [0,oo) —> C(V,H),s i->- A(s) be a continuously differentiable function and

[0,00) —> £(H), s i->- B(s) be continuous. We assume the following

(i) A(s) is symmetric for every s, i.e.

(A(s)^r,) = ^,A(s)n)

for Ç, r? G V. Moreover, A(s), the derivative of A(s), extends to a bounded

linear operator on H.

(ii) B(s) is skew-symmetric for every s, i.e.

(Ç,B(s)t}) = -{B{8)Ç,tI)

for every Ç,n G H.

Assume that £(s) G V is a nonconstant solution of the following differential

equation

dsas)+A(s)as)+B(S)as) = o.

Then £(s) ^ 0 for every s G R.

Proof: This lemma is a simplified version of a theorem by Agmon and Niren-

berg [AN]. It is proved in [RS3]. D

Corollary 3.12 Let Wi = (ui,$i,$i) and w2 = (u2,ty2,$2)) be two finite

energy solutions of (7). Assume that there exists an open set U C 9 and a

gauge transformation g G Wt^(U,G) such that

wi\u = g*w2\u-

Then there exists a gauge transformation h G Qlt^P with

h\u = g

such that

wi = hstw2.

Proof: Choose hi, h2 G Q,gP such that

(/ll).*l=0, (/l2)**2=0.

Set

Si := h \u o g o h2 % G W?£{U, G).

Then

(hi)*wi\u = (gi)*(h2)*w2\u-
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In particular,

9s9i = 0,

and hence g\ only depends on the i-variable. Let z0 = s0 + ito G U and S > 0

such that Bs(z0) := {z G 9 : \z - z0\ < ô} C U. Let

90 := {s + tt 9 : \t -10\ <ö}.

It follows from Theorem 3.10 that

(/ii)*wi|0o = (gi)*(h2)*w2\@0.

Now choose kuk2 G Wf0'cp(9,G) such that

(fci)*(/ii)**i =0, (fc2)*(/i2)**2 = 0.

Set

02 := fcileo ° Si ° ^k e Wffc(®o,G).
Then

(fci)*(/ii)*wi|0o = (32)*(fc2)*(ft2)*u>2|e0.

Since,

9t52 = 0

it follows that g2(s, t) = g2(s). In the same way as Theorem 3.10 it follows that

(fci)*(/ii)*wi = (g2)*(k2)*(h2)*w2.

Set

#3 := fcf1 og2 ofc2.

We obtain

(fti)*wi = (gs)*(h2)*w2.

In particular, #3 is independent of s. Since the energy is finite it follows from

the a priori estimate below, that ß(u)(s,t) converges uniformly to 0 as s goes

to ±oo. Since G acts freely on ß~^(0) it follows from Lemma 2.4 that

93Ü) e GL], g^dtg3(j) G ei,, j e {0,1}

and hence 53 G Q{pc- Now the Corollary follows with h = h^1g^h2. D

Lemma 3.13 (A priori estimate) There exist constants C > 0 and c > 0

such that if (u, *$, $) is a solution of (7), r G (0, h), and zo G 9 then

/ e(«,*,$)<C7, =>• e(u,¥,*)(z0) < 4 / e(«,*,$).

Proof: It suffices to prove the a priori estimate for the extension (û, $, $) as

defined in Remark 3.4. It follows from the calculations [GS, Section 9] that the

energy density e for the extended solutions satisfies an inequality of the form

Ae>-ci(e + e2) (16)

for some constant C\ > 0. The a priori estimate now follows from Lemma D.I.

D
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3.6 Compactness

The aim of this section is to prove that every sequence of finite energy solu¬

tions of (7) has a convergent subsequence modulo gauge invariance. The main

ingredient in the proof is Uhlenbeck's compactness theorem, which states that

a connection with an Lp-bound on the curvature is gauge equivalent to a con¬

nection which satisfies an Lp-bound on all its first derivatives.

Compactness fails if solutions of (7) can escape to infinity. To make sure that

this cannot happen we have to choose our almost complex structure and the

Hamiltonian function appropriately. Fix some convex structure K = (/, J) on

(M, to, ß, Li, L2). Let J(M, to, p, fC) be the space of all G-invariant w-compatible
almost complex structures J on (M, to) which equal J outside of a compact set

in M. It is proven in Proposition 2.50 in [MSI] that the space J(M,co,ß,1C) is

nonempty and contractible. We define the space of admissible families of

almost complex structures

J:=J([0,l},M,to,ß,IC)cC00([0,l},J(M,co,ß,IC))

as the space consisting of smooth families of Jt G J(M, to, ß, K.) which satisfy

(8). Let C£°G(M) be the space of smooth G-invariant functions on M with

compact support, and

Ham := Ham(M,G) := {H G Go°°([0,1] x M) : Ht G CG(M)}

the space of G-invariant functions parametrised by t G [0,1].

Theorem 3.14 (Compactness) Let (uv,^v,§v) G W^P(Q, M x g x g) be a

sequence of solutions of (7) with respect to a smooth family of almost complex
structures Jt & J and to a smooth family of Hamiltonian functions Ht G Ham

// the energies are uniformly bounded, then there exists a sequence of gauge

transformations gv G Q,gP such that a subsequence of(gv)*(uv, ^v, $„) converges

in the C^c-topology to a smooth solution (u, *&, $) of the vortex problem(7)

We will even prove the following stronger theorem.

Theorem 3.15 Let (uv, ^v) G W^P(Q, M xg) be a sequence of solutions of (6)
with respect to a smooth family of almost complex structures Jt G J and to a

smooth family of Hamiltonian functions Ht G Ham If the energies are uniformly

bounded, then there exists a sequence of gauge transformations gv G H2'p such

that a subsequence of (gv)*(uv,i&l/) converges in the C^c-topology to a smooth

solution (u, $) of the gradient equation (6)

Theorem 3.14 follows directly from Theorem 3.15 by Corollary 3.7.

Proof of Theorem 3.15: By applying a proper gauge transformation it

follows from Corollary 3.8 that we may assume without loss of generality that

(uv, #„) G Cj~(C, M x g). Let (ûv, ^v) G W^P(C, M x g) be the extension of

(uv, ^v) as in Remark 3.4. We will prove the theorem in four steps.
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Step 1: For every compact subset K of C there exists a sequence of gauge

transformations gv G C°°(K,G) such that (gv)*(uu,^v,0)\K converges in the

C°° -topology.

Step 1 was proved in [CGMS, Theorem 3.4.]. The main ideas are the following.
Let Av = ^vdt be the connection on the trivial G-bundle over C By convexity

ûv(K) is contained in a compact subset of M. The curvature of Av is given

by FA = ds^vds A dt. Hence the equation ds^v + ß(uv) = 0 implies that the

curvature is uniformly bounded. Moreover, because of (H4) there is no bubbling
and hence

sup||9sw„|k||oo < oo.

v

Step 1 follows now from a combination of Uhlenbecks compactness theorem, see

[Uh, We], and the Compactness Theorem for the Cauchy-Riemann operator (see
for example [MS2, Appendix B]).

Step 2: There exists a sequence of gauge transformations gv G C££.(C, G)
such that a subsequence of (gv)*(uv,^v,0) converges in the C^-topology.

We use the fact that C can be exhausted by compact sets, C = \JnN Bn where

Bn := {z G C : \z\ = n}. Let #" be the sequence of gauge transformations on

Bn for n G N obtained in step 1. We show that we may assume that

ff"k.-1=ff?+1k._1, V^GN. (17)

To prove (17) we first observe that there exists ft" G C°°(Bn,G) such that

ft := Q?+1)_1 ° 9v\ßn has a subsequence which converges in the C°° -topology
to hn. Hence there exists a sequence ft" which has a converging subsequence
and satisfies

ïn,^ ._ J K(z) z e LVi

n"W-\ id zBn+1\Bn.

Now replace g+1 by g"+1 ° ft", which satisfies (17). Now define gv by

9ÀBn :=5"+1|ß„, VnGN.

Step 3: The sequence of gauge transformations gv(s +it) G Cj£c(C, G) in step
2 may be chosen independent of s.

We use an idea from [JRS]. Denote the limit of the sequence (gv)*(ûv, ^v, 0) as

v goes to infinity by (û, ^, >l). Choose ft G G°°(C, G) such that

ft*<l = 0.

Observe that

lim (9s(ft o gv))(h o gv)~x) = lim (fto^)*(0) = ft*$ = 0.
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It follows that ds(h o gv) converges to zero in the G^c-topology. Now set

gv(s,t) :=hogv(0,i).

Obviously, gv is independent of s. Moreover, since gv o (ft o gv)~x converges

to the identity in the G^c-topology, gv satisfies the assumptions of step 2. We

denote gv by gv as before.

Step 4: We prove the theorem.

We have to modify further our sequence of gauge transformations gv, such

that they satisfy the boundary conditions. Because the energy of the sequence

(uv, ^v) is bounded, the energy of (û, $)|e is bounded. Now Lemma 3.13 im¬

plies that ß(ü)(s,t) converges to zero as s goes to infinity uniformly in the

t-variable. Since G acts freely on ß~x(0), there exists s0 G R such that

Gu(s0,o) = G„(S0;i) = {id}.

Since by assumption û„(so, j) G L3 for j G {0,1} it follows that û(so,j) G GL3.
Now choose ft G G°°([0,1], G) such that ft(0)u(so, 0) G L0 and ft(l)û(s0,1) G Li.

This is possible, because G is connected. Choose a sequence ft„ G G°°([0,1],G)
converging to the identity satisfying

(K(j)oh(j)ogv(j))uv(so,j) G L3, j G {0,1}.

We can assume without loss of generality that

Gu„(s0,ö) = GMi/(SOii) = {id}

for every v. By Lemma 2.4, ft„(j) o h(j) o gv(j) G Gl, for j G {0,1}. In

particular,

(hv°hogv)Uv(s,j) G L3, je {0,1}.

Hence ft*û(s, j) e L3 for j e {0,1}. By a similar procedure as above we may find

a further sequence of gauge transformations hv e G°°([0,1], G) which satisfy the

following conditions.

(i) K(j)GGL] for je {0,1},

(ii) (hv)*(gv)*K^v(s,j) e gjjj for every v and j e {0,1},

(iii) There exists ft e G°°([0,1],G) such that hv converges as v goes to infinity
in the C°° -topology to ft.

Now set

gv :=hvohvohogv\[0A e G°°([0,1],G).

Moreover, using the assumption that ^v(j) gf for j e {0,1}, one calculates

gv(j) G GL], g~ldtgv(j) e gf}, j e {0,1},

and hence gv e H. Set

(u,*) :=ft*ft*(w,*)|e.

Now the theorem follows with gv replaced by gv. D
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3.7 Asymptotic Behaviour

We assume in this subsection that H e Ham and Je J and that 0jj(Lo) and

Li intersect cleanly, i.e. <^(L0)nLi is a manifold and for every p e <^(L0)nLi
it holds that

Tp(<p}j(Lo) n Li) = tp4>}j(L0) n tplx.

One may think of this assumption as a Morse-Bott condition on the action

functional A. In particular, we will deduce from it exponential convergence for

the gradient flow lines of A, whose energy is bounded.

For £ > 1 and 1 < p < oo let

crit^(^) cWl'p([0,l},Mxg)

consist of pairs (x, rj) which satisfy

x + Xy(x)=XH(x), ß(x)=0, x(j)£L3, n(j) £gï3, j £{0,1}.

Note that for each (x, rj) e cv'\tl'p(A) there exists ft "Ul+1'p such that ft*(x, n) =

(hx^nh-1 — (9(ft)ft_1) is smooth. Hence

cntl'p(A)/He+1'p = crit(A)/n = ^(L0) n Lx.

In particular, the quotient crit 'p(A)/'He+l'p does not depend on £ and p.

Theorem 3.16 Let (u, 13>) e G^c(9, M x g) be a smooth solution of the bound¬

ary value problem (6) with Jt e J and Ht Ham Assume that L\ and <^(L0)
intersect cleanly Then the following statements are equivalent

(I) (u, \f) has finite energy, i e

£?(«,*) = J [ (\dsu\2+\dtU+Xy(u)-XH(u)\2 + \dsV\2+\ß(u)\2)dsdt < oo.

^ Je

(II) There exist critical paths (x^,^) e crit(^) such that (u,^) converges ex¬

ponentially fast in the C00-topology to (x±,^±) ass —> ±oo, i.e (u,^)(s,t)
converges uniformly m the t-variable to (x±,?7±)(i) as s goes to ±oo and

there exist constants r e R, 5 > 0, and c& > 0 for every k N0 such that

for all s >t

l|Ö««||c«-([*,oo)x[0,l]) + l|Ö«*||c«-([s,oo)x[0,l]) < cfce~
*

and if s < —t then

I|Ö«m||c«-((-oo,*]x[0,1]) + l|Ö«*||c«-((-c»,s]x[0,l]) < cfce S-

The proof of Theorem 3.16 is based on the following Isoperimetric inequality.
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Lemma 3.17 (Isoperimetric inequality) Let (u, \P, <Ê) be a finite energy so¬

lution of (7). Then there exists T G R and a constant c > 0 such that for every

t >T the following inequality holds.

/"OO pi pi
'

/ e(u,$,$)(s,t)dtds<c e(u,^,^)(r,t)dt.
t Jo Jo

Proof: Using an idea from [GS] we will define a local equivariant symplectic
action to prove the lemma. By Remark 3.2 we may assume without loss of

generality that H = 0.

Step 1: There exist positive constants S and c such that, for every (x,n) G @>

with

sup \ß(x)\ < S, sup |x + X^(x)\ < S

[0,1] [0,1]

there exists (x,fj) G crit(„4) such that

c_1 sup \n — f]\ < £(x,n) := / |x + Xv(x)\dt,
[0,1] Jo

and

d(x(t),x(t)) < c(\ß(x(t))\ + £(x,n))

for every t G [0,1].

If S is sufficiently small then there exist unique paths x0 : [0,1] —> ß_1(0)
with x0(j) G L3 and ijo : [0,1] ->• g with rj0(j) G ql3 for j G {0,1} and a

constant c\ > 0 such that

x(t) = expXo(t)(Ço(t)), Ço := JLxoVo, |£o| < Ci|/j(x0)|.

There exists a constant c2 > 0 such that

|x0 + A^(x0)| < c^x + A^x)!

pointwise for every t G [0,1]. Let 7r be the projection from /x_1(0) —> ß~1(0)/G.
Since L0 and L\ intersect cleanly, there exists for small enough \x + Xn(x)\ an

q G ß_1(0) fl L0 such that 7r(ç) G L0 fl L\ and q = exp^^ £i with

161 < c3£(x0,Vo) < c3c2£(x,n)

for some constant c3 > 0. Choose a path (#1,771) G crit(„4) with Xi(0) = q.

Define g : [0,1] -S- G and t/i : [0,1] -> /J_1(0) by

5*% = V, 9(0) = id, yx(t) := g(t)xi(t).

Since yi = g(x1+Xm(x1))-Xv(y1) = -Xv(yi) we have d(y1(l),Ll) <c4£(x,rj)
and so d(g(l),GLt) < c5£(x,n). Hence there exists ft G G°°([0,1],G) with

ft(0)=id, ft(l)_1ö(l) G GLl, sup|p*r7i - ft*r7| < ce£(x,n).
[0,1]
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Hence g0 := h xg G T~L and

sup|r7- (go)*m\ = sup|ft*»7-5*r7i| < c6£(x,n).
[0,1] [0,1]

Define

CM) := (go)*(xi,Vi)-

We get

d(x(t),x(t)) < d(x(t),x0(t)) + d(xo(t),h(t)-1g(t)x1(t))
< d(x(t),x0(t)) + d(x0(t),yi(t)) + d(h(t)yi(t),yi(t))

< ci\ii(x(t))\+crt(x,ri).

Step 2: Local equivariant symplectic action

Let ô be as in Step 1. We define the local equivariant symplectic action for

(x,n) G & as

Aioc(x,n) := - / u*to+ {ß(x(t)),n(t))dt.
•/[0,l]x[0,l] ^o

Here u is defined as

u(s,t) := exps(i) s^(t)

where x is as in Step 1 and £ is the unique small tangent vector such that

x(t) = expm Ç(t).

The action does not depend on the choice of x if the distance between x(t) and

x(t) remains sufficiently small.

Step 3: There exists positive constants 8 and c such that the following holds.

If (x, n) G & satisfying

sup \ß(x)\ < S, sup |x + Xv(x)\ < 5

[0,1] [0,1]

then

\Al0C(x,n)\ <c ( (|x + AVx)|2 + |MaO|2)^.
Jo

Note that
r-l fl

Aioc(x,n) = / co(dsu,dtU + Xv(u))dsdt.
Jo Jo

It follows from Step 1, that

|ö,«| = |£| = d(x,x) < cx(\ß(x)\ + £(x,n)).

For« G {1,2} let

E%{x,v) :TxM^TexpAv)M
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lexPawM*)) = Ex(x,v)x + E2(x,v)dtv.

be defined by the condition

dt

Then

dtu + Xv(u) = ExLx(r\ -fj) + s£2(V£ + V4X„(x)).

Step 1 for s = 1 implies that

|V£ + VtXv(x)\ < c2(\x + Xv(x)\ + £(x,V)).

Hence

\dtu + Xn(u)\ < c3(|x + X„(x)| + £(x,n)).

This implies that

\Ai0C(x,n)\ < cic3 / (\ß(x)\+£(x,n))(\x + Xv(x)\+£(x,ri))dt
Jo

< a / (\x + Xv(x)\2+ \ß(x)\2)dt.
Jo

This proves Step 3.

Step 4: Proof of the lemma.

Since the energy is finite it follows that

fOO pi

/OO
pL

/ e(u, *, $)dtds

converges to zero as r goes to 00. It follows from the a priori estimate that

ß(u(s,t)) and (x + Xv(x))(s,t) converges to zero uniformly in the i-variable as

r goes to 00. Hence for r large enough we have

e(r) =Aioc(x(t),t](t))

and hence

e(t) <c / e(M,*,$)(r,t)di.
io

This proves the lemma. D

Proof of Theorem 3.16 Let (u, *&) be a smooth solution of (6). We may

assume without loss of generality that H = 0. Moreover, we may extend (u, *)
to the whole complex plane by Remark 3.4. There exists To G R such that for

r > To it holds that

e(r) < c / (\dsu(r,t)\2 + \ds*(T,t)\2)dt = -cè(T).
Jo
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In particular,

r > ro => e(r) < e^^-^efo).

It follows from the apriori estimate (Lemma 3.13) that there exist constants

c > 0, S > 0, and n such that

|9sw(s,i)| < ce~Ss, \dsV(s,t)\ < ce~Ss, s > n.

Fix r > 0. We claim that for every s > n + r there exists for every fc G N a

constant cu > 0 such that

\\dsu\B(1+^k)r(s,t)\\w^ + \\9s^\Bil+2_k)r(s,t)\\w^ <cke~Ss. (18)

To see that, we calculate

d2^(s,t) = dß(u)dsu

dtdt*(s,t) = -[*,dsV]-dß(u)Jt(u)dsu

Adsu = ds(Jt(u))dt(Jt(u))Jt(u)dsu

-ds(Jt(u))(X9^(u) + V8llUXy(u))

-Jt(u)(Xd29(u) + 2VdaUXdaq,(u) + V9„„V9„„X*(m))

-d2(Jt(u))Jt(u)dsu

-ds(Jt(u))(dsdtu + X9^(11) + Ves«A"<p(w))

-Xaadsy(u) - VdsUXdt-q,(u) - V'dtuXgs-q,(u)

-V'esMV'dtuXy(u)

The inequality (18) follows from the calculations above together with Lemma 3.7

by induction on k. Now Theorem 3.16 follows from the Sobolev embedding
theorem. D

Lemma 3.18 Let fl,fl' be bounded open subsets o/C such that fl c fl'. Then,

for every integer k > 0, there exists a constant c = c(k, fl, fl') > 0 such that

||M||Wrfe+2 2(Q)
< C(||AU||W».2(Q/) + ||«||jy<.+ 12(Q,))

for every smooth function u : fl' — R.

Proof: This Lemma is an easy special case of the Calderon-Zygmund inequal¬

ity, see for example, [MS2, Theorem B.2.8]. It is proved for instance in [RS3].D

The following theorem describes the asymptotic behaviour of nonconstant solu¬

tions of (6) more precisely. In particular, solutions of (6) which converge faster

than any exponential are constant.

Theorem 3.19 Let (u, \P) G W^P(Q,M x g) be a nonconstant solution of (6).
Assume that (u,^)(s,t) converges uniformly m the t-variable to (x,rj) G crit(„4)
and ds(u,^)(s,t) converges uniformly to 0 as s goes to oo. Write u(s,t) =

expxn^v(s,t) for s large enough. Then there exists an eigenvalue A > 0 and
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an eigenvector (£,ip) of the Hessian HA(x,rj), i.e. a solution of the following

problem

Mx)(dtÇ + VtXv(x) + Lxil,-VtXHt(x)) = A£

dß(x)^ = Xtp

tU) G Tx{3)L3, 'iP(j) G gL], j G {0,1},

a constant 5 > 0, a constant T > 0 and positive constants ck for every integer
k > 0 such that

\\(v, * - n)(s) + je-x'(t,il>)\\c> < cke-^+s^, s > T.

An analogous result holds, if s goes to —oo.

Proof: Given Theorem 3.16 the proof of Theorem 3.19 proceed along the same

lines as Theorem B in [RS3]. D

4 Moduli spaces

We assume in this section that H G Ham such that <^L0 intersects L\ cleanly.
Let Gi C Lon(0^-)~1(Li) and G2 C Lon(0^-)_1(Li) be submanifolds. We shall

prove that for a generic choice of the almost complex structure gauge equivalence
classes of flow lines which end in Gi := {(x,n) G crit1,p(„4) : 7r(x(0)) G Gi} as

s goes to —oo and in G2 := {(x,n) G crit1,p(^4) : 7r(x(0)) G C2} as s goes

to oo have the structure of a finite dimensional manifold. Here ir denotes the

canonical projection /J_1(0) —> M.

4.1 The Hessian and the Augmented Hessian

The tangent space of the Hilbert-manifold £PX'2 at (x, n) G é?1'2 is given by pairs

(£, V) G W^2([0, l],x*TM x g) which satisfy £(j) G Tx{j)L3 and V(j) G g^ for

j G {0,1}. A smooth family Jt of G-invariant, w-compatible almost complex
structures defines the metric (5) on ßP1'2, i.e.

<&,tM,(6,V*)>= / ((ti(t),&(t))t + (Mt),Mt)))dt
Jo

for (£1,^1), (6, V>2) G T(x^^2. For (x,n) G 0>1'2, (£,^) G T{x^^2, the

Hessian of A at (x, n) G S?1,2 with respect to the metric above on S?1*2
,

HA(x,rj) := Hj^x,^,^): T{x^>2 -+ L2([0,l],x*TM x g)

is defined by

Jt(x)VtÇ + V4(Jt(x))9tx + Vç(Jt(x)X^(x)) - VçVfft(x) + Jt(x)Lx^ \

dß(x)£, )
'
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Here V = Vt denotes the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the metric

{•, -)t = co(-, Jf). One may think of the Hessian as the covariant derivative of

grad*4 with respect to the Levi-Civita connection on £?1,2 induced from the

metric (5). We abbreviate by

V^'2([0,l],x*TM)xL2([0,l],g)

the superset of T^)^1'2, consisting of (M) G W1'2([0,l],x*TM)xL2([0,l],g)
which satisfy £(j) G TX^L3 for j G {0,1}. The Hessian at (x,rf) may be

extended to a bounded linear operator from Wl'2([0,l],x*TM) x L2([0, l],g)
to L2([0,1], x*TM x g). By abuse of notation, we will denote this operator also

by HA(x,rf).

Theorem 4.1 For a smooth path (x,n) G & the Hessian HA(x,n) at (x,n)
is an (unbounded) L2-selfadjoint operator with dense domain V(HA(x,n)) =

Wl'2([0,l],x*TM) x L2([0, l],g). If X ^ 0 lies m the spectrum of the operator

HA(x,n), then X is an eigenvalue of the Hessian.

Recall the following facts from [MSI, Chapter 4].

Lemma 4.2 Let (M,to) be a symplectic manifold and J an to-compatible com¬

plex structure on M. Let V be the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the

metric {( , ) = to( ,
J ). Then the following holds for all u,v, w G Vect(M).

(i) (VVJ)J + J(VVJ) = 0 and ((VuJ)v,w) + {v, (VuJ)w) = 0.

(ii) ((VuJ)v,w) + {(VvJ)w,u) + ((VwJ)u,v) = 0.

(iii) J(VjuJ) = V„J.

Proof of Theorem 4.1: We first show that HA is symmetric. We claim that

<£i,VÏ2(JtAVx(*)))> = <6,V4l(JtX,(x(i)))). (19)

To see that, we calculate

{b,V^(JtXn(x(t))))t = {6,VÏ2(Ji)Xî)(x(*)) + JtV42Xr,(x(t))))t
= -(Vi2(Jt)^Xn(x{t)))t ~ (JtÇi,VeaXv(x(t)))t
= -(VeM)ÇuXv(x(t)))t-b{JtÇuXv(xmt

+(Vto(tei)Mx(t)))t
= -to(Xv(x(t)), JtVç2(Jt)6) +&w{Xtl(x(t)Ul)

+to(Xn(x(i)),Jt^UUi))
= -to(Xn(x(t)),V^i)+&to(Xn(x(t)),^)
= -d(ß(x(t)),n)(V^i) +&d{ß(x(t)),71)(t1)

= -d{ß(x(t)),r])(V^i) + Çid(n(x(t)),ri)(Z2)

+d<ß(x{t)),r,)([&,C1])
= -d<ß(x(t)),T))(yt1C2) + Cid<ß(x(t)),ri)fa)

= {Ç2,VtMXv(x{t))))t-
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This proves (19). We next show

(Jt(x(t))Lx{t)Tp, Ot = (il>, dß(x(t))0- (20)

We calculate

(Jt(x(t))Lx{t)ip,0t = to(X^(x(t)),0 = d(ß(x(t)),^ = (^,dß(x(t))0.

Similarly as above one shows using partial integration that

<6,V42VJL(x)) = (V4lVJL(x),Ç2> (21)

and

/ <&(t), Jt(x(t))VtUt) + Vi2{t)(Jt(x(t))dtx(t))dt = (22)
Jo

/ (Jt(x(t))Vtti(t) + Vil(t)(Jt(x(t))dtx(t),^2)dt.
Jo

It follows from these computations that the operator HA(x,i~i) is symmetric.
To show that the Hessian is selfadjoint, we first prove a Lemma.

Lemma 4.3 Denote by W^2(]ß, 1],C") the Banach space consisting of func¬
tions £ G VF1'2([0,1], C") which satisfy Ç(j) G R" C C" for j G {0,1}. Let A be

the unbounded symmetric operator

9
• i-2/rn n tnn\ . tIi

A =

i-:L2([0,1],C")^L2([0,1],C")

with dense domain

V(A) = W^([0,l],Cn).

Then A is selfadjoint.

Proof: Let n G V(A*) c L2([0,1],C"), i.e. there exists A*r\ G L2([0,1],C")
such that

/ (A*ri,0= [ (V,M), VZ£V(A)
Jo Jo

where {•, •) is the standard scalar product on C" = R2". We first show that

»jG W1,2([0,l],Cn

with weak derivative

dtt] = —iA*n.

To see that, let tp G G0°°([0,1],C") c V(A). We calculate,

f (-iA*n,^) = [ (v,A(i<P)) = - f {V,dtil>).
o Jo Jo
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This proves the claim. To see, that n satisfies the boundary conditions, i.e.

r? G W^'2([0,1],C"), we calculate for £ G V(A)

(£(1)^(1))-<£(0),«j(0)> = f dt{C,iv)
Jo

f (dtÇ,iri)+ f {tidtV)
o Jo

f (iM,if))+ I {Ç,A*V)
Jo Jo

= 0.

Since this holds for every £ G T>(A) it follows that

rç(j)GR", J G {0,1}.

It follows that r) G Wl'2([0,1],C") = V(A), and hence

V(A) =V(A*).

This proves the Lemma. D

Recall the following special case of a Theorem of Kato, [K, Theorem 4.3].

Theorem 4.4 (Kato) If H is a Hubert-space, A a selfadjoint operator on H

with dense domain V(A), and B : H —>• H a symmetric bounded operator, then

A + B with domain T>(A) is selfadjoint.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 continued In view of Kato's Theorem above and since

the path (x, n) is assumed to be smooth, it suffices to show that the symmetric

operator

T: ^2([0,l],i7M)^L2([0,l],^rM), £ h- Jt(x)Vt£ + V4(Jt(x))9tx

is selfadjoint with dense domain V(T) = W\'2([0,l],x*TM). Using suitable

local trivialization we will reduce that problem to Lemma 4.3. Choose smooth

maps

[0,1] x R2" -»• TM : (t,v) H- Xt(v) G Tx{t)M

such that

(i) Jt(x(t))xt = XtJo,

(ii) x,(R" x {0}) = Tx(3)L3forj G {0,1},

(iii) to(x(t))(xtv,Xtw) = to0(v,w) for v,w G R2" and the standard symplectic
structure co0 on R2".
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Define S : [0,1] -> R2"x2" by the condition

XtS(t) := Jt(x(t))dtXf

Then for every smooth £ : [0,1] —> R2" we obtain

Xt(Jodt( + S()=T(xt().

Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows

to0(v,JoS(t)w) =to0(S(t)v,J0w), Vu,wGR2"

and hence S(t) is symmetric for every t G [0,1] with respect to the standard

scalar product (•,•) = to0(-, Jo-) on R2". Now it follows from Lemma 4.3 and

Theorem 4.4 that the operator

f := J0dt + S

with domain V(f) = WlL'2([0,1],R2") ={(6 Wl'2([0,1],R2") : ((j) G R" x

{0}, j G {0,1}} is selfadjoint in L2([0,1],R2"). It follows that the operator T

is selfadjoint and hence HA(x,n) is selfadjoint.
We next show that the nonzero spectrum of HA(x, rj) consists of eigenvalues.

We define for A ^ 0 the bounded linear operator

S\:L2([0,l],x*TM)->L2([0,l],x*TM),

by

£ >-> Vç(Jt(x))9tx + Vç(J4(x)X^(x)) - VçVfft(x) + -Jt(x)Lxdp(x)Ç.

It follows from (19), (20), and (21) that S'a is symmetric. Now set

Px := Jt(x)Vt + Sx.

The considerations above imply that P\ is a selfadjoint operator with dense do¬

main Wl'2([0,l],x*TM). Moreover, since the inclusion Wl'2([0,l],x*TM) M-

L2([0, l],x*TM) is compact, it follows that the spectrum of P\ consists of dis¬

crete eigenvalues with finite multiplicity. The proof that the spectrum of the

Hessian consists only of eigenvalues follows now from the following claim.

Claim: If X G R is not zero and lies in the resolvent set of P\, then A

lies in the resolvent set of HA(x,rj). If X £ M is not zero and X is an eigenvalue

of P\, then X is an eigenvalue of HA(x,n).

Assume first that A ^ 0 lies in the resolvent set of P\. We first show that

Ha&tV) — A is surjective, i.e. for every (Çi,ipi) G L2([0, l],x*TM x g) there

exist (Ç,ip) G Wl'2([0,l],x*TM) x L2([0,l],g) which solve

ff^>U)-AUH*.)-
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Since A ^ 0 this is equivalent to

ip = j(dß(x)C - fa)

Pxt-XÇ = ^ + ^Jt(x)Lx^.
Since Pa — A is invertible by assumption, these two equations can be solved and

hence HA(x,n) is surjective. We next show that HA(x,rj) is also injective. Sup¬

pose the contrary. Then there exists a pair (£, tp) ^ (0,0) in L2([0,1], x*TM x g)
such that

ip = - dß(x)i

Pxt = H-

It follows from the first equation that £ ^ 0. Hence £ is an eigenvalue of Pa
which contradicts the fact that A lies in the resolvent set of Pa- Finally, it re¬

mains to prove that if A ^ 0 is an eigenvalue of Pa, then A is also an eigenvalue
of the Hessian. To see that let £ G Wl'2([0, l],x*TM) solve PAÇ = AC. Then

(£, j dß(x)£) is an eigenvector of the Hessian to the eigenvalue A. This proves

the claim and hence the nonzero spectrum of HA(x,n) consists of eigenvalues.
This proves the Theorem. D

We next introduce the augmented Hessian at a path (x,rj) £ ß?l>2. We define

the Hilbert space Wl'2([0,1], x*TM xgxg) which consists of triples {(£, if), <f>) £

Wx>2([0, l],x*TM xgxg) satisfying Ç(j) G Tx(3)L3,if)(j) £ (gLl)^, and <f>(j) £

gL, for j G {0,1}. Denote by L^x^ the infinitesimal gauge action

£(*,„) : {</> G W^2([0, l]),g : <f>(j) £ gL], j £ {0,1}} -> L2([0, l],x*TM x g)

L(x^:={-dtt-h<P])
and let L^ from {(Ç,i/>) £ W^2([0, l],x*TM x g) : Ç(j) G Tx{3)L3, if)(j) £

gi3, j £ {0,1}} to L2([0, l],g) defined by

Llx^(^) = (dt^ + [n^}+Lli)

be its formal adjoint. Then the augmented Hessian

HA(x,n) : W\'2([0, l],x*TM x g x g) - L2([0, l],x*TM xgxg)

is defined by

«.*.»* e^fâi:*?*)- <23)

Theorem 4.5 Assume that (x,n) £ 2? is a smooth path. Then the augmented
Hessian is a selfadjoint operator defined on the dense domain V(HA(x,n)) =
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WL' ([0, l],x*TM xgxg). The spectrum of the augmented Hessian is discrete

and consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. If (x,n) £ crit(^) and (Ç, if))
is an eigenvector of HA(x,n) to the nonzero eigenvalue X, then (£,if>,0) is an

eigenvector of HA(x,n) to the same eigenvalue X. In particular, the spectrum of
the Hessian at (x, n) consists of discrete eigenvalues and every nonzero eigen¬

value has finite multiplicity.

Proof: The proof that the augmented Hessian is selfadjoint proceeds in the

same way as the proof of the selfadjointness of the Hessian. Since the inclusion

Wl'2([0, l],x*TM xgxg)^- L2([0,1], x*TM xgxg) is compact, the spectrum

of HA(x,rj) consists of discrete eigenvalues with finite multiplicity.
Let (x, n) £ crit(yt) and let (£, tp) be an eigenvector of HA(x, n) to a non-zero

eigenvalue A. Because HA(x,rj) is selfadjoint the different eigenspaces are or¬

thogonal to each other. In particular (£, if>) is perpendicular to the infinitesimal

gauge action and hence LI «,(tf,ip) = 0. Moreover, the formula

if) = jdß(x)£

together with (2) implies that if> £ W^>2([0, l],g) and if>(j) £ gf for j G {0,1}.
In particular, (£,ip,0) £ V(HA). It follows that (£,,ip,0) is an eigenvector of

HA(x,n) to the eigenvalue A. This proves the theorem. D

Proposition 4.6 Assume that (x,rj) £ crit1,2(„4). Denote by ir the canonical

projection from ß_1(0) to the Marsden- Weinstein quotien ß~1(0)/G. Then there

is a natural bijection

kevHA(x,V) = T<x-m(Lo n (^)"1Li).

Proof: Since L0 and (0jj)_1Li intersect cleanly, T^^CÄ) H (0jj)_1Li) can

naturally be identified with solutions (£,?/>) G Wl'2([0,l],x*TM x g) of the

following problem.

dtÇ + VçAVx) + Lxif, - W^XHt (x) = 0 (24)

dß(x)i = 0

dt^ + [nM + L*xi = o

aj)£Tx{3)L3,if,(j)£gi JG{0,1}

Since (x,n) G crit1'2^), i.e. (x,n) is a solution of

x + Xv(x) - XHt (x) = 0, ß(x) = 0, x(j) £ L3, ip(j) £ gi,, j £ {0,1}.

triples (Ç,ip,<f>) £ kerHA(x,rj) are solutions of

Lx<f> + Jt(x)(dti + VcX„(x) + Lxip - VtXHt(x)) = 0 (25)

-dt<f> - [n, <f>] + dß(x)£ = 0

9^ + [r?,V]+L;£ = 0

ZU) G TX{])L3, <f>(j) G gL], *P(j) £ Bi,, j £ {0,1}.
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In particular, each solution (£,if>) of the problem (24), gives rise to a solution

(£,if>,0) of the problem (25). To show the other inclusion, we prove that for

each solution (£, if), <f>) of problem (25) we have 0 = 0. To do that assume that

(£,ip,<f>) solves (25). We first show

/ ({Jt(x)(dt^+ViXv(x)+Lxip-\7iXHt(x)),Lx<p)-(dß(x)C,dt<P+[v,'P}))dt = 0.

Jo

(26)
To see that, observe

(Jt(x)(dtÇ + V^AVx) - VçXHt (x)), Lxcf>)

= -(dß(x)(dtt + Vç(AVx) - XHt(x))),<f>)

= -(dß(x)(dtC + Vxv(x)-xHt(x)Ç + \xn ~ xHt(x)^]),4>)

= -(dß(x)(dtt - V*£ + [X„ - XHt (x), Ç]), 0)
= -i((Xn(x)-XHt(x))ß(x),cf))

+ ((Xri(x)-XHt(x))dß(x)t4>)
= -t([v,ß(x)],<f>)+t(VHt(x),Lx4>)

-(x(dß(x)C),(f>)

= (dß(x)£, [r), 0]}

-(dt(dß(x)i),<t>).

Using

we obtain

{Jt(x)Lxip,Lx4>) = (ß(x),[(f>,if>]) = 0

(Jt(x)(dtÇ + VsXv(x)+Lxil> - VtXHt(x)),Lz<l>) ~ (dß(x)Z,dt<t>+[r,,<t>})

= -dt(dß(x%4>).

Hence

/ ((Jt(x)(dtÇ + VjAVx) +Lxip - V,:XHt{x))M) ~ (dß(x)C,dt<j>+[v,<f>]))dt
Jo

= -(dß(x(i))ai), 0(i)> + (dß(X(o))ao), 0(o)>
= +to(t(l),Xm(x(l))) -to(C(0),Xm(x(0)))
= 0.

This proves (26). In particular,

[\{LX
Jo

, Lx</>) + (9t0 + [r], <f>], dt<t> + [r?, <t>]))dt = 0

^o

and hence

0 = 0.

This proves the Proposition. D
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4.2 Banach manifolds

Choose 0 < ô < min({|A| : A G a(HA(x,n)) \ {0}, (x,n) £ crit1'2^)}, where

a(HA(x,n)) denotes the spectrum of the selfadjoint operator HA(x,rj), which is

discrete by Theorem 4.5. For a smooth cutoff function ß such that ß(s) = — 1

if s < 0 and ß(s) = 1 if s > 1 define

7ä : R ->• R, s H> esß{s)s.

Let S be an open subset of 9. We define the || ||&]P],5-norni for a measurable

function / : S —> R with weak dérivâtes up to order k by

ll/lkP,*:= £ \h'%%f\\p-
i-\-j<k

We denote

W^p(S) := {/ G Wk'p(S) : \\f\\ktPtS < oo} = {/ G Wk'p(S) : lsf £ Wk'p(S)}.

We also set

Lp(S) := W^(S).

The reason why we have to introduce these weighted Sobolev norms, is to get
the Fredholm property of the linearized operator in the degenerate case, i.e.

if 0£.(LO) and L\ intersect cleanly but not transversally. Let B = B\'p =

2?]'p(L0,Li,Gi,G2) be the set consisting of all w = («,*,$) G W^P(@,M x

g) x Ws ,p(9,g) which satisfy the following conditions:

(i) w maps (s,j) to L3 x gL, x g^ for j G {0,1}.

(ii) There exists (xi, j?i ) G Ci, T G R, (Çi,4>i) G Wg'p((-oo,T]x[0,l],x*1TMx
g) such that

(u,*)(a,t) = (exPcci(4)(ei(s,t)),77iW + ^i(M)), « < -T.

(iii) There exists (x2,T72) G C2, T G R, (Ç2,ip2) G Wg'p([T, oo) x [0, l],x^TM x

g) such that

(u,*)(a,t) = (exp!ta(t)(e2(a,t)),7b(t)+^2(a,t)), s > T.

There are two natural evaluation maps evi : B —> C\ and ev2 : B —> C2 defined

by

evi(w) = (xi,r7i), ev2(w) = (x2,r72). (27)

The gauge group Q = Q2'p consists of g £ çf^P such that there exist hi,h2 £

H2'p, T £ R, i?! G W2'p((-œ,T] x [0,1],fl), #2 G W2'p([T,oo) x [0,1],fl), with

M*J), MsJ) G Bl„ ^1dtMs,J)^21dtMsJ) G fl^ for j G {0,1}, which

satisfy the following
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(i) g(s,t) = expftl(t)0?i(s,t)) for s < -T,

(ii) g(s,t) = expft2(t)0?2(s,*)) for s > T.

In complete analogy with (27) we define the evaluation maps evi, ev2 : G —> rio'p
by

evi(s) := hi, ev2(g) := h2.

G acts on B by

(«, *, $) •-). (5-1u,5-1*5 + g^dtg^-^g + g^dsg).

Since G acts freely on ß~x(0) it follows that the action of G on B is free.

Let n be the canonical projection from /x_1(0) to the Marsden-Weinstein

quotient ß~1(0)/G. Since 0jjLo and L\ intersect cleanly, there are bijective

maps P = P(x^n) from T7r(a.)(0)(L0 H (0^)_1Li) to solutions (£,if)) £ T{x^n)^^p
of

dtt + Lxif) + VcX„(x) - V^XHt (x) = 0

dß(x)i = 0

dtip + [n,if>} + L*xii = 0

Z(j)£Tx{3)L3, iP(j)£gi, JG{0,1},

p(ö(t) = m,m),

which satisfy the condition

d(7ro7r1)(x(t),71(t))(P(Ö(t)) = #*j(7r(x)(0))e

for £ G T7r(a.)(0)(L0 n (0^)"1Li). Here m : ^'p ->• &l'p denotes the projection
to the second variable, i.e. iT\(x,r}) = (x,0).

Let Ew = u*TM xgxg and let Wg'[(Q, Ew) be the space of W^-sections
from 9 to Ew which map (s,j) to u*(s,j)TL3 x gL, x gi for j G {0,1}.
Let ßi and ß2 be smooth cutoff functions with ßi(s) = 1 for s < —T — 1,

ßx(s) = 0 for s > -T, ß2(s) = 0 for s < T, and /?2(s) = 1 for s > T + 1. In a

neighbourhood £/,(*) of xt(t) for i G {1,2} such that u(s,t) £ U\(t) for s < —T

and u(s,t) £ U2(t) for s > T choose some smooth family of trivializations

X%,t(u) : TUM -> Tx{t)M such that if u £ L3 for j G {0,1} then Xz,j(u)TuL3 =

TXz(j}L3 .
Let %(s,t) : x*(t)TM x g x g -> u(s,t)*TM x g x g be defined by

Elements Ç = (£,ip,<f>) £TWB are sums

C(a,*)=<o(a,t)+7i(«,t)(Ci,i(*)+C2,i(*))+72(a,t)(Cil2(*)+C2,2(t))
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for (o = (Co,V>o,0o) G Wl'p(Q,Ew), Ç1<3 = (Ci,„V>i,„0) = (PfeM) with

£7 G T7VX,{o)C3, and (2,3 = (C2,3,ip2,3,0) = (-LX]id3,dt'dJ - [&j,Vj],0) with

êj £ Lie(H2,p) for j G {1,2}. TWB is a Banach-space with norm

2 2

IIC||:=||Co||i,p,. + ££||U|i,P.
j=l 1=1

To define local coordinate charts, choose some smooth family of Riemannian

metrics gt on M such that L0 is totally geodesic with respect to go and Li is

totally geodesic with respect to g\. Choose further Riemannian metrics g3 on

C3. Let w £ B be smooth with (x3,n3) = e\3(w) also smooth for j G {1,2}.
Let x £ C3 and £- G TSC3. Define £T G Texp /T^C3 to be the parallel transport

of £ along the geodesic a \-$ expä (crÇ), 0 < a < r with respect to the metric g3.

For (x,n) £ C3 let (p^ Jx,n),p2 Ax,rj)) £ C3 be the solution of the following
differential equation

dT(p\^(x,ii),p2Tl(x,n)) = P(pi((x,v),pl((x,v))(ir), (pI^(x,v),Po^(x,v)) = (x,rj).

If u(s,t) = expœi(t)(^i(s,t)) for s < -T, u(s,t) = expX2{t)(£2(s,t)) for s > T,

£i G TVXl(o)Ci, and £2 G T,7rcC2(o)C2 small enough define

a«(£i,6)0M) := <

'

exppi^(xi;r;i)(i)(/3i(s)Ci(s,i)) s<-T

u(s,i) -T<s<T

.
eXPp;Î2(x2,r,2)(t)(/52(s)6(s^)) S>T

where £3(s,t) is obtained by parallel transport of £j(s,t) along the path r i->-

PlTß (xnV]) for i G {1,2}. We define

2

««,(£1,6) == (M&,6),* + £/3,(/o?i& (s,,»fc)-»?,),$).

For Co = (£,0,^0,4>o) G Wgf(Q,Ew) small enough define

a(Co) = (expJÇo), * + ipo, * + 0o)-

For a sufficiently small neighbourhood U of 0 in T4/^1|'(9,-Bw) x T^^Ci x

Lie(fi2'p) x T7r:C2(0)C2 x Lie(-H2'p) we define aw = aw(gt,gi,g2) : U -> ß, the

"exponential map" for the metrics #t, <h, and g2, by

^(Co,^,^,^,/^) :=exp(^i/ii +^2/i2)aa„(Co)(^i,^2).

Let Wl'l(@, g) be the Banach space of ê £ W2'P(Q, g) such that ê(s, j) £ gL,

and dtê(s,j) £ gi for j G {0,1}. Elements ê £ Lie(S) are sums

a(s,t)=Ms,t)+ßi(s)el(t)+ß2(s)e2(t)
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where ê0 G Wfl(9,g) and t?i,#2 G LieCH2-35). Let Lwê G Twß be the infinites¬

imal gauge action of û on TWB. Then

(L^)0 = (Luâo,[êo,^}-dtêo,[êo,^]-dsê0)

(Lwâ)i,i = 0

(£„,0)1,2 = 0

(L„tf)2,i = (L^âulâuThl-dtâuO)

(Lwiï)2,2 = (LxJ2,[ti2,n2]-dtti2,0).

B can be endowed with a ^-invariant Riemannian metric defined by

r
2 2i

<C\C2>:= / <Co,Co2}^ + ££ / iclxl)dt
J&

3=1 ,= 1
J°

for C1^2 G TWB. Analoguously, there is also a (/-invariant Riemannian metric

on G defined by

(ê\ê2):= f(êl,ê2)dsdt + J2 [\^,^)dt
Je

t=1
Jo

for 01,f?2 G TgG- The adjoint of the infinitesimal gauge action with respect to

these two metrics is given by

(L;,C)o = 9s0o + [$,0o]+9^o + [*,^o] + L^o

(L;C)i = 9t<Ki+ [771,^2,1^^6,1

(L*WÇ)2 = dtip2<2 + [772,^2,2] + L*X2&;2.

Since G acts freely on ß_1(0) it follows that Lw is injective for every w £ B

and hence L*WLW is also injective for every w £ B. Elliptic regularity implies
that L*WLW is bijective for every w £ B. This implies that there is a G invariant

splitting of TWB into closed subspaces

Twß = LwLie(ö)©kerL;.

Let [w] the equivalence class of w in B/G- If all the g^s are chosen invariant

under G the charts aw are equivariant and a neighbourhood of [w] in B/G can

be identified with a neighbourhood of 0 in kerL^. In particular, the space B/G
is itself a Banach-manifold. Let £ = £p be the Banach-bundle over B whose

fibers £w are given by

£w:=Lp(Q,u*TMxg).

The action of G on B lifts to an action on £. For every J £ J there is a

5-equivariant section T' = Tj : B — £ which maps w = (u, $, $) to

dsu + Xfc(u) + Jt(u)(dtu + Xjr(u) - Ifft (u))

öa*-ö(* + [*,*]+At(u).
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Set

M = M(J)=TJ1(0)/G.

For a regular J the tangent space of M at a zero w oi T can be naturally
identified with the kernel of the operator Vw : TWB —> £w x Lp(Q,g)

where (£,ip,<f>) £TWB and

| = 9se + Lu0 + VçX<j,(w) + Jt(w)(9tC- + L„V + VcX*(w)-VïXJît)

+VcJt(M)(9tw + Xy(u) - XHt(u))

$ = dsif) + [<S>,if)]-dt<f>-[*,<]>}+dß(u)C

0 = 9s0 + [$,0] + 9tV + [*^] + L;e

We show that Vw is a Fredholm operator and that it is surjective for generic
J £ J If this is the case, then it follows from the implicit function theorem,
that the moduli space M is a finite dimensional manifold, whose local dimension

at [w] £ M equals the Fredholm-index of Vw.

4.3 Fredholm Theory

The aim of this subsection is to prove that the linearized operator Vw is a

Fredholm-operator.
In the case where 0^(LO) and L\ intersect transversally, the Fredholm prop¬

erty for T>w was proved in [RSI] for p = 2 and in [S2] for 1 < p < oo.

Proposition 4.7 Let w = (u, $,$)eß be smooth. Then the operator Vw is a

Fredholm-operator.

Proof: Write

Vw=ds+A(s).

Then

Ax := lim A(s) = H%(x1,T]1), A2 := lim A(s) = HA(x2,n2)
S—Ï — CO s—^oo

and C G TWB/G decomposes as

C = Co + ACi+ÄC2

with

Co G 14^(9,LU CiGkerAi, C2 G ker A2.

Since ker^4i and kerA2 are finite dimensional it suffices to show that D° :=

^w\w1,p(e e„)
is a Fredholm-operator.
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Let

<t>i:L*^IP, f^hs, fo-.W^^W1*, f^fls.

V^ is a Fredholm-operator exactly if

Vw : Wi'p(Q, Ew) -»- Lp(@, Ew), Vw = 0i©° 0,"1

is a Fredholm-operator, where WL'p = W0'£. For C G WL'P(@,EW) we calculate

vw( = 0ivl^c = 0iüw(C7-5) = Md.iC-r-s) + A(8)ti-S)

= MidsCh-s + (öß(s) + odsß(s)s)Cj-ö + A(a)C7-*)

= 9SC + (A(s) + o[ß(s) + d8ß(s)s)id}(.

Hence Vm is given by

Vw =ds+ B(s)

where

B(s)=A(s) + [o(ß(s)+dsß(s)s)]id.

Define B3 := A3 + (-iyö for j G {1,2}. Since 0 < Ö < min({|A| : A G

a(HA(x,n))\{0},(x,n) £ crit1'2^)} the P/s are invertible. Now we are in the

situation of [RSI] and [S2], and it follows that Vw is a Fredholm-operator. This

proves the proposition. D

4.4 G-Regular points

The behaviour of J-holomorphic curves u : E —>• M, where E is a compact

Riemann surface without boundary and M is an almost complex manifold, was

studied in [McD] and [MS2]. It is shown there that u is either multiply covered

or admits a point z £ E such that

du(z)^0, {z} = u~1(u(z)).

Such a point is called an injective point and the existence of such points

plays a crucial role in the transversality theory for J-holomorphic curves. If

E has a boundary then the above result breaks down. In the case of strips

one has to allow ^-dependent perturbations of the almost complex structure to

achieve transversality. Transversality for Jt-holomorphic curves from a strip

to an almost complex manifold was shown in [FHS] and [SZ]. In particular
the authors introduced the notion of regular points which play the role of

injective points. The hard part is to show existence of a regular point. In the

spirit of regular points, we will introduce the concept of G-regular points
of u, where (u, $, $) is a finite energy solution of (7). We will prove that for

solutions (u, $, $) of (7) which are not gauge equivalent to a constant solution

the set of G-regular points is open and dense near the ends of the strip.
There is an orthogonal decomposition TpM = (Lpg + JLpg)(B(Lpg+ JLpg)-L.

Denote by irp the orthogonal projection to the second subspace. -n satisfies

Jttp = TTPJ, Ttgpdg = dgiTp.
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Definition 4.8 (G-Regular point) Lei(u,*,$) G W^p(@,M,g)xWl'p(Q,g)
be a solution of (7) such that limg_j.±00(«, $)(s,t) = (x±,n±)(t) A point

z = t + is £ 9 is called G-regular for u if

Ku(s,t)(dsu(s,t)) ^ 0, u(s,t) $ Gx±(t),

u(s,t) i Gu(R-{s},t), G„(M) = {id}.

Our aim is to show that such a point exists for solutions whose energy

is greater than zero. Roughly speaking this will be proved as follows. If there

would be no G-regular point, then there exists an open set U C 9 and r/OEl
such that u(z) = u(z + ir) for z £ U, where equality has to be understood

modulo some gauge transformation. By unique continuation one concludes that

u(z) = u(z + ir) for all z £ 9. This implies that u(s,t) = x±(t) and hence the

energy equals zero.

Theorem 4.9 Let (u, $, $) be a finite energy solution of (7) which is not gauge

equivalent to an s-mdependent solution Then there exists T > 0 such that set

R(u) fl {z £ 9 : \s\ > T} of G-regular points for u is open and dense in

{z £ 9 : \s\ > T}. In particular, R(u) is open and nonempty.

Proof: By Remark 3.2 we may assume without loss of generality that H = 0.

We prove that R(u) is open. Assume otherwise that there exists a point

(s,t) £ R(u) which can be approximated by a sequence (sv,tv) ^ R(u). Then

7r«(s„,t1/)9su(sl/,ti,) 7^ 0, u(sv,tv) ^ Gx± and G„(Si/i4i/) = {id} for v sufficiently

large. Since (sv,tv) ^ R(u) it follows that there exists a sequence s'v £ R and

g(s'v^v) £ G such that

u(sv,tv) =g(s'v,tv)u(s'v,tv), s'v ^ sv.

If the sequence s'v is unbounded then, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we

may assume that s'v —> ±oo. Then it follows from theorem 3.16 that there exists

g(s'v^v) such that g(s'v,tv)u(s'v,tv) —> x±(tv). Since G is compact it follows

that a subsequence of g(s'v,tv) o g~1(s'iy,tv) converges to some h £ G. This

implies u(s,t) = /ix±(t) which contradicts the fact that (s,t) £ R(u). Hence

the sequence s'v is bounded and we may assume without loss of generality that

s'v —> s'. It follows that there exists g £ G and u(s,t) = gu(s',t). Since

(s,t) £ R(u) we must have s' = s. Hence s'v and sv both converge to s and this

contradicts the fact that 7r«(s,i)(9sw(s,t)) ^ 0. This proves that the set R(u) is

open.

We prove that the set R(u) is not empty. It follows from the asymptotic
behaviour of u studied in theorem 3.19 that there exists a nonempty open set

S C 9 with nu(z)(dsu(z)) ^ 0) u(z) = u(s,t) ^ Gx±(i) and Gu(zj = {id} for

every z £ S. It remains to show that there exists z £ S such that u(z) =

u(s,t) £ Gu(M — {s},t}). To do that we show that the set of G-regular points
in S is dense in S. Assume otherwise that there exists zo = to + iso with

Be(zo)C\R(u) = $

for some e > 0. Choose e so small and T > 0 so large that the following holds
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(i) u(s,t) iGu(Be(so,to)) for |s| > T and \t-t0\ < e.

(ii) Tru(z)(dsu(z)) ^ 0 for every z G Be(zo), the map u : Be —ï C is an

embedding and u(B) ngu(Be) = 0, for every g £ G\ {id}.

The condition Pe(^o) H R(u) = 0 means that for all (s,t) £ Be(zo) there exists

an s' £ R such that u(s,t) £ Gu(s',t) and s' ^ s. We prove first the following
claim:

Claim: There exists a point z0 = t0 + is0 £ B(z0) such that the set

C := {s £ R : u(s,t0) £ Gu(s0,t0)}

is finite and for every s £ C we have r&nk(du(s,to)) = 2 and im(du(s,to)) n

MLu{sM) = {0}.

To see that choose T c M a G-equivariant tubular neighbourhood of u(z0)
such that G acts freely on T. Define the function û : u~x(T) —> N := T/G by

ü(z) = [u(z)\

where [ ] denotes the equivalence class with respect to the equivalence relation

q ~ q' «=> q' £ Gq.

Perhaps by shrinking e we may assume without loss of generality that ù(Be (zo)) £

N and there exists an open set û(Be(zo)) C V C N and a chart / : V —> R"1

such that

f(u(Be(z0))) C R2 x {0} c R2 x Rm"2 = R.

Here m := dim(M) — dim(G) is the dimension of N. It follows from (i) that we

can assume without loss of generality that there exists a compact set K such

that

ü-1(V) c K ce.

Abbreviate

A := u(Bc(zo)) = ü^-XP^o)))).

With respect to some decomposition Rm = R2 x Rm"2 let -n : Rm ->• Rm be the

linear projection on R2 x {0}. Define

V :=f-1o7r\jlv)(f(A))cV.

Note that V and hence B := -û_1(y) are open. Moreover,

B cK cQ.

We define further the function v : B —> A by

V := /_1 o 7T o / où.
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Observe that u 1(u(Be(z0))) C P and

"lu-'W^fjo))) = Û\u-^(u(Bt{zo)))-

Define the set

C(Ü) := {z G B(z0) : #{z G P : û(z) = ù(z)} = 00} C B(z0).

Because P is contained in the compact set K we can write

C(u) = {z £ Be(z0) : 3{zv}f=1,zv ±z,zv^rz£ B,u(zv) = ü(z) = û(z)}.

It follows that û(C(û)) is contained in the set of critical points of û. Now the

formula

dv = (df)_1 o dir o df o dû

implies

Ü(C(Ü))CCV(B)

where CV(B) denotes the set of critical points in A with respect to v. Now it

follows from Sard's theorem that the set

(A\Ü(C(Ü)))D(A\CV(B))

is dense in A and in particular nonempty. Choose q £ A \ u(C(u)) and define

zo :=ü-1(q)r\Be(zo).

Then 50 has the required properties. This proves the claim.

Write again z0 = to + *«o for z0 = to + i§o- Let Si,..., sjv G [—T,T] be the

points with

û(so,to) = ù(si,t0) = = ù(sN,t0).

Define

Fs := {(s',t) £ 9 : 3(s,t) £ B2ö(s0,to) : ü(s,t) = ü(s',t)} \B2ö(s0,to).

We claim that for every constant r > 0 there exists a ô > 0 such that

N

Fsc \jBr(s3,t0).
j=i

Otherwise, there would exist p > 0 and a sequence (sv,tv) —> (s0,t0) with

s'v 7^ sv and û(sv,tv) = ü(s'v,tv) such that

(s'v,tv) (/Bp(s3,to)

for every j > 1. By (ii), there exists e' > 0 such that \sv — s'v\ > e'. By (i), we
have \s'v\ < T. Hence the sequence s'v has an accumulation point s' which must
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be distinct from all the points s0,• •, sjv but satisfies û(s',to) = u(s0,to). This

contradiction proves the claim.

Now fix an r > 0 and choose ö as above. Define

E3 := {(s,t) £ c\(Bö(s0,to)) : 3(s',t) £ cl(Br(s3,t0)) : ü(s',t) = ü(s,t)}

for j = 1,..., N. These sets are closed and

c\(Bs(so,to)) = EiU...UEjv.

Hence at least one of the sets E^ has a nonempty interior. Assume without loss

of generality that int(Ei) ^ 0. Choose an open set U C Ei and note that

UnB2r(ai,*o) = 0

and u : B2r(si,to) —^ M is an embedding with u(B2r) fl gu(B2r) = 0 for

g £ G \ {id} provided that r > 0 was chosen sufficiently small. On the other

hand it follows from the definition of Ei that for every (s,t) £ U there exists

an s' £ R such that (s',t) £ B2r(si,to) and ù(s,t) = û(s',t).

Fix a point z0 = t0 + is0 £ U. Let a := s'0 — s0 ^ 0. Define w : 9 ->• M

and w :W := B2r(si - a,to) -> AT by

w(z) := u(z + ia), w(z) := ü(z + ia).

Note that

w(z) = [w(z)]

for z £ W and w : W —> N is an embedding. Moreover,

w(z0) = û(zo).

It follows from the assumptions that

ü(U) Cw(W).

Define

W :=w-l(u(U)).

Then û-1 o w : W —> U is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, our assumptions assert

that this map takes the form w_1 o w(s,t) = (K,(s,t),t). Differentiating the

formula w(s,t) = ü(K,(s,t),t) we obtain using the symplectic vortex equations

(7)

0 = TTw(s,t) (dsw(s, t)) + J(t, w(s, t))nw{Sit) (dtw(s, t))

= ^u(K,t)(dKu(K,t)dsK)
+J(t, u(k, t))7T„(Bjt) (dRu(n, t)dtK, + dtu(n, t))

= 7r«(«,t) (dKu(n, t)dsn) + 7r„(M) (dtu(n, t)dtn - 7r„(K;t) (dKu(n, t))

= ^u(K,t)(dKU(K,t))(dsK - 1) +7T„(K;t)(9tu(K,t))9tK.
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Since 7rt,(rejt)(9K«(K,t)) and TTu(n,t)(dtu(n,t)) are linearly independent we de¬

duce that dsK = 1 and dtK = 0. Hence n(s,t) = s + s0 for some So G R. Since

ù(zo) = ûl(zo) we obtain s0 = 0 and hence K,(s,t) = s. This implies that û and

w agree in the neighbourhood U = W of So-

It follows from the considerations above that there exists g : U —> G such

that u\u = 9~lw\u- Define $(s,t) := $(s + a,t) and $(s,t) := *(s + a,f).
Because G„(z) = {id} for every z £ U it follows that $|c/ = g*$\u and

*|{/ = 9*^\u- Now the unique continuation Theorem 3.12 implies that (u, $, $)
is gauge equivalent to (w, $,<&). This means that there exists g : 9 —> G

such that (m, \P,$)(s,£) = g*(u,^,^)(s + a,t). By induction we obtain that

(u,'$,$)(s,t) = (gk)*(u,^>,^)(s + ka,t). By theorem 3.16 we can assume with¬

out loss of generality that (u, \f, $) converges for s —> oo. Hence g equals the

identity and (u, $, $) is independent of s. This contradiction proves the theo¬

rem. D

4.5 Transversality

In this subsection we show that for generic choice of the almost complex struc¬

ture our moduli spaces are smooth manifolds. The proof is based on Sard's

Theorem. Since the space J is only a Frechet manifold and no Banach mani¬

fold, we have to use the Banach manifold almost complex structures of class Cl

for £ £ N to apply Sard's Theorem. Using an argument of Taubes, we will prove

the smooth case from the C^-case.

Theorem 4.10 The set Jreg c J consisting of those J £ J such that Vw is

surjective for every w £ Tjl(0) is of the second category

Proof: For a positive integer £ let J1 be the space of admissible families of

almost complex structures of class Cl. Let

T(w, J) = Tj{w), w£B,j£jl

and

Ü1 := {(w, J)£BxJl: F(w, J) = 0}.

We will prove that the universal moduli space

ul:=ülig

is a separable Banach manifold of class Cl. To show that, we have to verify that

VWtJ : TWB x TjJ ^£wx LP(@,g)

given by

/
c n / Yt(u)(dtu + X^,(u)-XHt(u))

vw,j( £ J =vw(0+\ o
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is onto for every (w,J) £Ui.

The tangent space of J1 at some J £ J1 consists of all G-invariant Cl-

sections Y : [0,1] x M ->• End(TM) which satisfy

JtYt+YtJt = 0, to(Ytv,w) +co(v,Ytw) = 0, Yt\M\MQ = 0,

Y3(z) = -dR3(R3z)Y3(R3z)dR3(z), z £ M, j £ {0,1}.

Since Vj is a Fredholm operator, it has a closed range and a finite dimensional

cokernel. Hence Vwj has a closed range and a finite dimensional cokernel and

it only remains to prove that its range is dense. To see this, let C = (C, Vs 4>) G

(£w x Lp(<d,g))* = Lq_s(Q,Ew xgxg) for l/p+ 1/q = 1 such that C vanishes

on the range of Vwj, i.e.

[ ((,Vw()dsdt = 0 (28)
Je

for every C G TWB and

r

(£, Y(u)(dsu + Lu$))dsdt = 0 (29)
Lle

for every Y £ TjJ1. Let z = s + it£Qbea, G-regular point for u. We claim

that £(z) = 0. Otherwise one could construct as in [SZ] a F G TjJe with small

support around (t, u(z)) such that

[ (i, Y(u)(dsu + Lu$))dsdt > 0

Je

contradicting (29). Equation (28) says that

V*J = 0 (30)

where V*w is the formal adjoint of Vm. Hence it follows from elliptic regularity

that C G Wle^c1'p(e,Ew xgxg). It is shown in [CGMS] that (30) implies that

0 vanishes identically. Using (30) again and Gu^ = {id} one concludes that

ip(z) = 0 for every G-regular point z. Because the set of G-regular points is

open and nonempty it follows that C vanishes on a nonempty open subset of 9.

Unique continuation for the first order elliptic operator D*, implies that C = 0.

Hence T>wj is onto for every (w,J) £ Ul. Now it follows from the implicit
function theorem that Ul is a Banach-manifold.

The projection
ire : U1^ J1

is a Fredholm-map. It follows from the Sard-Smale theorem that for £ sufficiently

large, the set j£eg of regular values of 7rf is a countable intersection of open and

dense sets in J1. Note that J G J1 is a regular value of it1 exactly if Vw is

surjective for every w £ JJ'j"1(0).
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Let Ul'c be the set of pairs (w, J) = (u, $, $, J) G Ul such that there exists

g £ G satisfying in the W/1'p-norms

\\dsg*u(s,t)\\ + \\dsg*V(s,t)\\ + ||Ö.S**(M)II < ce~^c

and define

The moduli space

Ul,e ._ -fit c/g_

M^(J):={([w},J)£Ul'c}

is compact for every J. It follows that the set Jp° consisting of all J £ J1 such

that Vw is onto for all ([w], J) £ Mt,c(J) is open and dense in J1. Hence the

set

<JC ._ jl,C p J
^reg

'

ureg u

is dense in J1 and in J. Compactness of the moduli spaces implies again that

J£eg is also open in the C°°-topology. Choose a sequence cn for n £ N which

converges to infinity as n goes to infinity. It follows that the set

Jreg
'•— \ | Jre

nSN

is a countable intersection of open and dense subsets of J. This proves the

theorem. D

4.6 Floer-Gromov's compactness theorem

We refine in this subsection the Compactness Theorem by showing that each

sequence of solutions of the symplectic vortex equations (7) has a subsequence
which converges modulo breaking as in Morse theory.

Lemma 4.11 There exists a constant H > 0 such that each solution of the sym¬

plectic vortex equations (7) which is not gauge equivalent to a constant solution,
has energy greater or equal H.

Proof: The a priori estimate in Lemma 3.13 and Step 1 in Lemma 3.17 show

that for each neighbourhood U of crit1,p(„4) in ß?l>p there exists a constant

h(U) > 0, such that each solution w of (7) whose energy is bounded by H(U)
remains in U for all s £ R. In view of the asymptotic behaviour in Theorem 3.16

we can choose U so small, such that for each solution w of (7) which remains

in U for all s there exists two critical points c~ and c+ in the same connected

component of cntl'p(A) such that after a gauge transformation w(s) converges

to c^ as s goes to ±oo. This implies that the energy of w is zero and hence w

is gauge equivalent to a constant solution. Now set h = h(U). This proves the

lemma. D

For the following theorem recall that B is the Banachmanifold, G is the Ba-

nachgauge group, and evi,ev2 are the evaluation maps introduced on page 38.
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Theorem 4.12 Let wv = (uv, ^v,^v) £ B be a sequence of solutions of the

symplectic vortex equation (7) Assume that there are constants 0 < c < C such

that

c < E(wv) <C, V v £ N. (31)

Then there exists a subsequence ofv (still denoted by v), an integer m, sequences

si G R, gl £ G, and smooth solutions wJ £ B of (7) for 1 < j < m, having the

following properties

(i) (gi)*wv(s + si) converges in the Ci^c-topology to w3 for 1 < j < m

(ii) w3 is not gauge equivalent to a constant solution for 1 < j < m.

(iii) ev2(w3) = evi(w3+1) for 1 < j < m — 1

(iv) lim^ooL;^) = X^li E(w3)

Proof: Let Lo be an open neighbourhood of crit1,p(^4) in ^1,p such that

each connected component of Lo contains exactly one connected component

of crit1,p(.4). Introduce the maps s i->- wv(s) from R to @>1>p, defined by

wv(s)(t) := wv(s,t). We define the "first exit time"

si :=inf{sGR: wv(s) £ U0}.

It follows from (31) that -oo < si < oo for every v. Set wl(s) := wv(s + si).
It follows from Theorem 3.14 that for a subsequence there exists gl £ G and a

solution w1 £ B of (7) such that (gl)*wl converges in the C^c-topology to w1.

By construction, w1 satisfies (ii). Assume by induction that we have established

the existence of sequences s3, £ R, gauge transformations gl £ G, and smooth

solutions w3 £ B of (7) for 1 < j < m which satisfy conditions (i)—(iii) but

not necessarily condition (iv). Let Tm > 0 be such that wm(s) £ U0 for all

s > Tm. If wv(s + s) £ Lo for all s > Tm than (iv) holds and we are finished.

Otherwise, define

8?+1 = sup{s > s? + Tm : wv(a) £ U0, Va G [a + Tm, s}}.

Note that s-Tm-s+1 converges to oo. Setw+1(s) := wl,(s+s'//+1). Apply¬

ing Theorem 3.14 again one sees that for a subsequence there exists g+1 £ G,
and a solution wm+1 £ B of (7) such that (g+1)*w+1 converges in the Cf£c-
topology to ivm+1. Lemma 4.11 together with the bound on the energy implies
that the induction will terminate after finitely many steps. This proves the

theorem. D

4.7 Gluing

In this subsection we will prove a partial converse to Theorem 4.12. We show,
that given two connecting orbits such that the right end of the first one agrees

with the left end of the second one, then there exists a family of connecting
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orbits which converge modulo breaking in the sense of Theorem 4.12 to the

given pair.

LetBi =B1S'P(L0,L1,C1,C2),B2 = B1s'p(L0,L1,C2,C3),wl = (ui,*i,*i) G

B\, and w2 = (ii2,$>2,$2) £ B2 such that

ev2(u>i) = evi(w2) = (x,n)-

Our first aim is to construct a pregluing map which assigns to W\_, w2 an element

wiH\w2 £B3 =B]>p(Lo,L1,C1,C3).
There exists T > 0, and exponentially decaying VF^-sections £1 (s, t),£2(s, t)

such that

Mi(a,t) =expa.(t)(^i(s,t))
for s > T and

u2(s,t) = expx(t)(Ç2(s,t))
for s < -T.

Choose a smooth cutoff function ß : R —>• [0,1] equal to 1 for s > 1 and

equal to 0 for s < 0. First we consider the special case where

$i(s,£)=0, s>T, $2(s,*)=0, s<-T (32)

we define for R > 2T + 2 the pregluing map #5j by

(ul,$l,*l)#k(U2,*2,*2) := («l#St«2,*l#i*2,*l#Sl*2)

where

'

ui(s + P,£), s < -R/2-1,

expx{t)(ß{-s - R/2)^(s + R,t)), -R/2 - 1 < a < -R/2,

Ui#°Ru2(s,t) := < x(t), -R/2<s<R/2,

expx{t}(ß(s - R/2)i2(s - R, t)), R/2<s< R/2 + 1,

k
u2(s-R,t), s>R/2 + l,

*i#^2(s,i) := (l-ß^s-R^^t)

+(ß(-s - R/2) + ß(s - R/2))n(t)

+(l-ß(s-R/2))y2(s,t)

$i#^2(s,i) := (l-ß(-s-R/2))^(S,t)

+(l-ß(s-R/2))$2(s,t).

To define the pregluing map in the general case, we first use two gauge transfor¬

mations, such that (32) holds, and then gauge back again. To do that we define

a pregluing map for (gi,g2) £ G2 where

& := {(01,02) £GxG : evi(g2) = ev2(pi)}.

If evi(g2) = ev2(<7i) = h write

gi(s,t) =exph(t)(#i(s,t))
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for s > T and

g2 (s, t) = exph(t)(t?2(s,i))
for s < —T We define

9iéQR92(s,t)

'

gx(s + R,t), s < -R/2-1,

exph{t)(ß(-s - R/2)êt(s + R,t)), -R/2-1 <s< -R/2,

h(t), -R/2 <s< R/2,

exph{t](ß(s - R/2)ê2(s - R,t)), R/2 < s < R/2 + 1,

{ g2(s-R,t), s>R/2 + l.

Now choose 71,72 G G such that ev2(7i) = evi(72), (71)*$i(s,t) = 0 for s > T,
and (j2)*$2(s,t) = 0 for s < —T We define the pregluing map by

Wl#°RW2 = ((7i#jb,2)"1)*((7i)*Wi#lR(72)*W2)

One easily checks that the pregluing map is independent of the choice of 71 and

72 Moreover, the pregluing map is equivariant m the sense that if g\, g2 £ G

with ev2(<7i) = evi^) then there exists gn = 9r(9i,92,wi,w2) such that

(9i)*wi#R(g2)*w2 = (5i?)*(wi#?j«;2).

An explicit formula for gR is

gn = (7i#ß72) (iî1gi#Ri21g2)

This finishes the construction of the pregluing map
For large R £ R and 1 £ N0 define the weights 7,5 r R —> R by

/ (l-ß(-s))~fö(s + R)+ß(s)ls(s-R) i>l

7,sl)
1 (1 - ß(-s - R))js(s + R) + ß(s + R)'ls(s - R) i = 0

Here ß is a smooth cutoff function which equals 0 for s < —1 and equals 1 for

s > 0 The maps 7,5 were defined on page 38 to construct the || ||*;pa-norms
The following weighted Sobolev-norms were introduced by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta,
Ono m [FOOO, Section 18]

( I^VIIp k = 0

kp5R' \ EtoHRd,f\\p + lim )l|2 k>o

They are equivalent to the || \\k p s -norms, but their ratio diverges as R goes to

infinity The reason why we have to introduce them is the uniformity of the

constant c m the following lemma 4 13

Let w £ B and aw = o:u(öi> 5i><?2) be as on page 40 the "exponential map"

occurmg m the construction of charts, and assume that the corresponding met¬

rics gt are G-mvariant for every t Define for C G TUB

e(w,0 £u ->• £a„(o
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as paj§«lt^l faans]So|ift, ajor^efchtefijaeh r i

Fw : TWB ^£w: 0 g(w, C)"1 J>»(0),

B —> £ is the section introduced on page 41.

allowing lemma is a standard result in the theory of gluing, see for

Schl, Chapter 2.5].

4.13 Consider the subset B of Bi x B2 distinguished by the property

'.very (wi,w2) £ B it holds that ev2(wi) = evi(w2) and dFWl(0) x

•estricted to {(Ci,C2) G TWlBi x TW2B2 : d(ev2)(wi)Ci = d(evi)(w2)C2}
ive. Assume that G2B/G2 is compact. Then there exists Ro G R and

constant c such that for every R > Ro and every (wi,w2) £ B there

ight inverse Qr of dFWl^o W2(0), i.e.

dFWl#oRW2(0)oQR = \d,

imQR = ker(dPWl#oHW2(0))-L

\\QrV\\i,p,ö,r < c|h||o,p,<5,iî,

V G £Wi#orW2.

y 4.14 Let Bi xB2 c Tjx(0) xFjx(0) such that for every (u>i,w2) £

t holds that ev2(wi) = evi(w2). Moreover, assume that J is regular as

m 4-10 and that ev2 : JJ'_1(0) —> C2 and evi : JJ'~1(0) —> C2 intersect

illy 4. If 02(Pi x B2)/G2 is compact, then there exists Ro £ R and a

z such that for every R > Rq and every (w\,w2) there exists a unique

2) £ ker(dPTOl#o ^(O))1- such that

,2(awi#°Rw2)) = 0, \\awi#>2)\\iM < c\\FWi#orW2(0)\\0,pAr-
(33)

We first show that dFWl (0) x dFW2 (0) restricted to {(Ci, C2) G TWl Bi x

ev2(wi)Ci = devi(w2)C2} is surjective. Let (tji,tj2) £ £Wl x £W2. Since

ar, there exists Ci and C2 such that

dFw,(0)(3=r)3, je {1,2}.

£ := d(ev2)(wi)Ci - d(evi)(w2)C2.

: J7_1(0) —> C2 and evi : F_1(0) —> C2 intersect transversally, there

5 ker dFWl (0) and C2 G ker dFW2 (0) such that

d(ev2)(«;i)Ci0+d(ev1)(U;2)C20=e

4We will show in Appendix C that this condition holds generically.
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Define

Cl := Cl " Ci°, C2 := C2 + C2°-

Then

d(ev2)(wi)Ci = d(evi)(w2)C2, dFWld = 771, dFW2C,2 = n2.

Hence dFUl(0)xdFW2(0) restricted to {(Ci,C2) G TWlBixTW2B2 : d(ev2)(wi)Ci =

d(evi)(w2)Ci} is surjective.
Recall by Theorem 3.16 that there exist constants c > 0 and k > 0 such that

ll^Bl#oBtta(0)||o,P,*,Ä<ce-',Ä.

Now the existence of a unique £(wi#Rw2) such that (33) holds follows from

Lemma 4.13 together with the Banach Fixpoint theorem. For details, see [Schl].
This proves the Corollary. D

Let Pi x P2 be as in Corollary 4.14. The correction term ^(wi^Rw2) leads

to a gluing map #R : Pi x B2 —y JJ"_1(0) for R large enough defined as follows

#i?(wi,w2) = aWl#oRU2(i(wi#Rw2)).

R acts on B by translation, i.e. w(s) h-» w(s + r). Since the gluing map is

equivariant it induces a gluing map

# : [02(Pi x B2)/(G2 x It)] x (Pi, 00) -> M/R.

If Pi is chosen large enough, then # is a smooth embedding, see [Schl].

5 Moment Floer homology

We prove in this section our first main theorem.

Theorem A There exists a graded field A of characteristic 2 and a graded

A-vectorspace HF*(L0,Li,ß) with the following properties

(i) If Li and L[ are Hamiltonian isotopic by a G-mvariant Hamiltonian with

compact support, then PP*(L0,Li,/i) and PP*(L0, L[, ß) are canonically

isomorphic.

(ii) If the induced Lagrangians L0 and L\ m the Marsden- Weinstein quotient

intersect transversally, then the number of its intersection points can be

estimated from below by the dimension o/PF*(L0,Li,/x). If the dimension

of HF*(Lo,Li,p) is strictly less then the number of intersection points of
the Lagrangians, then existence of nontrivial solutions of the symplectic
vortex equations follows.

We will call the graded vectorspace PF*(L0,Li,ß) the moment Floer homol¬

ogy. In the first subsection we will construct the field A, in the second subsection

we will prove Theorem A, and in the third subsection we will calculate moment

Floer homology for an easy example.
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5.1 Novikov rings

5.1.1 Weight maps

The basic examples of weight maps are the Energy and the Index Note that it

follows from Theorem 3 5 that the energy of a connecting orbit which connects

two critical points Co and ci in crit1 P(A) is given by the difference of the action

functional at the two critical points Hence we define the energy function

E crit1 P(A) x crit1 P(A) -» R

by

E(co,ci) =A(c0) -A(ci)

The energy functional has the following properties

(i) If a connecting orbit w £ F~l connects the two critical points evi(w) and

ev2(w), then

E(w) = E(evi(w),ev2(w)).

(ii) For ci,C2,C3 G crit1 2(A), h £ H, and ho £ %o, then

E(d,c2)+E(c2,c3) = E(a,c3),

E(hci,hc2) = E(a,c2),

E(hoC!,c2) = E(a,c2)

E and I are the basic examples of weight maps We will study some prop¬

erties of weight maps m the next subsection, which will enable us to define the

Novikov ring and the chain complex of Moment Floer homology
If w £ B and F(w) = 0, then the local dimension of T~l(0)/G at the

equivalence class of w is given by

dimwF-1(0)/G = md(Vu)

where ind is the Fredholm-mdex

Proposition 5.1 There exists a function

I : cnt(A) x crit (.4) -S> Z

with the following properties

(i) If a smooth connecting orbit w £ F_1(0) connects the two critical points

evi(w) and ev2(w), then

dimwF~1(0)/G = i"(evi(w),ev2(w))

(ii) If ci,c2,c3 £ cnt(^4), h £ H, and ho £ T-Lq, then

I(ci,c2)+I(c2,c3) = I(ci,c3),

I(ha,hc2) = I(ci,c2),

I(h0ci,c2) = I(ci,c2)
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The proof of Proposition 5.1 is based on the following lemma. Recall that the

path space S? is defined by

9 := {(x,n) G C°°([0,1],M x fl) : x(j) £ L3, n(j) £ g^, j £ {0,1}}.

For the following lemma we will endow it with the C°°-topology.

Lemma 5.2 The path space S? is connected and simply connected.

Proof: We use hypothesis (H3). Since tti(M), ni(g) , tto(L3), and no(gi ) are

trivial for j G {0,1}, it follows that the path space is connected. To see that it is

simply connected, we first homotop the loops on the boundary to a point to get

a sphere which is contractible by assumption. More precisely, let p £ C(S1, S?)
be a path in the path space. Define (x,n) £ C°°([0,1] x S1, M x g) by

(x,r])(s,t) := p(s)(t).

We have to show that for r G [0,1] there exist smooth families (x(r),n(r)) £

C°°([0,1] x [0,1], M x fl) which satisfy the following conditions.

(i) (x(0)(s,t),ri(0)(s,t)) = (x(s,t),r,(s,t)) for (s,t) £ S1 x [0,1].

(ii) (x(l)(s,t),r,(l)(s,t)) = (x(0,t),r,(0,t)) for (s,t) £ S1 x [0,1].

(iii) x(r)(s, j) £ L3 and r](r)(s, j) £ sï, for j G {0,1}, s £ S1, and r G [0,1].

Since ni(L3) and ni(gi ) for j G {0,1} are trivial, there exist for r £ [0,1/2]
smooth families (x(r),?7(r)) G C°°([0, 1],Mxq) which satisfy conditions (i), (iii)
and

(x(l/2)(S,j),77(l/2)(s,j)) = (x(0,j),7y(0,j)), s £ S1, j £ {0,1}.

Since n2(M) and 7r2(g) are trivial, it follows that we can extend the family to

the whole intervall [0,1] such that it satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). This

proves that 8? is simply connected. D

Proof of Proposition 5.1 Since by Lemma 5.2 the path space is connected,
we can for given critical points Co,Ci G crit(^4) find a continuous path p G

C([0,1], @>) such that p(j) = c3 for j G {0,1}. Define w £ B by

T co s < 0

w(s) := < p(s) 0 < s < 1

[a s>i

Now we set

J(co,Ci) :=ind(DTO)

where ind is the Fredholm-index. Since the pathspace is simply connected by
Lemma 5.2 and the Fredholm index remains invariant under compact pertur¬

bations, it follows that I is well defined, i.e. independent of the choice of p.
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Assertion (i) and the third equation in assertion (ii) follow again from invari¬

ance under compact perturbations. The first equation in assertion (ii) follows

from the catenation property of the Fredholm index, see for example [RSI], and

the second equation in assertion (ii) follows from gauge invariance. This proves

the proposition. D

Up to now, the energy and the index are defined for pairs of critical paths.
Our aim is to define also the energy and the index of a group element h £

"H. This will enable us to introduce Novikov rings. We study first some basic

properties of weight maps.

Definition 5.3 Let X be a nonempty set, let A be an abehan group, and let H

be a group which acts on X. A map X : X x X —^ A is called a weight map if
the following holds for x,y,z £ X and h £ H.

Catenation: X(x,z) = X(x,y) + X(y,z),

Invariance: X(hx, hy) = X(x, y),

A weight map has the following properties:

Lemma 5.4 Let X : X x X —> A be a weight map, then X satisfies for x,y £ X

and h £ H.

(i) A(x,x)=0,

(ii) X(x,y) = -X(y,x),

(iii) X(hx,x) = X(hy,y).

Proof: Assertion (i) follows from the catenation axiom by plugging in x =

y = z. The catenation axiom also implies (ii) by

X(x,y) + X(y,x) = X(x,x) = 0.

To prove (iii) we calculate

X(hx,x) — X(hy,y) = X(hx,x) + X(y,hy)

= X(hx, x) + X(x, hy) + X(y, hy) - X(x, hy)

= X(hx,hy)-X(x,y)

= 0.

This proves (iii) and hence the lemma follows. D

Assertion (iii) in Lemma 5.4 shows that the map

XH : H -+ A, h» X(hx, x)

for x G X is well defined (independent of the choice of x G X). One easily
checks that Xh is a group homomorphism, i.e.

XH(hi o h2) = XH(hi) + XH(h2).
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If we fix some xo G X, then we can restrict the map A to X by defining

A(x) := Xxo(x) := A(x,x0).

The restriction has the following properties

(i) X(x,y) = X(x) - X(y),

(ii) X(hx) = XH(h) + A(x),

and it is well defined up to addition of a constant.

The action of W. on crit1,p(^4) leads to the maps I-u : % —> Z and E-u —> R.

Since

I(hQci,c2) = I(ci,c2), E(hoCi,c2) = E(d,c2)

for ho £ Ho and ci,C2 G crit1,p(^4) the maps I-u and E-u are constant on Ho

and descend to maps I-u : ko(H) —> Z and E-u : ito(H) — R-

5.1.2 The Index for linear actions on complex space

For the special case where M = C, Lo = Li = R" and G acts on C" be a

linear injective representation p we can explicitly compute I-u- We claim that

the index for g £ H is given by

1(g) = deg(det2c(p(g))). (34)

It is shown in [RSI] that the index for a critical path is given by the Maslov

index
.
More precisely, for a critical path (x, 77) choose a map x ' [0> 1] ~~^

GLR(C") such that

Mx(t))x(t) = x(t)Jo, x(j)R" = R", JG{0,1}.

Define the symmetric matrix S = S(t) by

( JodtXX-1 + JoX-1p(v)x-X~1^2H(x)x JoX~XLx X~XLX \
S := dß(x)X 0 -ad(77) .

V KX adfo) 0 J

Define a path of symplectic matrices P by

dtP = JoSP, P(0) = id.

Then

I((x,n)) = ß(P),

where ß is the Maslov index.

Using this fact, we are now able to compute I-u(g) iov g £%. Define

/ p(g) 0 0 \

G := 0 kd(g) 0

\ 0 0 A<%) J
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Let Sg be defined as S with \ replaced by p(g)xp(g) 1! x replaced by p(g)x and

77 replaced by grjg-1 — dtgg-1. Then

Sg = JodtGG'1 +GSG-1.

Define Pg in the obvious manner. It follows that

Pg=GP

and hence

IH(g) = p(Pg) - ß(P) = deg(det£(G)) = deg(det2c(p(g))).

5.1.3 Definition of the Novikov ring

Let

r
n

ker I-u n ker E-u

Associated to the group V is the Novikov ring A = Ar whose elements are formal

sums

r = ^2 *Y7

7er

with coefficients r7 G Z2 which satisfy the finiteness condition

#{7er:r7/o,%(7)>4<œ

for every k > 0. The multiplication is given by

r * s £( £ r7l*72 J7-
7ëT

x

71,72er
71072=7

Since the coefficients r7 are taken in a field, the Novikov ring is actually a field.

The ring comes with a natural grading defined by

deg(7) =IH(l)

and we shall denote by A^ the elements of degree k. Note in particular that Ao

is a subfield of A. Moreover, the multiplication maps A; x Aj -> A3+k.

5.2 Definition of the homology

We assume that H £ Ham has the property that 0^(Lo) and Li intersect

transversally and J G Jreg = Jreg(H). Define

*s*»SE^jllWnIO«r. (35)
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Fix some Co G crit (4) and define

1(c) := I(c, Co), E(c) := E(c, c0) (36)

for c G crit(*4). We define the chain complex CP*(P,L0,Li,/i) as a module

over the Novikov ring A. More precisely, CFk(H,L0,Li,p) are formal sums of

the form

i= E &

I(c)=k

with Z2-coefficients £c satisfying the finiteness condition

#{c:ÇcÏO,E(c)>k}<oo (37)

for every k > 0. The action of T on föp is the induced action of H on crit(.4).
The Novikov ring acts on CL* by

!É= 5Z £ (»VÊr'V
nC<fg„ „I ^a> i^r

^ '

r *
'„

ce^t c'e^fp.T'er

7'c'=c

CPfc is invariant under the action of A<). In particular, CFk which may be an

infinite dimensional vector space over the field Z2, is a finite dimensional vector

space over the field A<).

For ci, c2 G cf we define the moduli space

.M(ci,c2) := {w £ M : evi(w) G Ci, ev2(w) G c2}.

Let T be the group

_

ker I-u n ker E-u

Ho

where Ho is the connected component of the identity of H. Then 7" x R act on

M by

w(s) !- g*w(s + r), (g,r)£TxR

and we define

M(ci,c2)
M(ci,c2) :=

Tx

Assume that ci ^ c2. Under this assumption T x R acts freely on M(ci,c2)
and since J G Jreg the moduli spaces are manifolds of dimension

dim.M(ci,c2) = dim.M(ci,c2) - 1 = J(ci) - I(c2) - 1.

Floer-Gromov's compactness theorem (Theorem 4.12) implies that for ci,C2 G

^f with J(ci) — I(c2) = 1 and k > 0 we have

£ #M(Cl,7c2)<oo. (38)
7er

En(~/)>K, /«(7)=0
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Set

n(ci,c2) := #M(ci,c2) mod 2

and define the boundary operator dk CFk —> CFk-i as linear extension of

<9fc= Y, n(c,c')c'
I(c')=k-1

for c G cf with 1(c) = k Note that (38) guarantees the fimteness condition

(37) for Öfc

As m the standard theory (see [Schl] and [HS]) one shows that

(dF)2 = o

This gives rise to homology groups

HFk(H,J,La,Li,ß,A) =

-pr¬
ime^

A standard argument (see [Schl] or [HS]) shows that HFk(H, J, ,L0,Li,ß, A) is

actually independent of the regular pair (H, J) Hence we set for some regular

pair (H, J)
HFk(Lo,LUß,A) =HFk(H,J,L0,L1,ß,A).

We call the graded A vector space PF*(Lo,Li,/j, A) the moment Floer ho¬

mology

Remark 5.5 The grading of our homology is not canonical, since we defined it

m (36) by the arbitrary choice of Co In the case where the two Lagrangian L0

and Li coincide we will later find a canonical grading, such that moment Floer

homology is naturally isomorphic to moment Morse homology

5.3 An example

In this example we consider the standard circle action on the complex plane
The induced Lagrangian of the real line m the quotient is a point We will

prove that the moment Floer homology equals the singular homology of the

point tensored with the Novikov ring of the circle action There are actually
nontrivial solutions of the symplectic vortex equations but they appear m pairs

and will have no effect on the boundary operator In the next sections we will

see that this is a general phenomenon
Let S1 act on C by z *-> et9z and let L0 = Li = L = R A moment map for

the action is given by

Then ß_1(0) is the unit circle, the Marsden-Wemstem quotient is a point, and

/j_1(0) H L = { —1,1} Elements of the group V can be represented by paths
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e *. In particular, T is isomorphic to Z and A = Ar is the ring of Laurent

series with Z2-coefficients. The index is given by

In(emkt) = k

and the energy by

E-u(ekt)=nk.

To calculate the moment Floer homology we choose H = 0 and J = Jo- The

set ^f can naturally be identified with T. Our aim is to prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.6 For every k £ Z the space A/l(eî7rfet,eî?r^+1^)/R consists of ex¬

actly two points.

The proof of Theorem 5.6 is based on a symmetry argument. Complex conju¬

gation will induce an involution on yVf (eI7rfc*,e"r(fc+1')*). We will prove that the

familie of admissable almost complex structures given by multiplication with i is

regular. Since we work over Z2-coefficients, we obtain immediately the following

Corollary from Theorem 5.6.

Corollary 5.7 The Floer homology PF*(L, /j; A) equals the Novikov ring A. In

particular,

HF*(L,p;A) = HL,(Z2) ®^2 A

where HL* is the singular homology of L.

Proof of theorem 5.6: After a gauge transformation we can assume that

$ = 0. Moreover, we will replace i^ by \P. Then (7) for u = m + iu2 reads

dsui - dtu2 + *ui = 0

dsu2 + dtui + *u2 = 0

29s* + ul + u\ = 1

u2(s,j)=0, JG{0,1}.

In polar coordinates u = re1^ the above equation reads

dsr — rdt4> + r^ = 0

dtr + rds(f> = 0

2dsV + r2 = 1

0(s,j)g2ttZ, JG{0,1}.

We set / = ln(r). Note that / equals —oo, when r = 0. On its nonsingular

part / satisfies the Kazdan-Warner equation. Additionally, / satisfies Neumann

boundary conditions and has a prescribed behaviour at infinity

-\f + \e2f = \, dtf(s,j) = 0, j G {0,1}, hm /M) = 0. (39)
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Given such an / one can determine cf> and \P by the following prodedure. For

some so G R choose <f>(so,t) such that <f>(so,j) £ ttZ for j G {0,1}. This freedom

in the choice of <f> corresponds to the remaining gauge freedom. Then define

<P(s,t):=- f' dtf(a,t)da + cf,(so,t), *(a,t) := dt<f>(s,t) - ÔJ(s,t). (40)
'so

If / is a solution not identically — oo of (39), then the points z £ 0 where

f(z) = —oo are discrete. To see this, assume the contrary. Then there is a

sequence zv £ 0 converging to some z £ O such that u(zv) = 0 for every v

and dsu(zv) + idtu(zv) = 0. Now it follows from Corollary 2.3. in [FHS] that

u = 0 and hence / =
—oo. Moreover, the equations dsf — dt<p + ^ = 0 and

dtf + ds(j> = 0, the finiteness of the energy, and the boundary conditions imply
that for each singular point zo of / in the interior of 9 there exists k £ N such

that f(z) — k\n(\z — zo\) is bounded in a neighbourhood of zq. The following
theorem will be proved in Appendix E.

Theorem 5.8 Let S be a finite subset of 9 and let aa £ R for every a £ E.

Then there exists exactly one solution f of (39), such that f is uniformly bounded

on every closed subset of 9 \ E and the functions f(z) — aa\n(\z — a\) are

uniformly bounded m a neighbourhood of a for every a £ E. Moreover, f is

smooth outside of 9 \ S.

Proof of Theorem 5.6 continued: Let (/, (f>, ^) be a solution of (39) and

(40) with singularity set S C 9 and prescribed singularities ka £ N for every

a £ E. Let

£:=2 £ k°+ E k-

o-esninte o-esnae

Then the gauge equivalence class of (/, <f>, \I>) lies in Ufcgz M(el7rkt, el7r(k+e)t). It

follows from the uniqueness statement in theorem 5.8 that

M(élM,e1'7T{k+l)t) = <99

and

#M(emkt, em(fc+1)*)/R = #99/R = 2.

This proves the theorem. D

Proof of Corollary 5.7: Let Jt be an arbitrarily family of admissible al¬

most complex structures of C for the standard S^-action, i.e. for every t £ [0,1]
the complex structure Jt is compatible with the standard symplectic structure

on C, it is invariant under the 51-actio,n and there exists P > 0 large enough
such that Jt restricted to the complement of the P-ball around zero is given by
the multiplication with i. Using the fact that Jt is 51-invariant we compute

[Xt,JtXt\ = (CXiJt)Xz + JtCXiX^ = 0, V t £ [0,1], V £ G ÎR = Lie(S1)
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where £x( denotes the Lie derivative along the vector field X%. For t £ [0,1]
and / G R we define the two parameter family of diffeomorphisms Xt by

Yfxî(z) = -Jt(xî(z))XAxî(z)), X? = id, VzeC.

The computation above shows that the diffeomorphisms x{ commute with the

group action. Note that for given t £ [0,1] there exists for every u £ C \ {0} a

unique pair (/, <f>) £ R x [0, 2n) such that u = Xt °exp(z0)(l) = exp(«0) °xf (!)•

Moreover, for any given t £ [0,1] and (f> £ [0, 2n) it holds that rim/_s._00 xî °

exp(«0)(l) = 0. We define the smooth maps a,b £ C°°(R x [0,1],R) by the

requirement

|X/(1) =: a(f,t)Xt(X{(l)) + b(f,t)Jt(xft(l))Xt(xl(l)), f £ R, t £ [0,1].

We define further the smooth map A G C°°(R x [0,1],R) by

X(f,t)=iß(x{(i)), /gR, te [0,1].

Assume that (u, $,0) G CtX)(9,C x iR) is a solution of the symplectic vortex

equation for the admissible family of almost complex structures Jt, i.e.

dsu + Jt(u)(dtU + Xyu) = 0

c\# + ß(u) = 0

u(s,j)£R, JG{0,1}.

We write for each s + it £ Q such that u(s,t) ^ 0

u(s,t)=x{{8't)°eMi<P(s,t))(l).

A calculation shows that / is a solution of the problem

dtf + a(f,t) = 0,

lim f(s,t) = 0
s—>±oo

with logarithmic singularities. Moreover, each solution of the problem above

determines a unique solution of the symplectic vortex equation up to gauge

equivalence. The Corollary now follows from the implicit function theorem and

the fact that the regular admissible almost complex structures are dense in the

space of admissible almost complex structures. D

6 Moment Morse homology

We assume in this section that L0 = Li = L. We consider the unperturbed

symplectic vortex equations on the strip. In this case the two Lagrangians
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in the quotient coincide and hence do not intersect transversally but cleanly.
This corresponds to a Floer-Bott situation. The critical manifold consists in

this situation to H(ß_1(0) fl L) where H is the gauge group. The different

connected components of H give rise to a partition of the critical manifold into

isolated submanifolds. Following the approach explained in appendix C, we

will define a deformed Morse homology whose chain complex is generated by a

Morse function on the critical manifold and whose boundary operator is defined

by counting ordinary Morse flow lines but also flow lines with cascades. The

latter one connect the different components of the critical manifold. A cascade

in our situation is just a solution of the unperturbed symplectic vortex equations

on the strip.
We will show in the next section that if Lo = Li, then moment Floer homol¬

ogy is naturally isomorphic to moment Morse homology. We have seen in the

example in subsection 5.3 that cascades may exist. However, in this example
the cascades did not contribute to the boundary operator, since they appeared
in pairs. Hence moment Morse homology was isomorphic to the ordinary Morse

homology of the induced Lagrangian in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient ten¬

sored with some Novikov ring. It is not known if there is an example where the

cascades really have an influence on the boundary operator. We will prove in

subsection 7.3 that under some monotonicity assumption its contribution to the

boundary operator vanishes. This will lead to a proof of the Arnold-Givental

conjecture under the monotonicity assumption.

6.1 Flow lines with cascades

We think of H(ß~l(0) n L) as the critical manifold of the action functional

A = Aa of the unperturbed symplectic vortex equations. A Morse function on

the induced Lagrangian in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient L = /j_1(0)/Gl will

lift to a "H-invariant Morse function on the critical manifold of A. We define in

this subsection flow lines with cascades which connect the critical points of the

Morse function on the critical manifold.

Choose a Riemannian metric g and a Morse-function f on L which sat¬

isfy the Morse-Smale condition, i.e. stable and unstable manifolds intersect

transversally, and lift it to a Gl-equivariant metric g and a Gi-equivariant
Morse-function / on /j_1(0) fl L. Recall that for x £ M and ijgg the linear

map Lx: g —^ TXM was defined by

Lxr] = Xn(x) = — exp(rr])(x).
=o

Let cm = c&M(f) be the set of smooth maps (x,77) :[0,l]4Mxg satisfying

x(t)+Lx(t)n(t) = 0, ß(x(t)) =0,t£ [0,1], x(j) G crit(/), r,(j) £ gi, j £ {0,1}.

Note that r\ is completely determined by x through the formula

V(t) = -(L*x{t)Lx(t))-lL:{t)x(t),
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where L* is the adjoint of Lx with respect to the fixed invariant inner product
on g and the inner product tox( ,Jt(x) ) on TX^M Moreover, it follows from

Proposition 3 3 that there exists an element gx of the gauge group H such that

Denote

Then the map

x(t) = gx(t)x(0)

*, =»„(/) = ketIJn\etEn m

(x,n) H> (x(0),gx)

defines a natural bijection

<#m = cnt(/) x H

and induces a bijection m the quotient

<M = ^ß xr = cnt(/) x r
(JL

If md/ is the Morse-mdex, then the index of a critical point c = (q, h) £ cm is

defined to be

I(q,h) =mdf(n(q)) + IH(h)

for the canonical projection onto the Marsden-Wemstem quotient -k /j_1(0) —>

M = ß~1(0)/G We define the energy of a critical point by

E(q,h) =EH(h)

By abuse of notation we will also denote by I and E the induced index and the

induced energy on the quotient cm

Definition 6.1 For ci = (qi,hi),c2 = (q2,h2) £ cm, m £ N, and p > 2 a

flow line from ci to c2 with m cascades

V = ((Wk)l<k<m, (Tk)l<k<m-l) = ((Uk,^k, $k)l<k<m, (Lfc)l<fc<m-l)

consists of the triple of functions (uk,^k,^k) £ W^(@,M xg)x W$p(@,g)
and the nonnegative real numbers Tk £ R> = {r £ R r > 0} which have the

following properties

(i) (uk, ^k, $k) are nonconstant, finite energy solutions of (7) with Hamiltonian

equal to zero, i e

dsuk + X^h(uk) + Jt(uk)(dtuk +Xyh(uk)) =0

ds$'k-dt$k + [$k,il>k]+ß(uk) = 0 (42)
Uk(s,j)£L, $fc(s,j)G0L, ft(s,j)ësi, je{o,i}
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(ii) There exist pi £ W"(qi) and p2 £ Ws(q2) such £Äa£limg_>._00 ui(s,t) =

hi(t)pi and lim^oo um(s,t) = h2(t)p2 uniformly m the t-vanable

(iii) For 1 < k < m — 1 there are Morse-flow lines yk (—00,00) —> ß_1(0) fl L,
1 e solutions of

Vk = -Vfl/(t/fc),
and gk £H2p such that

lim uk(s,t) = gk(t)yk(0)
8—ÏOO

and

lim uk+i(s,t) = gk(t)yk(Tk),
s—>—00

where the two limites are uniform in the t-vanable

A flow line with zero cascades from ci = (qi, h) to c2 = (q2 ,h) is a tuple

(y, h) where y is just an ordinary Morse flow line from q± to q2

Recall from p 38 that the gauge group G consists of Wlop maps from the

strip to G, which satisfy appropriate boundary conditions and which decay

exponentially For m G N the group Gm consists of m-tuples

g = (gk)l<k<m

where gk £ G, which have the additional property that they form a chain, 1 e

ev2(5fc) =evi(^+i), 1 < k < m - 1

For m > 1 the group Gm x ^ra acts on the space of flow lines with m cascades

as follows

(uk, Vk, $&)(s) H> (gk)*(uk, */t, $fe)(s + sk)

for 1 < k < m and (gk,sk) £ G x R For m = 0 the group kerJ ^kerE x R acts

on the space of flow lines with zero cascades by

(y(s),h) H> (y(s + s0),g°h)

For ci, C2 G cm we denote the quotient of flow lines with m cascades from ci to

c2 for m G No by

-Mm(ci,c2)

We define the space of flow lines with cascades from ci to c2 by

M(ci,c2) = [J Mm(ci,c2)
meNo

Definition 6.2 Consider two critical points c,d £ ^m A broken flow line

with cascades from c to d

v= (V3)l<j<(

for £ £ N consists of flow lines with cascades v3 from c3-i to c3 where c3 £ ^m

with Co = c and q = d
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Deflnition 6.3 Assume thatc,d G cm- Suppose thatv" forv G N is a sequence

of flow lines with cascades which satisfies the following condition. There exists

vo £ N such that for every v > vQ it holds that vv is a flow line with cascades

from c to d. There are two cases. In the first case c and d lie on the same

connected component ofH2'p(ß~1(0) n L) and hence v" is a flow line with zero

cascades for every v > vq, in the second case c and d lie on different connected

components ofH2'p(ß~l(0) C\L) and hence vv = ((wvk)i<k<m^ ,(Tk)t<k<mu _t)
is a flow line with at least one cascade for every v > vo- We say that vv Floer-

Gromov converges to a broken flow line with cascades v = (v3)i<3<f from c

to d if the following holds.

(a) In the first case, where vv = (yv,hv) are flow lines with zero cascades

for large enough v, all v3 = (y3,h3) are flow lines with zero cascades

and there exists real numbers sv3 for v > vo such that the shifted curves

(s'ff)*(yv)(-) := yv(- + sv3) converges in the C^-topology to v3 and the hv

lie for v large enough in the same connected component in H2'p as the h3
for every j £ [1,£\.

(b) In the second case, where the vv 's have at least one cascade for v large

enough, we require the following conditions.

(i) If v3 = (y3,h3) is a flow line with zero cascades, then there exists

a sequence of solutions yv of if = —S7gf(yv) converging in Cj^c
to y3, a sequence of real numbers sv, a sequence of integers kv £

[l,m"], and a sequence of gauge transformations gk„ £ G such that

either lims_>_00(^„)*w^(s,i)) = h3(t)y3(sJ') uniformly in t £ [0,1]
or \ims^tao(gl^)^uvkv(s,t) = h3(t)yv3(sv3) uniformly in t £ [0,1].

(ii) // v3 is a flow line with at least one cascade, then we write v3 =

((wt^i^Km,,^^)!^^,-^ £ Mm,(c3-i,c3) for m3 > 1. We re¬

quire that there exist surjective maps 7": [l,XL=imî>] ~~^ [l)m"]>
which are monotone increasing, i.e. 7"(Ai) < 7"(A2) for Ai < A2,

real numbers s^ for every A G [1, J2p=i mp\> and 9au9e transforma¬
tions g\ £ G such that

(*a).(3a).«W-) = (5a)*«Ç(a)(" + sa) -**wx

where w\ = w1j3 such that X = ^2p=1mp+i. For X £ [1, J2P=i mp~ 1]
we define

T\
Tz,3 if A = YjP=i mp+i, 0 < i < m3+i

00 if A = Yfp=i mP

and

T£w if A = max{A' G [1, Y?P=i mp - 1] : Y(X') = 7"(A)}
0 otherwise.
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Finally we require, that

lim tI=tx.
v—\oo

Here we use the convention that a sequence of real numbers t" con¬

verges to infinity, if for every n £ N there exists a vo(n) £ N such

that tv >n for v>vü (n).

For a flow lines with cascades v from ci G cm to c2 £ cm we define the energy

of v by

E(v):=E(ci)-E(c2).

Theorem 6.4 (Compactness) Let (vf, T") be a sequence of flow lines with

cascades whose energy is bounded. Then there exists a subsequence (vf3, T"J)
and a broken flow line with cascades v such that (vf1, 1V') Floer-Gromov con¬

verges to v.

Proof: The proof of the Compactness Theorem is analogue to the proof of

Theorem CIO using Theorem 4.12 instead of [Schl, Proposition 2.35]. D

In the same way as Theorem C.ll one proves that the moduli spaces of flow

lines with cascades are finite dimensional manifolds for generic choice of the

almost complex structure.

Theorem 6.5 For each pair of a Morse function f on L = (/i_1(0) fl L)/Gl
and a Riemannian metric g on L which satisfy the Morse-Smale condition, i. e.

its stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally, there exists a subset of
the space of admissible families of almost complex structures

•Jreg — <Jreg\J, g) (— <J

which is of the second category, i. e. Jreg is a countable intersection of open and

dense subsets of J, and which is regular in the following sense. For any two

critical points ci,c2 G ^m the space M(ci,c2) = M(ci,c2;J,f,g) is a smooth

finite dimensional manifold. Its dimension is given by

dim(A^(Cl,c2)) = /(d) -I(c2) - 1.

If I(ci) — I(c2) — 1 = 0, then .M(ci,c2) is compact and hence a finite set.

6.2 Definition of the homology

Choose a triple (/, g, J) where / is a Morse function on L = (/j_1(0) CiL)/Gl, g

is a Riemannian metric on L, such that all the stable and unstable manifolds of

(/, g) intersect transversally, and J G Jreg (/, g) As in the Floer case we define

CMk(f, g, J, L, ß; A) as formal sums of the form

z= E &c

I(c)=k
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with Z2-coefficients £c satisfying the finiteness condition

#{c:4^0,P(c)>k}<oo

for every k > 0. The Novikov ring A = Ar acts naturally on CM*. Defining the

boundary operator dj^ : CMk —ï CMk_\ in the usual way, we obtain homology

groups

kerôM
HMk(f,g,J,L,ß;A):=—^.

imok

Theorem 6.6 The homology groups HM*(f,g,J,L,ß;A) are independent of
the function f on L, the Riemannian metric g on L, and the almost complex
structure J. If Mi(ci,c2) = 0 for all (ci,c2) G cm x c&m satisfying I(ci) —

I(c2) = 1, then

PM*(/,5,J,L,/j;A)=FL*(Z2)«>Z2A (43)

where HL* is the graded Morse-homology of the Lagrangian L.

Proof: We will prove in the next section that the above defined homology

groups HM*(f,g,J,L,ß,A) are isomorphic to the moment Floer homology

groups HF*(L,ß;A) := PF*(L,L,/j; A). In particular, independence of /,

g, and J follows. Alternatively, one could construct directly an isomorphism
between the homologies of two triples (fi,,gi,Ji) and (f2,g2,J2) by using a

homotopy between (fi,,gi,Ji) and (f2,g2, J2).
If all the moduli spaces Mi(ci,c2) are empty for every pair of critical points

Ci, C2 of index difference one, then the boundary operator is defined by counting

only ordinary Morse flow lines and hence (43) follows. D

In view of the first statement in the theorem above, we are now able to de¬

fine moment Morse homology by

HM* (L, p; A) = HM„ (f,g,J,L,ß;A)

for a regular triple (/,g, J), i.e. / and g satisfy the Morse-Smale condition and

J G Jreg(f,g)-

6.3 A spectral sequence

The boundary operator in moment Morse homology splits as

dM = dM'° + dM'x

where dM'° is the boundary operator in ordinary Morse homology and consists

of flow lines with zero cascades and dM'1 consists of flow lines with one cascade.

Since (3M'°)2 = 0 and (dM)2 = 0 it follows that

/qM,1\2 _ qM,1qM,0 , qM,0qM,1

In particular, (d1^1'1)2 is chain homotopy equivalent to zero with respect to dM'°

and one may think of dM'X as boundary operator on ordinary Morse homology
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on the induced Lagrangian in the Marsden-Wemstem quotient In particular,
this splitting leads to a spectral sequence which is reminiscent of the one in

[FOOO]
Let h be as in Lemma 4 11 We define a filtration on CMk by

CMqk := { E & £CMk:Çc^0^ E(c) > qhfiX

where g G No Analoguously, we define a filtration on A by

A« = | J2 r77 G A r7 ^ 0 => P(7) > qh/2
^
7er

Note that CM\ is an A°-module and dM maps CM'kl to CM^+1 This gives rise

t

HM,(A) = PM°(A°) ®Ao A

to homology groups PM^(A°) Note that

We put

ZlriCM.) = {x£CMl dx£CMl+_r1}/CMl+1,

Bqkr(CM*) = (d(CMl-[+2)nCMl)/CMl+\

Z\ (CM*)
^riCM.) =

BL{CMt)

Theorem 6.7 The spectral sequence has the following properties

(i) Eqk2(CM*) = HLk(Z2) ®%2 A9/A«+1,

(ii) There exists ro such that

El JCM*) - El ro+1(CM.) = = HMl(N°)/HMl+1(NQ),

as A0/A1 -modules

Proof: Assertion (1) follows directly from the definition To show (11) observe

that since <^(L0) fl L\ is finite, it follows that there exists an integer m inde¬

pendent of q such that

d(CM°k) n CMl+l c d(CMlm)

Now choose ro such that

(r0 - l)h- 2m > h

and check that (11) holds D
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7 The Isomorphism between Moment Floer ho¬

mology and Moment Morse homology

Moment Morse homology may be interpreted as a moment Floer-Bott homol¬

ogy for Lo = Li = L and H = 0 Hence its equivalence can be deduced from

Theorem C 17 We will present here a slightly simplified prove of their equiva¬

lence using the techniques of the Piumkhm-Salamon-Schwarz isomorphism, see

[PSS] This isomorphism was the mam motivation for introducing flow lines

with cascades

7.1 Spiked half-disks

To construct the isomorphism we have to count spiked half-disks, which are

defined as follows

Deflnition 7.1 Let g be a generic metric and f be a generic Morse function on

L such that Morse-homology on L with respect to g and f is well defined Denote

by g and f the lifts of g and f to ß~l(0) H L Let H £ C°°((—oc,oc),Ham) be

a smooth family of Hamiltonian functions Hs t such that Hs t
= Hf~ is indepen¬

dent of s for s small enough and Hst=0 for s large enough We assume further
that (f>-L_L0 intersects L\ transversally Let J £ C°°((—oo,oo),i7) be a smooth

family of almost complex structures Js t such that Jst = Jt %s independent of
s for s small enough and J^t = Jt+ is independent of s for s large enough Let

ci G crit1 P(AH- ) and c2 = (q, h) £ ^m Let m G No A left spiked half-disk

from ci to c2 with m cascades

(w, T) = ((wk)i<k<m+i, (Tk)i<k<m) = ((uk,^k, $k)l<k<m+l, (Tk)l<k<m

consists of(uk,^k,$k) £ Wlp(Q,M x g) x WJp(Q,g) and Tk £ R> = {r £

R r > 0} which satisfy the following

(i) (uk,^k,$k) are nonzero finite energy solutions of

dsuk +X<i,h(uk) + Jkt(uk)(dtuk +Xyh(uk) - XHkt(uk)) = 0

ds$>k-dt$k + [$k,*k]+ß(uk) = 0° (44)

uk(s,j)£L, $k(s,j)£gL, ^k(s,j)£gi, 3 e {0,1}

where Hx = Hs t, J1 = Js t,
Hk = 0, Jk = J+ for k > 1

(ii) hms_>._00(ui,1î'i)(s) = ci and there exists p m the stable manifold of q with

respect to f such that hms^.00(um+i,iim+i)(s,t) = h(t)p, uniformly in

t £ [0,1]

(iii) For 2 < k < m there are Morse-flow lines yk (—00,00) —> ß_1(0) fl L,
1 e solutions of

Vk = -Vf(yk),
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and gk £ H2'p such that

lim uk(s,t) = gk(t)yk(0)
8—ÏOO

and

lim uk+i(s,t) = gk(t)yk(Tk).

The group Gm+i x Km acts on (uk,^k,^k)i<k<m+i by

(Ul,*l,$l) H^5i(wi,*i,$i), (Ufc,*fe,$fc)(s) l->-^(UA;,*ife,$A;)(s+Sfe_i), fc> 1.

We denote the associated quotient by

Mm(ci,c2)

and define the space of left spiked half-disks as

M(ci,c2) := [J Mm(ci,c2).
meNo

For a family 7LS;t £ C°°((—oo, oo),Ham) with 77S;4 = 0 for small s and 7LS;t =

77t+ for large s, c\ £ ^m, and c2 £ cvit1,p (Ah+) we define in an analogous
manner right spiked half-disks with m cascades and define the space of

right spiked half-disks as the union over all m £ 'No of gauge equivalence
classes of right spiked half-disks with m cascades.

In the same way as Theorem C.ll one can prove that the spaces M(ci,c2) and

•M(ci,c2) are finite dimensional smooth manifolds for generic families JSjt G

C°°((—oo, oo), J). By Remark 5.5 the grading of the moment Floer homology

depends on the noncanonical choice of Co G critL'p(^4). Using the fact that for

Ci G cf, c2 either in tfp or ^m and c3 £ cm the dimensions of nonempty
moduli spaces add up, i.e.

dimA^(ci,c3) = dim.M(ci,c2) + dimA-l (c2,c3)

we are now able to define a canonical grading by defining the index I for ci G ^V

in such a way that for c2 G 'tom

dimA4(ci,c2) = 7(ci) - I(c2), dim M (c2, c\ ) = 7(c2) - 7(ci).

7.2 The Piunikhin-Salamon-Schwarz-Isomorphism

For ci G ^m and C2 G cf define the Z2-numbers

n(ci,c2) := H=M(ci,c2) mod 2

and

n(c2,ci) := H=M(c2,Ci) mod 2.
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The Piumkhm-Salamon-Schwarz map <fi CMk(ß,L,A) —t CFk(ß,L,A) is de¬

fined as the linear extension of

4>(a) = E n(ci'c2)c^

I(c2)= k

for ci G ^m with 7(ci) = k Analogously, we define the Piumkhm-Salamon-

Schwarz map if) CFk(ß,L, A) —> CMk(ß,L, A) as the linear extension of

tp(c2)= E n(C2>Cl)Cl

I(ci)=k

for c2 £ cf with 7(c2) = k

The following theorem shows that <f> induces an isomorphism on homology
with inverse induced by tp

Theorem 7.2 The Piunikhm-Salamon-Schwarz maps satisfy the following

(i) 4> and if> are chain homomorphisms, i e

(f, o dM = dF o 0, ipodF = dM oip

(ii) if) o (j) and (p o if> are chain homotopy equivalent to the identity, i e there

exists a family of homomorphisms hk CLk (/, g) —t CFk (77, J, ß) and

hj. CFk(H,J,ß) -> CLk(f,g) such that

^k°4>k= dk+l °h\- /ife_! o dk, (f>koipk= dk+l oh2k- h\_Y o dk

Proof: We will only roughly sketch the proof For more detail, see [PSS]
Assertion (i) follows from the usual compactness and gluing argument To show

(n) we first prove that tf> o (f> is chain homotopy equivalent to the identity The

map if) o (ft is given by the numbers

n(ci,c3)= ^2 n(a,c2)n(c2,c3)

I(c2)=k

for ci,C3 G cm with 7(ci) = I(c3) = k By gluing and compactness the map

if) o 4> is chain homotopy equivalent to the map which is given by the numbers

n(ci,c3) = #A4(ci,c3) mod 2 =

Hence ip o <fi is chain homotopy equivalent to the identity Analoguously, one

proves that <fi o ip is chain homotopy equivalent to the map which is given for

ci, C3 G cf by the numbers

n(ci,c3) = #A4(ci,c3) mod 2 =

Hence <p o ip is chain homotopy equivalent to the identity This proves the

theorem D

1 a = c3

0 ci ^ c3

1 a = c3

0 Cl ^ c3
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7.3 Proof of the Arnold-Givental conjecture in the mono¬

tone case

In this subsection we proof Theorem B, which is Theorem 7 4 below and which

is one of our mam results The Arnold-Givental conjecture states that for La¬

grangian submanifolds L which are pomtwise fixed by an antisymplectic invo¬

lution 7Î on a symplectic manifold M, the number of intersection points of the

Lagrangian with its image under a Hamiltonian isotopy which intersects the

Lagrangian transversally should be bounded below by the sum of the Betti-

numbers of the Lagrangian We will prove this conjecture under some mono¬

tonicity assumptions

Deflnition 7.3 We say that (M, to, ß, L) is monotone if there exists A > 0

such that

EH(g)=XIn(g) Vg£H

Theorem 7.4 Assume that (M,to,p,L) is monotone Then

HF*(ß,L,A) = HL*(Z2) ®z2 A

Corollary 7.5 If(M,to,p,L) is monotone, then the Arnold-Givental conjecture
holds for L, i e under the transversahty assumption L rti cf^L, then

#(Ln^L)>^&fc(L,Z2)
k

The idea behind the proof of Theorem 7 4 is that cascades appear m pairs and

hence do not contribute to the homology (we are working over Z2-coefficients)
The antisymplectic involution R induces an involution on the cascades The

monotonicity assumption will guarantee that fixpomts of the involution on the

cascades do not contribute to the homology
Recall that S = dS(id) is the involution on the Lie algebra induced by the

antisymplectic involution R First note that 7? induces an involution 72* on the

path space &1 v by

R*(x,n)(t) =(Rx,-S(n))(l-t)

By the theory of weight maps m subsubsection 5 11, there exist homomorphisms

Ir and ER from the group {id, R} to Z respectively R such that

I(H,c) = Ir(R) + 1(c), E(R*c) = ER(R) + E(c)

for every c G cm Since R2 = id it follows that

IR(R) = 0, ER(R) = 0

and hence c and 72* c represent the same element m ^m

Deflnition 7.6 We say that J £ J is R-mvariant if

dR(Rz)Jt(Rz)dR(z) = -Jx_t(z), Mz£M,t£ [0,1]
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If J is 7î-mvariant and (w, \P, $) is a cascade then one verifies that

R,(u, *, $)(M) := (Ä«, -S(*), 5($))(s, 1 - *)

is also a cascade Moreover, one verifies that

ev3(R*(u,$>,$)) = R*ev3(u, $,$>), j £ {0,1}

Deflnition 7.7 A cascade (u, *&, $) is called R-flxpoint if there exists g £ G

such that

(«,#,$) =g*oR*(u,-$,§)

A cascade is called simple if it is not an R-fixpomt

Lemma 7.8 If (u, \P, $) is an R-fixpomt, i e (u, \P, $) = g* o 72* (m, $, $) /or
some g £ G, then there exists go £ G and a solution (uq, ^o, $o) {z = s + it £

9 0 < t < 1/2} -t M x g x g of the following equation

dsu0 + L$0u0 + Jt(uo)(dtu0 + Ly0u0) = 0

aA-Wu + [$o,to]+M%)=0 (45)
u0(s,j)£L, $o(s,j)£gL, Vo(s,j)£gi, J £ {0,1/2}

such that

(u, *, $)(s, t) = (5o)*(s, *)(uo, *o, *o)(s, t), 0<t< 1/2

Proof: Observe that for h £ G

K(u, *, $) = (%(S/i)-1)* o 7Î* o /i„(w, $, $)

Hence we may assume without loss of generality that $ = 0 and

(«, *, 0)(s, t) = g(s, t)*(Ru, -S(*), 0)(s, 1 - t) (46)

In particular,
0 = g*(0)=g-lds9

and hence g is independent of s Moreover, we may assume after a gauge

transformation that

hm (u,$>)(s,t) = (p,0)
8—»OO

where p £ L n ß_1(0) Taking the limit in (46) and recalling p = Rp we have

g(t)p = p

Since G acts freely on /x_1(0) we obtain

g = id

Now set

(tt0,*0,$o) = (M,*,0)|{ze90<Kl/2}
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Using (46) again with g = id and t = 1/2 we find

ti0(s, 1/2) = iMs, 1/2)

Hence uo(s,l/2) £ L for every s G M Consequently it meets the boundary
conditions After a further gauge transformation we may assume that

*o(a,l/2)flf

as well Hence (uo, $o, $o) is the desired solution on the half strip D

We will call a solution of (45) a half-cascade For each half-cascade we can

construct an Tî-fixpomt by defining

(u9*)(at) -I («o,*o,*o)(M) 0<t<l/2
l' ' )[,) I (Ru0,-S(*o),S(<!>o))(s,l-t) l/2<t<l

Deflnition 7.9 Let (w, $,$) be a cascade with hms_s.=|=00tt(s,£) = x±(t) We

call z = s +it £ 9 an injective point of (u, \f, $) if

ku(s t)(dsu(s,t)) ± 0, u(s,t) i G(x±(t)) U G(x±(l - t)),

u(s,t) i G(u(R - {s},t)) U G(u(R, 1 - *)), G„(s t)
= {id},

where the projection n was defined on p 43

For ci, c2 £ cm let Ms(ci,c2) be the space of all flow lines with cascades from

ci to C2 all of whose cascades are simple The following lemma is proved m the

same way as Theorem 4 9 for cascades which are simple

Lemma 7.10 Let (u, $,$) be a simple cascade Then there exists T > 0 such

that the set of injective points on {(s,t) G 9 \s\ > T} is open and dense

Moreover, for generic R-mvariant J £ J and ci,c2 £ ^m the space .Ms(ci,C2)
of simple cascades is a finite dimensional smooth manifold

Proof of theorem 7.4 Choose an 7?-mvanant J £ J such that all simple
cascades and all half-cascades are transverse Such a J exists by Lemma 7 10,

using the arguments m Theorem C 13 For ci = (qi,hi),c2 = (q2,h2) £ ^m

where qi,q2 £ cnt(f) and hi,h2 £ T denote by MR(ci,c2, J) the space of flow

lines with cascades with respect to J which contain at least one cascade which

is an 7?-fixpomt Assume that

V = ((Wk)l<k<m, (Tk)l<k<m-l) = ((uk,^k, $k)l<k<m, (Tk)l<k<m-l)

is an element of MR(ci,c2, J) Let 7 c [l,m] be the set of integers such that

wz is an 7?-fixpomt if * G 7 and wz is simple if i ^ 7 Assume that

lim uk(s) = 9k(t)x^
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for 1 < k < m where gk £ H and x^ G ß~x(0) fl L Since by Lemma 7 8 the

space of 7î-cascades can be identified with the space of half-cascades it follows

from the transversahty assumption on J that the local dimension of A'l^ci, c2)
at v satisfies

dim,, MR(ci ,c2, J) = dim Ms(ci,c2, J) - ~Y^ [In (ft" ) - In (gt) J

Using monotonicity and the fact that each cascade has positive energy we obtain

dim„.Miî(ci,C2, J) < dim.Mg(ci,c2, J)

In particular, if ci,C2 G cm with 7(ci) — 7(c2) = 1 then then MR(ci,c2, J) is

empty and hence

Ms(ci,c2, J) = M(ct,c2, J) (47)

In particular Ms(ci,c2, J) is compact and the numbers

n(ci,c2,J) =#Ms(ci,c2,J) mod 2

are well-defined We define for c G cm with 7(c) = k the boundary operator

dk j CMk —> CMfc_i as the linear extension of

dkJc= E n(c,c',J)c'
I(c')=k-1

Since by Theorem 6 5 the subset Jreg C J is dense, we may choose J G Jreg
which is close to J such that for every Ci,C2 G 'tom satisfying 7(ci) — 7(c2) — 1

there are canonical bijections between the sets yW(ci,C2, J) and M(ci,c2, J)
Using (47) we get

#M(c!,c2,J) = #M(cuc2,J) =#M8(ci,c2,J)

It follows

dsj = df
In particular,

(ds)2 = 0

In view of the free 72*-action simple cascades appear in pairs, and hence their

effect on the boundary operator cancels It follows that the moment Floer-

homology for J equals the standard Morse-homology, tensored with the Novikov

ring A This proves the theorem D
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A Boundary value problems for the symplectic
vortex equations

We will drop in this appendix the assumption that Lo and Li are fixpoint sets

of some antisymplectic involution which commutes with G.

We make the following assumptions. (M,to) is symplectic manifold and G

is a compact connected Lie group which acts on M by Hamiltonian symplecto¬

morphisms. L0 and Li are two Lagrangian submanifolds of M. We assume that

the Lie algebra of G is endowed with an invariant inner product and we denote

the moment map by ß. The family 77t is some smooth family of G-invariant

Hamiltonian functions on M and Jt is some smooth family of G-invariant, u>-

compatible almost complex structures on TM.

A.l Three boundary value problems

Assuming the existence we study for p > 2 solutions of the symplectic vortex

equations (u,*,$) G W^p(9,Mxgxg), i.e.

d8u + X$ (u) + Jt (u)(dtu + Xy (u) - XHt (u)) = 0

0,¥-&$ + [$, ¥]+/*(«) = 0, (48)

where @ = {z = s + it £ C : 0 <t <1} is the strip. The solutions are supposed
to satisfy in addition one of the following three boundary conditions.

(BI) u(s,j)£L3, $(s,j)=0, JG{0,1},

(B2) u(s,j)£L3, $(s,j)£gLj, JG{0,1},

(B3) u(s,j) £ L3, $(s,j)£gLj, V(s,j)£gi}, JG{0,1}.

The gauge groups Gi for the three boundary problems (BI) are given by

(Gl) Gi := {g G Wffc(Q,G),g(s,j) G GLl,d8g(s,j) = 0, j G {0,1}},

(G2) G2 := {g G Wffc(<d,G),g(s,j) G GLl, j G {0,1}},

(G3) G3 := {g G Wffc(Q,G),g(s,j) G GLj,g(s,j)-1dt9(s,j) G g^, j G

{0,1}}-

They gauge groups act on (u, $, 3>) by

0„(u,*,$) := (gu,g^>g-1 + (dtg)g~l,g^g~l + (dsg)g~1).

We next examine the relation between the three problems. The following
theorem tells us, that problems (BI) and (B3) are equivalent. We can only

prove under some additional hypotheses that problem (BI) and (B3) are also

equivalent to problem (B2).
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Theorem A.l If (u,*,$) satisfies (BI) or (B3) then for every I £ {1,2,3}
there exists gi £ Gi such that (gi)*(u, *&,$) satisfies (BI). 7/(w,\I>, $) satisfies

(B2) and either the group G is abelian, or there exists e > 0 such that (u, *$, $) G

W^2p+e(Q,M xgxg), then there exists g and h £ Gi such that g*(u, *, $)
satisfies (BI) and /i*(w, $,$) satisfies (B3).

The main ingredient in the proof is that solutions with boundary conditions

(BI) or (B3) are gauge equivalent to smooth solutions. In the following assume
that S is a compact subset of 9 with smooth boundary. To simplify notation

we introduce for *&,$ £ W1,p(S,g) the connection A £ Q1(S, g) on the trivial

G-bundle over S by
A := $ds + ^dt.

We will denote by A1,P(S) the vector space of connections on S. The gauge

group G2'P(S) = W2'P(S,G) acts on A1'P(S) by

g*A = gAg-1 - (dg)g~l.

The connection A gives rise to a covariant derivative operator cLa : Vlk(S, g)
defined by

dAdi = da + [A A a].

Its adjoint is defined by

d*Aa = d*a + *[*A Aa] = -*d*a + *[*A A a],

where * is the Hodge-star operator on the strip, i.e. *ds = dt and *dt = —ds.

The curvature of A is given by

FA = dA + ]-[AAA} = (dsy - dt§ + [*, *])ds A dt.

Theorem A.2 (Local Slice Theorem) Let S be a compact subset of 9 with

smooth boundary and let p > 2. Fix Ao £ A1,P(S), let a constant Co > 0 be

given, and let Go be a subgroup of G with Lie algebra go C g. Then there exist

constants ö > 0 and C such that the following holds. For every A £ ^41,p(5)
with

\\A-Aq\\p<ö, \\A - A0\\wi p < cq

there exists a gauge transformation g £ G2'P(S) that satisfies

(i) d*Ao(g*A-A0) = o,

(ii) g\os G Go, g~ldtg\ds G g^.

(iii) \\gitA-Ao\\p<C\\A-Ao\\p

(iv) \\g*A - Ao\\wi „ < C\\A-Ao\\wiv.
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Sketch of Proof: In the abehan case, write g = exp(—Ç) Every £ £ g splits
as

£ = £i +6, & eso, 6 £ 8o

For A0 = $0ds + i&odt assertions (i) and (u) become

ACi

dÇi
dv

OS

01 OS

0»($-$o)i+&(*-*o)i

ds($ - $o)2 + dt($> -*o)2

0

0

Hence (i is a solution of the Neumann problem and (2 is a solution of the

Dinchlet problem For the general case define a sequence A\,A2, inductively

by

Ax = A, Av+1 = (gv)*Av, gv = exp(-Ç„),

where £„ G W2 p(S,g) is chosen such that

dA0dA0(v

dv
os

(Cables

d*Ao(M-Av)

0,

0

Moreover, we may assume that there exists a constant c such that

II&IIwp <c\\dAo(Ao-Av HC^Hwip <c\\A0-A\\p

Note that

gv\es e Go, gv ldtgv\ds G g^

It is proved in [CGMS, Appendix B] or [We, Chapter 9] that gv converges to

g £ G2 P(S) which meets the conditions (i)-(iv) of the theorem D

Theorem A.3 Let (u,^,^) be solutions of the symplectic vortex equation (48)
with almost complex structure J of class Cf and Hamiltonian 77 of class Cl+1,
where £ is either a positive integer or equal 00 Assume that (u, ^>, 3>) solve

either (BI) or (B3) Then there exists g £ Gi respectively g £ G3 such that

g*(u, *, $) G Wj0~£ p For £ = 00 this means that g*(u, 13>, $) is smooth

Proof: Let S be a compact subset of 9 with smooth boundary In the case of

boundary conditions (B3) assume further that S intersects at most one of the

two connected components of 99 Let A = $ds + $dt Then it follows from

the local slice theorem that there exists g £ G2 P(S) such that

d*A(g*Ao-A) = 0
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for some smooth connection Ao. Moreover, in the case (BI) we may assume

that

g\as = id

and in the case (B3) we may assume that

g\as£GLo, g~ldtg\ds £ si0

if 5 intersects at most Lo and

g\os&GLl, g~ldtg\ds G g^

if 5 intersects Li. It follows that

d\((g~%A-Ao)=0

and (g~l)*(u, \f, $) satisfies elliptic boundary conditions on dS(~)d®. It follows

by elliptic bootstrapping as in [CGMS, Theorem 3.1] that on every open subset

S C S such that cl(S) n (OS) C 99 we have fo-1)^«,*,*) G Wt+1'p(S). It

remains to show that one can interpolate between the obtained gauge transfor¬

mations, to get a gauge transformation on the whole strip which satisfies the

required boundary condition. We first construct gauge transformations which

meet the boundary conditions on both parts of the boundary and then ex¬

tend them to the whole strip. Assume (B3) and let T > 0. Then there exist

9i £ G2'P((-T,T) x [0,3/4)) and g2 £ G2'P((-T,T) x (1/4,1]) such that

($i).(u,*,*)|(-t,t)x[o,3/4) Wf+l'p((-T,T) x [0,3/4)),

($2).(U,*,*)|(-T,T)X(1/4,1] Wf+i'p((-T,T) X (1/4,1]),

and

gi(s,0) £ GLo, gïldtgi(s,Q) g gi0, g2(s,t) g GLl, g2ldtg2(s,l) £ git

for -T < s < T. It follows that

gï1 o02|(_r,Dx(i/4,3/4) e Wt+1'p((-T,T) x (1/4,3/4),G).

Choose h £ We+1'p((-T,T) x (1/4,3/4),G) such that for s £ (-T,T)

h(s,t)= id, l/4<i<3/8, h(s,t) = g^1 og2(s,t), 5/8 < t < 3/4.

It follows that

gi°h(s,t)=gi(s,t), l/4<t<3/8, 9i ° h(s,t) = g2(s,t), 5/8 < t < 3/4.

Now define g £ G2'P((-T,T) x [0,1]) by

f gi(s,t) 0<t<l/4
g(s,t):=< gi°h(s,t) l/4<*<3/4

[ g2(s,t) 3/4<*<l.
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Then g fulfills the boundary conditions

g(s,0)£GLo, 9~1dtg(s,0) £ gi0, g(s,l) £ GLl, 9~1dtg(s,l) £ gir

and

$.(«,*,*)|(-T,r>x[o,i] G We+1'p((-T,T) x [0,1]).

Now we have shown that for every N £ N there exists gN £ W2'P((—N,N) x

[0,1]) which satisfies

(ffiV),(W,*,$)|(_Ar,JV)x[o,i] G We+1>p((-N,N) x [0,1])

and if (BI) holds

9n(s,J)= id, j£{0,1}

or if (B3) holds

9n(s,j) £ GLj, gNldtgN(s,j) £ si3, j £ {0,1}.

To finish the proof, it suffices to show, that we may assume that

<?JV+l|(-JV+l,JV-l)x[0,l] = <?Jv|(-JV+l,iV-l)x[0,l]- (49)

First observe that

hN := gN ° gN\i\(-N,N)xlo,i] G We+1>p((-N,N) x [0,1]).

Let (at : (-N — 1, AT + 1) — (-N, N) be a smooth function which satisfies

Cn\(-n+i,n-i) = id

and define hN £ Wl+1<p((-N - 1, N + 1) x [0,1]) by

hN(s,t) := hN((N(s),t).

Note that

/ijv|(-jV+l,AT-l)x[0,l] = ^Ar|(-iV+l,Ar-l)x[0,l]-

Define

qn+i '= hN ° gN+i-

Note that gN+i £ W2'p((-N - 1, N + 1) x [0,1]) satisfies

(i) 9N+l\(-N+l,N-l)x[0,l] = gN\(-N+l,N-l)x[0,l],

(ii) (gN+i)*(u, *, $)|(_JV_i,JV+i)x[o,i] e C°°((-JV - 1, N + 1) x [0,1]),

(iii) If (BI) holds, then §n+i(s,j) = id for j £ {0,1} and if (B3) holds, then

9n+i(s,j) £ GL] and gNl+1dtgN+i{s,3) G &i3 for j £ {0,1}.

Hence we may assume (49) by replacing gN+i by §n+i This proves the theorem.

D
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Lemma A.4 Assume G is abelian. Then for every solution (u, *, $) of (B2),
there exists g £ G2 such that g*(u,^>,^) satisfies (B3).

Proof: For j £ {0,1} write

V(s,j)=ip{(s) + ip32(s), ip{(s)£gL], ip32(s) £ gi3.

Because G is abelian, we have to find Ç G Wl(fp(9,g) such that

as,j)0L„ dt((s,j)-ip{(s)£gi]. (50)

Then

g(s,t) :=exp(C(s,t))

satisfies the required boundary conditions. We first observe that by the Theorem

of Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg, see [ADN] or Theorem 3.4 in [We] there exists

rf £Wffc(@,g) suchthat

dtVJ(s,j) =^{(s).

Write

r}3(s,t)=rfl(s,i)+rj!2(s,t), r){(s,t) £ gL], vi(s,t) ^ &i3-

Observe that

dtVi(sJ) -ifi(s) = dtrj3(s,j) - dtr]J2(s,j) - ip{(s) =dtr]J2(s,j) £ g^.

Choose a smooth cutoff function ß : [0,1] —> [0,1] which satisfies ß(0) = 0 and

ß(l) = 1. Define

C(s,t):=ß(s)r111(s,t) + (l-ß(s))r101(s,t).

Then £ satisfies (50) and the lemma follows. D

Proposition A.5 Let v £ C?'1'01^, Rn) for k £ N and 0 < a < 1. Then there

exists u £ w£f(0,Rn) forp> -^ such that

u\t=o = v

and for every T > 2 there is a constant ct such that

IIwIIw"'.p([-T+2,T-2]x[0,1]) < Ct||u||c*-1^([-T,T])-

Proof: Let ( : R -> R be a smooth mollifying function, satisfying

supp(C) G (-2,2), [ ((r)dr = 1, |C(r)| < 1, |C'(r)| < 1 Vr G R.

Jm.

Let

<,(.,:= ±C(f
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for t > 0. Define for s G

u(s,t) :=

{'.*
*v(s) t>0

(s) t = 0.

Note that u is smooth for t > 0. We claim that for i + j < k the following
formula for the derivatives of u holds

dl+3U(s,t) 1

PdzsdH

where

p3(s) :=sJ.

We prove (51) by induction. First note that

(-l)^(Cfft)*^+j)(s) (51)

_9_
ds ((-l)^(Ct -ft) *v^(s)^j = (-l)^(Ct -ft) *v^+1\s)

Using the formula

mCt-~lCt~lPl'Q
we calculate

dtA-^y^(CfPj)*v^\8) -iy+1T^I(CfP3)*v^Hs) +

-iy+1j3^I(CfPJ)*v^\s) +

-i)J+1^(Ct-pJ+i)*«(,+j)(«)
-iy+lJ-^((fPJ)*v^(s) +

-iyJ-T^(CfPj)*v^Hs) +

-iy+1j^T(tfPJ+i)*v^+iHs)
-iy+1j^T(tfPJ+i)*v^+iHs)

This proves (51). Let (s,t) £ [-T + 2,T - 2] x (0,1] for some T > 2. For

i + j < k we estimate

d'sdH
dr

< 2 sup \vt+:"
sG[-T,T]

2i+2

j^j7j-||w||c*-i«([-r,r])

rJdr

<



For i + j = k, i > 1 and t > 0 we calculate using that supp£t is compact

^g# - (-iy|(i(o-ft).^>«)
= (-l)^jj^(s-r).v(k-^(r)dr
= (_i)j! /'^k^i(s_r).^(fc-i)(s)_^-i)(r)^r

= <-1),+1^// dr +

(-

"«/IKV"/ \ /

-1V+1^ jf C(^) • (s - ry-1 (V^ (s) - v^ (r)) dr,

and get for (s, t) £ [-T + 2, T - 2] x (0,1] the estimate

dku(s,t)
dlsdH

1 fM
< 2|M|c.fc-1,a([_TjT])— j

r>+adr +

j f2'
2||u||c*-i.«([-:zyr])£+ry

r3~l+adr

( T+2+a j2J+l+^ „ ,a-l
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We calculate further

dku(s,t)
dkt

-i)k^(Q Pfc_i)*^-1)(s) +

-i)*^(Ct p*)*«**"1^)

-l)&^/(Ct P*-i)(a-r) ^fe"1)(r)dr +

"!)4 f(C-Pk)(s-r) v^-'\r)dr
1 Ju

~l)kJk /(Ct P*-i)(a-»-) ^(fe-1)M* +

)*i f(C-Pk)(s-r) v^k-1\s)dr +
1 Jm

)k^fm(C-Pk)(s-r) (V^r)-^"1^
1)&^ /(Ct P*-i)(a-r) ^fe"1)(r)dr +

1 Jw

i)k+1^L{Ct pk-i){s~r) v(fc_i)(a)dr+

l)k-^j^-Pk)(s-r) (vV>-1Hr)-vV>-1Hs)yr
1)fc^X(Ct Ä-l)(s_r) («(*"1)('-)-«(*-1)w)dr +

1)*^ j[ (£' -P*)(a " r) («^(r) - v^tf

-1)'
s — r

t

s — r

t

(s - r)*"1 (v^-^ir) - v^-^isUdr +

(s-r)k (v^k-1Hr)-v(k-1Hs))dr

For (s, t) £ [-T +2,T-2]x (0,1] this leads to the estimate

\dku(s,t)
dkt

< 2|M C*-i "([-TT])

2\\v\

Jo

-[*
Wo

„k-l+a dr +

C'-'ll-TT])^!
nk+2+a ko^+l+a

k + 1 + a k + a

rk+adr

V r-fc-i
C*-i "([-TT])
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We have verified that for all the derivatives % + j < k there is a constant c > 0

such that

dku(s,t)
<c\\v\\Ck-ic{[_TT])ta

1

dlsdH

The proposition follows by integration in £ D

Proof of Theorem A.l Assume first that (it, *$,$) satisfies (BI) We first

show that there exists g £ G2 such that g*(u,*&,$) satisfies (B3) It follows

from theorem A 3, that there exists gi £ Gi such that (gi)*(u, $, $) is smooth

Hence there exists g2 £ C°°(9,G) fl Gi such that

(91 °g2)*^(s,j) £gi3

for j G {0,1} Abbreviate g = gi°g2 In the same way one shows more generally,
that if (u, $,$) satisfies (BI) or (B3), then there exist for 7 G {1,2,3} gauge

transformations gi £ G2 such that (gi)*(u, $,$) satisfies (BI)
It remains to show, that if (u, $, $) satisfies (B2) and if G is abelian or there

exists e > 0 such that (it, ^,$) G Wlo2p+e, then there exists g £ G2 such that

5* (it, *,<&) satisfies (BI) or (B3) If G is abelian this follows directly from

Lemma A4 If (it, $, $) G Wloc it follows from Morrey's Theorem, see [E,
Chapter 5 6 2], that (it, *, $) G Cfoc, where a = 1 - ^7 Now for j £ {0,1}

let g1 £ Cf0"(R,GL]) be a solution of

dsgJ(s) =gJ(s)$(s,j)

It follows from Proposition A 5 that there exists g £ W[op(Q,G) such that

g(s,j) = gJ(s)

This proves the theorem D

A.2 Compactness

The aim of this section is to prove the following compactness theorem

Theorem A.6 (Compactness) Let (uv,^v,^v) £ Wl0p(Q,M xgxg) be a

sequence of solutions of the symplectic vortex equations (48) for which there

exist constants c\,c2 > 0 and a compact subset K of M satisfying for all v G N

£(it„, *„, $„) <ci, \\dsuv + X^(uv)\\00<c2, uv(@)cK

Assume moreover that one of the following conditions hold true

(i) (it„, *„,$„) satisfies (BI) or (B3)

(ii) (it„,\I>„, $„) satisfies (B2) and there exists e > 0 such that (uv,$?v,$v) £

W12p+'(Q,G)

(iii) (it„, $u,$v) satisfies (B2) and G is abelian
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Let I £ {1,2,3} such that («„,$„, $„) satisfies (BI). Then there exist a subse¬

quence of v (still denoted by v), a sequence of gauge transformations gv £ Gi,
a smooth solution (it, *, $) of (48) satisfying the boundary condition (BI) such

that (gv)*(uv,$„,$„) converges to (it,$,$) in the Cj^c-topology.

The main ingredient in the proof is Uhlenbeck's theorem, about existence

of local Coulomb gauge, see [Uh] or [We]. The main difficulty is that our La¬

grangians are not necessarily G-invariant. We prove a different version of Uh¬

lenbeck's Theorem, which takes our boundary conditions into account.

In the following let Vl := {z = s + it £ C : \z\ < 1, t > 0}. The boundary of

Vt decomposes in

90 = 9if2u92f2

where

difl = fir\R, d2Vl = {z = s + it:\z\ = l,t>0}.

Let A0'p(tt) be the vector space of connections A = $ds + ^!dt where $,$6

W1,p(fl,g) and ^I^q =0 and Go'P(fy be the space of gauge transformations g £

W2'p(tt,G) which satisfy g^o, = id. We will prove the following modification

of Uhlenbeck's theorem about the existence of local Coulomb gauges.

Theorem A.7 (Local Coulomb gauge on the boundary) There exist con¬

stants Cjjh and euh such that for every A £ A0'p(O,) with \\FA\\P < euh there

exists a gauge transformation g £ G0'P(Q) such that g*A is in Uhlenbeck gauge,

i.e.

(i) d*(g*A) = 0,

(ii) *(g*A)\d2Q = 0,

(iii) II^AH^if, < Cuh\\FA\\p.

Remark A.8 If one writes g*A = $ds+ $?dt then the first and second condition

are

(i) 9^ + 9^ = 0,

(ii) s$ + tü = 0 for (s,t) £d2Q.

Proof of Theorem A.7 Let

Ae:={A£A10>p(n):\\FA\\p<e}

and S£ C Ae be the subset of A £ Ae for which there exists g £ Go'P(ty such

that g*A is in Uhlenbeck gauge. The proof consists of three steps. First one

shows that A6 is connected, then one proves that Se is closed, and finally that

Se it is open for e small enough. Because Se is not empty (the trivial connection

belongs to it) we obtain

Se=Ae
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and hence the theorem follows. The proof of connectedness and closedness is

the same as in the original case, see i.e. [We] for details. To prove openness we

need two lemmas. For k > 1 let

Wk'p(Ü) := {it G Wk'p(ü) : u\dln = 0}

and

d2 v i urk'p(

rk,p/

w0K>p(n)

Lemma A.9 The operator D : W2'p(Vl) ->• Lp(ü) x Wl9'p(ü) defined by

/A
9it

.

**MAit, -TT)
dv

is bijective.

Proof: We will reduce the proof of this lemma to the Neumann problem by

using a reflection. To show surjectivity, let (f,g) £ LP(Q) x W9'p(Vl) be given.
Let B := {z £ C : \z\ < 1 the closed unit ball and let

, Wk'p(B)
Wk'p(B)

:=
,

{ '.
9 '

W0k'p(B)

Define / G LP(B) by

ns,t). | _/(fl)_t) f<0.

If g is represented by h £ Wx 'p(fl) define g £ Wd'p(B) as the equivalence class

represented by

h(s,t) t>0
h(s,t) :--

^ _h(8i_t) t<Q

Note that

//+ / 5 = 0.

Jb Job

Hence the theory of the classical Neumann problem, see for example [We], im¬

plies, that there exists v £ W2'P(B) such that

A« = /~, ^=g. (52)

Moreover, v is unique up to addition of a constant. One easily checks that

w(s,t) := —v(s, —t)

also satisfies (52). Hence there exists a constant c G R such that

iv = v + c.
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Set
c

v:=v+-.

Then

v(s,0) = v(a,0) + | = -w(s,0) + ^ = -v(s,0)-c+^ = -v(s,0)-^ = -v(s,0)

and hence

v(s,0) =0.

Now define it G W2'P(Ü) by
it :=v\q.

It follows that

Alt = /, TT =9
av

and hence D is surjective.
To show injectivity let it G kerD. Define it G W2'P(B) by

ü(st).-l «(*.*) *>°

u{s,t).-<^ _w(fi)_f) t <0

It follows that

A« = 0, ^=0
av

and hence ü equals a constant. In particular, it is a constant and because it

vanishes on 9if2 it follows that it vanishes identically. This proves injectivity
and hence the lemma follows. D

Lemma A.10 (A priori estimate) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

for every A £ ^40'p(f2) solving the equation

*A\d2n = 0

wc hâve

\\A\\wlP<C(\\dA\\p + \\d*A\\p).

Proof: This follows again by reflection and the corresponding estimate on the

ball, which is proved for example in [We]. D

Proof of Theorem A.7 continued: Openness of S£ will be shown as in [We]
by the implicit function theorem for the operator V : A0'p(O,) x Lie(G0'P(ty) -^

Lp(Q,g)xW19f(n,g)

(A,V) H- (d*(exp(-VM),*(exp(-VM)|fcn).

Let Aq be a connection in Uhlenbeck gauge. The partial derivative of T>

with respect to the second argument at L>(^4o, 0) = 0 is given by

d2V{Aofi)(0 = d*dÇ + *[dÇ A *A0].
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If I \FAo | |p < e with e small enough it follows from Kato's theorem and Lemma A.9

that V is bijective. For details we refer to [We]. Hence connections in a small

neighbourhood of AQ satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). That they also satisfy (iii)
follows from the apriori estimate in Lemma A. 10, for small enough e, see [We].
This proves the theorem. D

Proof of Theorem A.6: By Theorem A.l we may assume without loss of

generality that (uv, $„,$„) satisfies the boundary condition (BI). The image
of (it„) for every v £ N remains in the compact subset K c M. Hence ß(uv) is

uniformly bounded and it follows from the second equation in (48) that

supHLaJIcx, < oo.

v

By Uhlenbeck's patching argument (see [Uh] or see [We]) it follows from Theo¬

rem A.7 and Uhlenbeck's theorem about the existence of local Coulomb gauge

in the interior, that there exists a sequence of gauge transformations gv £ Gi

such that (gv)*Av satisfies a uniform W^-bound. The proof of Theorem A.6

follows now in the same way as Theorem 3.2. in [CGMS]. Ü

B The Universal Novikov ring

In this appendix we discuss what happens if one replaces Hypothesis (773) which

requires that tt2(M), tti(M), ni(L3), and tto(L3) for j £ {0,1} are trivial by the

weaker hypothesis

(H3') For j £ {0,1} and every smooth map v : (B,dB) —> (M,L3), we have

v*to = 0.

Under this assumption the path space £P = {(x,vf) £ C°°([0,1],M x g) :

x(j) £ L3,r](j) £ gi ,j £ {0,1}} will in general be neither connected nor

simply connected. However, by assumption (773') no bubbling occurs and the

relevant moduli spaces are still compact. The most suitable way to tackle this

case is to introduce the Universal Novikov ring. Let T be a formal variable.

The Universal Novikov ring A consists of formal sums

r = ^rtTe

with coefficients re G Z2 satisfying the finiteness condition

#{e:re ^0,e> k} < oo (53)

for every kéR. Addition and multiplication are defined by

5>7-+ 5>7-= £(re + Se)T-
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and

'5>T£)-(5>re)=i;( E rei•.«)!-.
'ei+£2=e

Since the coefficients re are assumed to lie in the field Z2 the Universal Novikov

ring is actually a field.

Assume that the induced Lagrangians in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient L0

and Li intersect transversally. Define the chain complex CF(L0,Li,/*) as the

A-vector space generated by the intersection points of Lq and Li,i.e.

CFk(Lo,Li,ß) := { z_4
ceioHLi

For ci, c2 G L0nLi and a regular J £ J we denote by M (a, c2 ) the moduli space

of solutions (it, ^, $) of the symplectic vortex equation (7) with Hamiltonian 77

equal zero satisfying

lim n(u(s,t)) = a, lim n(u(s,t)) = c2
s—>— oo s—>oc

where tt : ß_1(0) —> ß~1(0)/G is the canonical projection. Define

M(ci,c2)
M(ci,c2) :=

Gx

and let M0(ci,c2) be the union of its zero dimensional components of energy

e G R. We introduce the Z2-numbers

ne(ci,c2) := #Mq(ci,c2) mod 2.

We define the boundary operator 9 : CF —> CF by the linear extension of

dTe°c= y, Y^nt(c'c'^Teo~tc'
c'eï0nïi e

for given eo G R. Floer-Gromov's compactness Theorem 4.12 implies that the

boundary operator is well defined, i.e. its coefficients still meet the finiteness

condition (53). By the usual arguments the boundary operator satisfies 92 = 0

and we define the moment Floer homology

HF(Lo,LUß;A):=-^-.
mi9

C Morse-Bott and Floer-Bott theory

Cl Morse-Bott functions

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. A smooth function / G C°°(M, R) is

called Morse-Bott if

crit(/) := {x £ M : df(x) = 0}
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is a submanifold of M and for each x £ cvit(f) we have

r,crit(/)=ker(Hess(/)(x)).

Example Cl Let M = Rk° x Rkl x Rk2. Write x = (x0,xi,x2) according to

the splitting of M. Then

f(xo,xi,x2) =x\-x\

is a Morse-Bott function on M.

Example C.2 Let M = R. Then

f(x) = x4

is no Morse-Bott function on M.

Theorem C.3 Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and f a Morse-

Bott function on it. Let y : R —> M be a solution of

y(s) = -Vf(y(8)).

Then there exists x £ ciit(f) and positive constants S and c such that

lim y (s) = x, \y(s)\ < ce~Ss.
s—>oo

An analoguous result holds as s goes to — oo.

Remark C.4 Without the Morse-Bott condition Theorem C.3 will in general
not hold. Let M and f be as m Example C.2. Then

yis) :=

Ws

is a solution of the gradient equation which converges to the critical point 0 as

s goes to oo. But the convergence is not exponential.

Proof of Theorem C.3: Since M is compact and crit(/) is normally hyper¬
bolic there exists x £ crit(f) such that

lim y(s) = x.

s—>oo

Set

A(s) := f(y(s)) - f(x).

Then for some e > 0 we have

À(s) = -\y(s)\2 = -\Vf(y(s))\2<-eA(s).

The last inequality follows from the Morse-Bott assumption. Hence there exists

a constant Co > 0 such that

A(s) < c0e-£S.

This proves the theorem. D
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C.2 Flow lines with cascades

Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold, / a Morse-Bott function on

M, go a Riemannian metric on crit(/), and h a Morse-function on crit(/). We

assume that h satisfies the Morse-Smale condition, i.e. stable and unstable

manifolds intersect transversally. For a critical point c on h let ind/(c) be the

number of negative eigenvalues of Hess(/)(c) and indh(c) be the number of

negative eigenvalues of Hess(ft)(c). We define

Ind(c) := Ind/,/l(c) := ind/(c) + indft(c).

Deflnition C.5 For Ci,c2 £ crit(/t), and m £ N a flow line from ci to C2

with m cascades

(a;, T) = ((xk)i<k<m, (tk)i<k<m-i)

consists of xk £ C°°(R,M) and tk £ R> := {r G R : r > 0} which satisfy the

following conditions:

(i) xk £ C°°(R,M) are nonconstant solutions of

Xk = -Vf(xk).

(ii) There existsp £ Wff(ci) C crit(/) andq £ W%(c2) such £/ta£lims_s._00 x\(s) =

p and linis-j.oo xm(s) = q.

(iii) for 1 < k < m — 1 there are Morse-flow lines yk £ C°°(R, crit(/)) of h,
i.e. solutions of

yk = -Vh(yk),

such that

lim xk(s) =yk(0)
s—>oc

and

lim xk+1(s) =yk(tk).
s—>— 00

A flow line with zero cascades from ci to c2 is an ordinary Morse flow
line of h on crit(f) from ci to c2.
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x\ = -Vf{xx)

v m = -Vfe(yi)

1

A flow line with cascades

Remark C.6 In Definition C.5 we do not require that the Morse-flow lines are

nonconstant. It may happen that a cascade converges to a critical point of h,
but the flow line will only remain for a finite time on the critical point.

We denote the space of flow lines with m cascades from ci to c2 £ crit(h) by

Mm(ci,c2).

The group R acts by timeshift on the set of solutions connecting two critical

points on the same level A4o(ci,c2) and the group Rm acts on -MTO(ci,c2) by
timeshift on each cascade, i.e.

Xk(s) H> Xk(s + Sk).

We denote the quotient by

Mm(ci,c2).

We define the set of flow lines with cascades from ci to c2 by

M(ci,c2) := [J A4m(ci,c2).
raeHo

Immediately from the gradient equation the following lemma follows.

Lemma C.7 If f(ci) < f(c2) then M(ci,c2) is empty. If f(ci) = f(c2) then

A4(ci,C2) contains only flow lines with zero cascades. If f(ci) > f(c2) then

A4(ci,C2) contains no flow line with zero cascades.

A sequence of flow lines with cascades may break up in the limit into a

connected chain of flow lines with cascades. To deal with this phenomenon, we

make the following definitions.
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Deflnition C.8 Let c,d £ crit(ft). A broken flow line with cascades from
c to d

v= (v3)i<3<f

for £ £ N consists of flow lines with cascades v3 from c3-i to c3 £ crit(/t) for
0 < J < £ such that Co = c and ci = d.

A broken flow line with cascades

Deflnition C.9 Assume that c,d £ cnt(h) Suppose that vv for v £ N is

a sequence of flow lines with cascades which satisfies the following condition.

There exists vq £ N such that for every v > vq it holds that vv is a flow line

with cascades from c to d. There are two cases. In the first case c and d lie on

the same level and hence vv £ C°°(R, crit(/)) is a flow line with zero cascades

for every v > vo, m the second case c and d lie on different levels and hence

v" = ((xk)i<k<mv,(tk)i<k<mv-i) is a flow line with at least one cascade for

every v > vq. We say that vv Floer-Gromov converges to a broken flow line

with cascades v = (v3)i<3<e from c to d if the following holds

(a) In the first case, where the vv 's are flow lines with zero cascades for large

enough v 's, all v3 's are flow lines with zero cascades and there exists real

numbers sv3 for v > v0 such that (sJ')*(vv)( ) := vv( + s3) converges in

the C^-topology to v3

(b) In the second case, where the vv 's have at least one cascade for v large

enough, we require the following conditions.

(i) If v3 £ C°°(R, crit(/)) is a flow line with zero cascades, then there

exists a sequence of solutions y3 £ C°°(R, cnt(f)) of y" = —Vh(y^)
a sequence of real numbers sv}, and a se-convergmg m C^c to v3,

quence of integers kv £ [l,m"] such that either lims

i/;(Sp orlim^xl^s) =yv3{8"3).
,(s)
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(ii) If v3 is a flow line with at least one cascade, then we write v3 =

((xi,3)i<i<m,,(ti,j)i<t<m,-i) e Mm3(c3-i,c3) for m3 > 1. We re¬

quire that there exist surjective maps 7": [l,J2p=irnp] ~~^ [l,m"]j
which are monotone increasing, i.e. 7"(Ai) < 7"(A2) for Ai < A2,

and real numbers sx for every A G [1, J2P=i mp\> such that

/-•CO

K)*X^W(-)=X^m(-+8vx)-^XX

where x\ = xl>3 such that X = J2P=i mp + i- For A G [1, J2P=i mp~ 1]
we set

T\
ti,j A = Yjp=i mP + i, 0 <i < m3+i

00 A = Ep=i mP

and

T" = J *7"(A) A = max{A' G f1' K=i mp-l}: r (A') = 7y(A)}
1 0 otherwise.

A^ow we require, that

lim tvx =tx.
v—\oo

Here we use the convention that a sequence of real numbers t" con¬

verges to infinity, if for every n £ N there exists a vo(n) £ N sitcft

that rv >n for v > vo (n).

Theorem CIO (Compactness) Let v" be a sequence of flow lines with cas¬

cades. Then there exists a subsequence v"1 and a broken flow line with cascades

v such that vVl Floer-Gromov converges to v.

Proof: First assume that there exists a subsequence v3 such that vVj are flow

lines with zero cascades. In this case Floer-Gromov convergence to a broken

flow line without cascades follows from the classical case, see [Schl, Proposition

2.35]. Otherwise pick a subsequence v3 of v such that v"1 are flow lines with

at least one cascade. Since the number of critical points of h is finite, we can

perhaps after passing over to a further subsequence assume that all the v"1 are

flow lines with cascades from a common critical point c of h to a common critical

point d of h. Since the number of connected components of crit(/) is finite, we

can assume by passing to a further subsequence that the number of cascades

m" = m is independent on v.

For simplicity of notation we denote the subsequence v3 again by v. We consider

the sequence of points pv := lims^00x'[(s) £ crit(f). Let y" £ C°°(R, crit(/))
be the unique solution of the problem

y(s) = -Vh(yv(s)), yv(0)=pv.

Note that for every v

lim y"(s) = c.
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Using again [Schl, Proposition 2.35] it follows that perhaps passing over to a

subsequence (also denoted by v) there exists p £ crit(/), a nonnegative integer

mo £ N, and a sequence of Morse-flow lines v3 £ C°°(R, crit(/)) with respect to

the gradient flow of h for 1 < j < mo such that the following holds.

(i) lim,,-^ pv = p,

(ii) If m0 = 0, then p £ W%(c),

(iii) If mo > 1, then

lim Vi(s) = c,
s—>— oo

lim v3(s) = lim v3+i(s), l<j<mo — l,
S—>-00 8—>— OO

p £ ^(lim^fj)).
s—>oo

Using induction on ß £ [l,m], where m is the number of cascades of each v",
the following claim follows as [Schl, Proposition 2.35].

Claim: There exist a subsequence of v (still denoted by v), a nonnegative

integer £ß G No, a positive integer £2ß £ N, a broken flow line with cascades

vn = (vj)i<j<i1 from c to some critical point cß of h, a sequence of cascades

xk £ C°°(R,M) for 1 < k < £2ß, i.e. of nonconstant solutions of the ordinary

differential equation xk = —Vf(xk), and a sequence of nonnegative real number

tk for 1 < k < £2ß — 1 such that the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) If£ß = 0, iftenlims_j._00xi(s) G Wff(c), oi/ierw'selims_s._00a;i(s) G Wff(cß),

such that

(ii) For 1 < k < £\ - 1 there are Morse-flow lines yßk £ C°°(R,crit(/)) of h,

shm xl(s) = ^(0), lim^x^s) = y£(1%),

(iii) Ifv3 £ C°°(R, crit(/)) is a flow line with zero cascades, then there exists a

sequence of solutions y3 £ C°°(R, crit(/)) of yv = —Vh(y3) converging in

Cf£c to v3, a sequence of real numbers s", and an integer k £ [l,ß] such

that lim^-oo xvk(s) = y3(s3)-

(iv) If v3 is a flow line with at least one cascade, then we are able to write

v3 = ((xt^i^^m^^^i^^m^i) £ Mm](c3-i,c3) for m3 > 1. We

require that there exists a surjective map jß: [l,^p=imP + ^] ~~^ [I,/1]?
which is monotone increasing, i.e. "fß(Xi) < "fß(X2) for Ai < A2, and real

numbers sx for every A G [1, J2P=i mP + &p]> such that

s-tOO

K).X^W(-)=X^W(- + 8X)-^XX
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where xx = xlj3 if X = £„=1 mv + * for 0
—

J
— ^ and 0 <i <m3 —1,

'P=

[^,E'P=imP + £l-l] we set

or xx = x11
£i for X £ [£p=i mp + 1, £P=i mp + £2ß}. For X £

A-EP=i -v

T\

ti,j A = J2JP=i mp+i, 0 < i < m3+i

00 A = EP=i mP
tß

,i AG[£PLimp + l,£pLimP + ^]

and

We require, that

t^{x) X = max{A' G [1, £/=1 mp + £2ß - 1] : 7"(A') = 7"(A)}
0 otherwise.

lim tx=tx.
v—ïoo

(v) linii^tx, liuis^oo xf^(s) exists and equals lims_s.CX) x^2 (s).

Given the claim for p = m, the Theorem follows now by applying [Schl,
Proposition 2.35] again. D

Theorem Cll Let ci,c2 £ crit(h). For generic choice of the Riemannian

metric g of M the space A4(ci,C2) is a smooth finite dimensional manifold. Its

dimension is given by

dimA4(ci,c2) = ind(ci) - ind(c2) - 1.

7/Ind(ci) — Ind(c2) = 1 then M(ci,c2) is compact and hence a finite set.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem Cll. Choose

0 < ô < min({|A| : A G cr(Hess(/)(a;)) \ {0},x G crit(/)}. For a smooth cutoff

function ß such that ß(s) = — 1 if s < 0 and ß(s) = 1 if s > 1 define

7^ : R -s> R, s4 eSß{s)s.

Let Q be an open subset of R. We define the 111 l/t^^-norm for a locally integrable
function / : Vt —> R with weak derivatives up to order k by

:,P,s:=^2\\jsd,f\\P.

We denote

Wk'p(Q) := {/ G Wk>p(Ü) : \\f\\ktPtS < oo} = {/ G Wk>p(Ü) : lsf £ Wk>p(ü)}.
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We also set

Lp(ü) := W^P(Q).

Let

Th(t) £ Diff(crit(/))

be the smooth family of diffeomorphisms which assigns to p £ crit(/) the point

xp(t) where xp is the unique flow line of h with xp(0) = p. We define

B:=Bls'p(M,f,h)

as the Banach manifold consisting of all tuples v = ((x3)i<3<m, (t3)i<3<m-i) £

(W^p(R,M))m x R"1 where R+ := {r G R : r > 0} andern G N which satisfy
the following conditions:

(Asympotic behaviour) For 1 < j < m there exists p3,q3 £ crit(/), £1^ G

Wg'p((-oo,T],TP]M), &,, G Wl'p([T, oo),TqjM) for T £ R such that

x3(s)=expPj(Çi,3(s)), s<-T, x3(s)=expqj(&3(s)), s>T,

where exp is taken with respect to the Riemannian metric g of M.

(Connectedness) p3+i = Th(t3)q3 for 1 < j < m — 1.

To define local charts on B choose v = ((x3)i<3<m, (t3)i<3<m-i) £ B such that

all the x3 for 1 < j < m are smooth and define a neighbourhood of v in B via

the exponential map of g 5. There are two natural smooth evaluation maps

evi, ev2 : B ->> crit(/), evi (v) = pi, ev2 (v) = qm.

After choosing cutoff functions and smooth trivializations xP] and Xq3 °f TM

near p3 respectively q3 the tangent space of B at v can naturally be identified

with tuples

( = ((£,j,0,Çj,l>£,J,2)l<j<m,(T3)l<j<m-l) G

m

Q)(WÏ'p(R,x*3TM) x TPjcrit(/) x T,,crit(/)) x R"1"1

j=i

which satisfy

dTh(tj)Ç,,2 + jt(Th(0)q3)T3 = ^+14 1 < j < m - 1. (54)

TVB is a Banach space with norm

m m— 1

neu := Eai^oiiw + non + non) + y, N (55)
3=1 J= l

5 Note that the differentiable structure of B is independent of the metric g on M
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Let £ be the Banachbundle over B whose fiber at v B is given by

m

£v-.= Ç$LP(R,x*3TM).
3=1

Set

M:= F'HO)

where

T-.B^tE, v H> (xk + Vf(xk))i<k<m.

Where V = Vfl is the Levi-Civita connection of the Riemannian metric g on M.

Note that T = Tg depends on g. Let

Dv := DF(v) : TVB -S> £v

be the vertical differential of T at v £ J7_1(0). If p £ cvit(f) denote by

dimpcrit(/) the local dimension of crit(/) at p. Note that it follows from the

Morse-Bott condition that dinipcrit(/) equals the dimension of the kernel of

Hess(/)(p). Then we have

Lemma C12 Dv is a Fredholm-operator of index

ind(D„) = ind/(evi(i;)) + dimevi(„) crit(/) - ind/(ev2(i;)) +m - 1,

where m = m(v) is the number of cascades.

Proof: For 1 < j < m let

DVtJ : Wg'p(R,x*3TM) -> Lp(R,x*3TM)

be the restriction of Dv to Wg'p(R,x*TM). It suffices to show, that Dv^3 is a

Fredholm-operator of index

ind(DVj) = ind/(p3) - indf fa) - dimSj crit(/).

Write

Dv,3 :=ds + A(s).

Then

A1 := lim A(s) = Hess(/)(p,), A2 := lim A(s) = Ress(f)fa).
s—>— oo s—»-oo

Define the continuous isomorphisms

cj)l:Lp^Lp, f^fjs, fa-.Wl-'^W1*, f^f-ys.

Define

Dv : W1'p(R,x*TM) -> Lp(R,x;TM)
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Dv := faDvfa1.

Dv is exactly a Fredholm-operator if Dv is a Fredholm-operator. In this case

ind(L\) = ind(7\).

For £ G W1'p(R,x*TM) we calculate

LU = faDvtâZ
= 4>iDv(^-s)

= Md.tiis) + amj-s)

= M(d,Qj-S + (oß(s) + odsß(s)s)^_s + A(s)^_s)

= dsC + (A(s)+o(ß(s) + dsß(s)s)id)ti.

Hence Dv is given by

Dv=ds+ B(s)

where

B(s) = A(s) + ö(ß(s) + Osß(s)s)id.

Let

B3:=A3 + (-iyS, j G {1,2}.

Then

lim B(s) = Bi, lim B(s) = B2
8—>— OO S—>OC

and the B3 are invertible by our choice of 5. If p = 2 then it follows from [RSI]
that Dv is a Fredholm-operator of the required index. For general p the lemma

follows from [S2]. See also [Sch2], for an alternative proof. D

For n £ N we define the evaluation maps

EV„ : Mn -> crit(/)" x crit(/)" = crit(/)2",

(vi,...,vn) H> (evi(u,)i<j<n,ev2(u,)i<.,<n),

where M = T~x(0) as introduced above. For critical points ci,c2 of h we

define A„(ci,c2) to be the submanifold of crit(/)n x crit(/) consisting of all

tuples ((Pj)i<j<n, fa)i<3<n) G crit(/) x crit(f)n such that pi £ W%(a), qn £

W^(c2), and p3+i = q3 for 1 < j < n — 1. We shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem C.13 For generic Riemannian metric g on M the set M has the

structure of a finite dimensional manifold. Its local dimension

dim^yVJ = indD„ = ind/(evi(i>))+dimevi(„) ciit(f) —ind/(ev2(i>))+m — 1, (56)

where m = m(v) is the number of cascades. Moreover, for every n £ N and for

every ci,c2 £ crit(h) the evaluation maps EV„ intersects An(a,c2) transver¬

sally.
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Deflnition C.14 Assume that f is Morse-Bott function on a compact manifold

M, h is a Morse-function on crit(/), and go is a Riemannian metric on crit(/),
such that h and go satisfy the Morse-Smale condition, i.e. stable and unsta¬

ble manifolds of the gradient flow of h with respect to go on crit(f) intersect

transversally. We say that a Riemannian metric g on M is (f, h,go)-regula.r
if it satisfies the conditions of Theorem C.13.

Proof of Theorem C.13: For a positive integer £ let TZ1 be the Banach

manifold of Riemannian metrics on M of class Cf. Let

T : Kf x B -> £

be defined by

F(g,v) = (xk + Vs/(xfc))i<fc<m = (xk +g~ldf(xk))i<k<m,

where g~l : T*M —> TM is defined as the inverse of the map defined by

0(Vfl/, •)=#(•)

We will prove that the universal moduli space

Uf:={(v,g)£Bx7ll:T(v,g)=0}

is a separable manifold of class Cl. To show that, we have to verify that

Dv,g : TVB x TgR1 -> £v

given by

DVtg(Ç,A) = (dsC>k+VihVf(xk))1<k<m-(g~lAg~ldf(xk))1<k<m
= DvÇ-(g-1Ag-1df(xk))1<k<m

is onto for every (v,g) £ Ul. Here Vçk is the Levi-Civita connection of the

metric g.

The tangent space of Tif at g £ Tif consists of all symmetric Cf-sections

from M to T*M x T*M. Since Dv is a Fredholm operator, it has a closed range

and a finite dimensional cokernel. Hence Dv^g has a closed range and a finite

dimensional cokernel and it only remains to prove that its range is dense. To

see this, let

V&(£vr = ^L"_s(R,x*3TM), - + - = 1,

such that rj vanishes on the range of £^jP, i.e.

m r.

E fa,(DvQ])ds = 0 (57)
3=1

JR
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for every £ G TVB and

E / fa,g-1Ag-1df(x3))ds = 0 (58)

for every A £ TgTZe. It follows from (57) that r]3 is continuously differentiable

for 1 < j < m. Now (58) implies that r] vanishes identically. This proves that

DVy9 is onto for every (v,g) £ U('. Now it follows from the implicit function

theorem that Ul is a Banach-manifold.

The differential dir1 of the projection

n£:Uf^TZe, (v,g)^g

at a point (v,g) £ U( is just the projection

d<K((v,g):T{v,g)U( - Tg1Z(, (Ç,A) H- A.

The kernel of dirl(v, g) is isomorphic to the kernel of Dv. Its image consists of all

A such that (g~1Ag~1df(xk))i<k<m £ imLV Moreover, imdir((v,g) is a closed

subspace olTglZl, and, since Dv>g is onto, it has the same (finite) codimension

as the image of Dv. Hence d-jrf(v,g) is a Fredholm operator of the same index as

Dv^g. In particular, the projection tt1 is a Fredholm map and it follows from the

Sard-Smale theorem that for £ sufficiently large, the set TZlreg of regular values

of -k( is dense in TZ1. Note that g £ TZ( is a regular value of ne exactly if Dv is

surjective for every v £ J7~1(0). Here Tg = T(-,g).
For c > 0 let Uc,t C IA1 be the set of pairs (v,g) £ Ue such that

\\dsx3(s)\\<ce-]sl/c, l<j<m, -<tk<c, l<j<m-l.

The space

M('c(g):={v:(v,g)£Ul>c}

is compact for every g. Indeed, the uniform exponential decay prevents the

cascades from breaking up into several pieces. It follows that the set TZlr^g
consisting of all g £ VJ such that Dv is onto for all (v, g) £ Ml'c(g) is open and

dense in TZ1. Hence the set

7?oo>c W,c p, -r>

/vreg
• ,x-reg ' ' /v

is dense in 1Z( with respect to the Cl-topology. Here TZ = TZ°° denotes the

Fréchet manifold of smooth metrics on M. Since this holds for every £ if follows

that TZ°°'C is dense in TZ with respect to the C°°-topology. Using compactness

again one obtains that TZfeg is also C^-open. It follows that the set

TZ — Pi 7?°°>c

ceN
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is a countable intersection of open and dense subsets of TZ.

To prove that the evaluation maps EV„ intersect An(a,c2) transversally for

generic g, we show that the evaluation maps ev3 : Ul —> cvit(f) for j £ {1,2}
are submersive. Let (v,g) £ Ul and Ç G TeVj(1,s)crit(/). We have to show that

there exists ((, A) £ kerL\;fl such that

d(ev3)(v,g)((,A)=Ç. (59)

Choose some arbitrary (Ç0,A0) G TVB x TgTZf such that

d(ev3)(v,g)((o,A0) = Ç.

In the same way as one proved that L\;fl is surjective one can also show that

already DVt9 restricted to {( £ TVB : d(ev3)( = 0} x TgTZl is surjective. Hence

there exist (Ci,^i) G TVB x TgTZ1 such that

Dv,g((o,A0)=Dv,g(Ç1,A1)

and

d(ev3)(v,g)(Ci,A1)=0.

Now set

(Ç,A):=(Ço-Çi,A0-A1).

Then (£, A) lies in the kernel of L\;fl and satisfies (59). This proves the theorem.

D

For ci,c2 G cvit(h) C crit(/) define

M~(ci)

M+(c2)

M(ci,c2)

{vM: evi(v) G Wfff(a)},

{v£M: ev2(v) £ W£(c2)},

M-(ci)C\M+(c2).

Immediately from Theorem C.13 the following Corollary follows.

Corollary C.15 For generic Riemannian metric g on M the spaces Mu(ci),
A4s(c2), and M(ci,c2) are finite dimensional manifolds. Its local dimensions

are

dimvM~(ci) = Ind(ci) — ind/(ev2(i;))+m — 1

dim,, M+(c2) = ind/(evi(i>)) + dimevi(„) crit(/) - Ind(c2) + m — 1

dim„ y\4(ci,C2) = Ind(ci) — Ind(c2) + m — 1.

It follows from the Corollary above that for generic Riemannian metric g the

moduli space of flow lines with cascades .M(ci,C2) is a manifold of dimension

Ind(ci)—ind(c2)—1 in a neighbourhood of an element v = ((x3)i<3<m, (t3)i<3<m-i)
all of whose t3 > 0. It remains to consider the case where some of the t/s are

zero. In a neighbourhood of such an element the number of cascades may vary

and we need a gluing theorem to parametrise such a neighbourhood.
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In view of the transversality, the subspace S(ci,c2) of B for ci,c2 G cvit(h)
defined by

ß(ci,c2) :={v£B: evi(v) G W%(a), ev2(v) G W^(c2)}

is actually a submanifold. Recall that the evaluation map EV„ : Mn —> crit(f)2n
was defined byEV„ (vi,- •• ,vn) M- (evi(v3)i<3<n,ev2(v3)i<3<n) and An(a,c2) C

crit(/)2n was defined as the subspace of all tuples ((p3)i<3<n,fa)i<j<n) G

crit(/)2n satisfying pt £ Wff(a),qn £ W£(c2), and p3+i = p3 for 1 < j < n - 1.

We next define for T large enough the pregluing map

#° : EV^^d,^)) x (T,^)"-1 -y B(cuc2).

t

\

The pregluing map

Letv= (i;fe)i<fc<„ = ((xk^)i<3<rnk,(tkjJ)i<3<rnk-i))i<k<n £ EV~ (An(ci,c2))
and R= (R3)i<3<n-i £ (T, oo)-1. For 1 < p < n and

set

For

put

Define in addition

v-i

y^mk -p + 2 <i <y^rnk -p+1
k=i

v-i

fe=i

V^-YX= \ mh+p-l'

2_]mk —

p + 2 < i < 2Jmk -p+ 1

k=i fe=i

2/« :~ ^n.j-Vf-J

P'î_SÏ=i
mik+p-l-

2/1 :— #1,1, 2/£fc=i m*-n+l :— ^n.m,'
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Recall that xP:Wip (s) converges as s goes to oo to ev2 (vp) and arp+i,i (s) converges

as s goes to —oo to ev2(vp) as well. In particular, it follows that there exist

£p(s),riP(s) G TeV2(„p)Msuchthata;pjmp(s) = expeV2(„p)(£p(s)) for large negative
s and :Ep+i,i(s) = expeV2^ )(np(s)) for large positive s For 1 < p < n — 1 and

P

i = ^2mk-p+l
k=i

put

y% := xPtmpjFRpXp+iti

where

xp,mp1tRpXp+l,l ' =

Xp,mp [S T" ttp)i S <. —ixpj L — 1,

expeV2(vp)(ß(-s - Rp/2)Vp(s + Tüp)), -TJ>p/2 - 1 < s < -Rp/2,
ev2(vp), -Rp/2<s<Rp/2,

expeV2(„p)(/3(s - Rp/2)Çp(s - Tip)), Rp/2 < s < Rp/2 + 1,

xp+i,i(s- Rp), s>Rp/2 + l.

Here ß : R —> [0,1] is a cutoff function equal to 1 for s > 1 and equal to 0 for

s < 0. We abbreviate for the number of cascades of the image of the pregluing

map #°
n

£ = 2_\mk — n + 1.

k=i

Then we define

*>R := #°(v,R) := ((yt)i<z<t,(st)i<i<t-i)-

v^ will in general only lie "close" to M. We will next construct i;r G A4 in

a small neighbourhood of i;R. It can be shown that there exists a Riemannian

metric g on M such that crit(/), W%(ci), and W%(c2) are totally geodesic with

respect to g. For £ G 7\,B(ci,C2) let

p(v,() :£v -5>4xpjc)6

b*éipj^fflf^lHrtrafis[]99i|.aDBfgitehe path r i

Fv : TvB(ci,c2) -> £v, 0 p(v,C)_1.F(exp„(C))-

DFv(0) = DT(v).

R and i £ N0 define Ys,r : R -5- R by

f (l-ß[-s}h5(s + R)+ß(sh5(s-R) i>l

\ (1 - ß[-s - R]yfg(s + R) + ß(s + R)<ys(s - R) i = 0

6We denote the restriction of £ to B(ci, C2) also by S.
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Here ß is a smooth cutoff function which equals 0 for s < — 1 and equals 1 for

s > 0. For a locally integrable real valued function / : R — R which has weak

derivatives up to order k we define the norms

( HufWv k = 0

''P'S'R' \ Eto\Kudlf\\P +11/(0)11 k>0.

The || ||/tiPi,5;ß-norm is equivalent to the || ||fcjP;(5-norm, but their ratio diverges
as T? goes to infinity. For 1 < i < £ set

._

/ Ri i = ELi mk-q + l

\ 0 else

We modify the Banachspace norm (55) on Tvo B(ci,c2) in the following way.

For Ç £ Tvo B(ci,c2) we define

'VHCIIr := £(ll&,o||i,pAi* + ll^ill + ll^ll) + £ I*
3=1 3=1

Analoguously, we define for n £ £vo the norm

imIr — ^imu,^-
3=1

These norms were introduced in [FOOO, Section 18] and are required to guar¬

antee the uniformity of the constant c in (62) below. Abbreviate

DR := DFvoJO) = Dvor.

Recall that R3 > T for 1 < j < n — 1. It is shown in [Schl, Chapter 2.5] that

if T is large enough then there exists a constant c > 0 independent of R and a

right inverse Qr, of Dr, i.e.

DR o Qr = id, (60)

such that

imÇ-R = kerCDiO^ (61)

and

||Qr»?||r<c|M|r, (62)

for every n £ £vo . Moreover, it follows from the construction of the pregluing

map that there exist constants Co > 0 and k > 0 such that

||F„a(0)||R<c0e-',llRll. (63)

Now (60), (61), (62), (63) together with the Banach Fixpoint theorem imply
that for ||R|| large enough there exists a constant c > 0 and a unique Çr :=

£v,r G ker(L*R)-L such that

F,oJU)=0, ||^R||R<c||F„a(0)||. (64)
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For details see [Schl, Chapter 2.5]. Let U(v) be a small neighbourhood of v in

EV~ (An(a,c2)). Define the gluing map

#:C/(v)x(T,oo)"-1^>/(ci,c2)

by

#(w,R) ^exp^^R).
Let

n

N :=£m&.
k=i

Then R^ acts on L"(v) by timeshift on each cascade of the first factor. The

gluing map induces a map

# : (U(w)/RN) x (T^oo)"-1 -> M(a,c2)

which is an embedding for T large enough.

Proof of Theorem Cll: Form G N let Nm := {!,...,m}. For 7 C Nm_i let

Mm,i(ci,c2) C Mm(ci,c2)

be the set of flow lines with cascades ((xk)i<k<m, (tk)i<k<m-i) in yVJm(ci,c2)
such that

tk > 0 if k £ I, tk=0 iîk^I.

It follows from Theorem C.13 that for generic Riemannian metric g on M the

space Mmj(ci,c2) is a smooth manifold. Note that

Mm(ci,c2)= [J .MTO;/(ci,c2)
-fCNm-l

and

inLMm(ci,c2) = A4m,Nm_1(ci,c2).

It follows from (56) in Theorem C.13 that

dimA4m;Nm_1(ci,c2) = Ind(ci) - Ind(c2) - 1.

In particular, A4m(ci,C2) has for generic g the structure of a manifold with

corners of dimension Ind(ci) — Ind(c2) — 1. We put for n £ N

M<n:= [J A4m(ci,c2).
l<m<n

We show by induction on n that for generic g the set M<n(ci,c2) can be en¬

dowed with the structure of a manifold of dimension Ind(ci) — Ind(c2) — 1. This
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is clear for n = 1. It follows from gluing that M<n(ci,c2) can be compactified
to a manifold with corners M<n(ci,c2) such that

0M<n(ci,C2)= \J Mn+l,l(ci,C2) =dMn+l(ci,C2).
i"CN„

Hence

M<n+i(ci,c2) = M<n(ci,c2) UMn+i(ci,c2)

can be endowed with the structure of a manifold such that

dimyW<„+1(ci,c2) = dim A4<„(ci,c2) = Ind(ci) - Ind(c2) - 1.

This proves the theorem. D

C.3 Morse-Bott homology

We assume in this subsection that M is a compact manifold.

Deflnition C.16 We say that a quadruple (f,h,g,go) consisting of a Morse-

Bott function f on M a Morse function h on cvit(f), a Riemannian metric

g on M and a Riemannian metric go on crit(f) is a regular Morse-Bott

quadruple if the following conditions hold.

(i) h and go satisfy the Morse-Smale condition, i.e. stable and unstable mani¬

folds of the gradient of h with respect to go on cvit(f) intersect transver¬

sally.

(ii) g is (f,h, go)-regular, m the sense of Definition C.14-

Since the Morse-Smale condition is generic, see [Schl, Chapter 2.3], it follows

from Theorem C.13, that regular Morse-Bott quadruples exist in abundance.

In particular, every pair (/, g) consisting of a Morse function f on M and a

Riemannian metric g on M which satisfy the Morse-Smale condition gives a

regular Morse-Bott quadruple.
For a pair (/, h) consisting of a Morse-Bott function f on M and a Morse-

function h on crit(/), we define the chain complex CM*(M;f,h) as the Z2

vector space generated by the critical points of h which is graded by the index.

More precisely, CMk(M; f, h) are formal sums of the form

*= E &c

cÇLerit(h)
md(c)=k

with £c G Z2. For generic pairs (g,go) of a Riemannian metric g on M and a

Riemannian metric go on crit(/), the moduli-spaces of of flow lines with cascades

M.(ci,c2) is a smooth manifold of dimension

dimM(ci,c2) = ind(ci) - ind(c2) - 1.
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If dim.M(ci,c2) equals 0, then M(ci,c2) is compact by Theorem CIO. Set

n(ci,c2) := #A4(ci,c2) mod2.

We define a boundary operator

dk : CMk (M; f, h) -) CMk_t (M; f, h)

by linear extension of

9/tc = 2_, n(c,c')c'
ind(c')=fc-l

for c G crit(/i) with ind(c) = k. The usual gluing and compactness arguments

imply that

92 = 0.

This gives rise to homology groups

HMk(M;f,h,g,g0):=^^.
im9fc

Theorem C.17 Let (fa,ha,ga,gg) and (f13' ,hß,gß,g0) be two regular quadru¬

pel. Then HM„(M;fa,ha,ga,gS) and 77M*(M; f ,hß,gß\g%) are naturally

isomorphic.

Proof: Pick some £ £ N and choose for 1 < k < £ smooth functions fk £

C°°(R x M, R and smooth families of Riemannian metrics gk,s on TM with

fk(s,-) and gktS independent of s for |s| > T for some large enough constant

T > 0 such that

fi(-T) = fa, ft(T) = f, fk(T) = fk+i(-T), l<k<£-l

and

9i-T = ga, 9e,T = 9ß, gk,T = gk+i-T, l<k<£-l.

We assume further that fk(T) is Morse-Bott for 1 < k < £ - 1. For 2 < k < £

let rk £ R> be nonnegative real numbers. Choose smooth Morse functions

hi £ C°°((-oo,0] x crit(/a),R), ht+i £ C°°([0,oo) x crit(/^),R), and hk £

C°°([0,rk] x crit(/i;+i(r)) and smooth families of Riemannian metrics go,i,s on

crit(/a) for s £ (—oo,0] and go,t+i,s on crit(//3) for s £ [0, oo) and go,k,s on

crit(/fc+i(T)) for s £ [0,rk]. They are required to fulfill

hi(s) = ha, go,i,s =gS, s< -T, hf+i(s) = hß, g0,e+i,s = g^ s> T-

For ci G cvit(ha), c2 £ crit(/i/3), rrii,m2 £ No we consider the following flow

lines from ci to C2 with m = mi + m2 + £ cascades

(x,T) = ((xk)i<k<m, (tk)i<k<m-i)

for xk £ C°°(R, M) and tk £ R> := {r G R : r > 0} which satisfy the following
conditions:
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and

(i) xk are nonconstant solutions of

xk(s) = -V9h .h(s,xk),

where

fa l<k<mi

fk = { fk-rm mi+l<k <mi+£

fß mi+£ + l<k<m

ga 1 < k < mi

9k = { gk-rm mi + l<k<mi + l+£

f mi+£ + l<k<m

(ii) There exists pi G Wffa (ci) andp2 G W^ß(c2) such that lim^-oo xi(s) = p\

and limg^oo xm(s) = p2

(iii) denote

{ha

1 < k < mi - 1

hk-nn+i m1<k<m1+£-l

fß mi+£<k<m-l

and

{gg
1 < k < mi - 1

gok-mi+i m1<k<m1 + l+£-l

3o mi + £ < k <m — 1

For 1 < k < m — 1 there are Morse-flow lines yk of h, i e solutions of

Vk(s) = -Vhokahk(s,yk),

such that

lim xk(s) =y(0)
8—ÏOO

and

lim xk+i(s) =y(tk)

(iv) tk+rm-i = rk for 2 < k < £

For generic choice of the data the space of solutions of (i) to (iv) is a smooth

manifold whose dimension is given by the difference of the indices of ci and C2

If 7(ci) = 7(c2) then this manifold is compact and we denote by n(ci,C2) G Z2

its cardinality modulo 2 We define a map

$a/3 CM^(M,fa,ha)^fCM,f(M,fß,hß)

by linear extension of

$aßc= ^2 n(c,c')c'

c'Gcmt(hß)
md(c/)=ind(c)
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where c G crit(/a). Standard arguments, see [Schl, Chapter 4.1.3], show that

*eaß induces isomorphisms on homologies

rP:HM4M;fa,ha,ga,gS)^HM,(M;fß,hß,gß,gß)

which satisfy
<f>aß o <f>ß~f = cf>a~<, cf)aa=id.

This proves the theorem. D

Theorem C.17 allows us to define the Morse-Bott homology of M by

HM,(M) := HM,(M;f,h,g,go)

for some regular quadruple (f,h,g,go). Either for the special case of a Morse

function or the case where / vanishes identically one obtains that Morse-Bott

homology is isomorphic to Morse homology. Hence we have proved the following

Corollary.

Corollary C.18 Morse-Bott homology of a compact manifold M is isomorphic
to the Morse-homology of M and hence also to the singular homology of M.

C.4 Floer-Bott theory

Let (M,to) be a compact symplectic manifold and Lo,L\ be two compact La¬

grangian submanifolds of M. Let

<?:={x£ C°°([0,1], M) : x(j) £ L3, j £ {0,1}}.

For £ £ S? let &( be the connected component of 8? which contains £. Let &t

be the universal cover of £?t, i.e. &t consists of tuples x = (x,A) where x £ 0?

and A is a homotopy class of paths in & from £ to x. We define an action

functional on ^ by

Ae((x,A)) := j x*to

where x £ C°°(0,1 x [0,1], M) satisfies

x(0,t) =£(t), x(l,t) =x(t), x(s,0) £ L0, x(s,l) £ Lu [x] = A.

Using Stokes Theorem it follows from the fact that to is closed and vanishes on

the Lagrangians that the action functional is well defined.

Let Jt for t £ [0,1] be a smooth family of ^-dependent w-compatible almost

complex structures. Then the family

gt :=u(-,Jf)

of Riemannian metrics on M defines a Riemannian metric on 0?i by

(t,ri)= [ gt(m,v(t))dt
Jo
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for

t,ri £ Tx&( = {£ G C°°(0,1,x*TM : Ç(j) £ Tx{j)L3, j £ {0,1}

with x = (x, A) £ &(. The gradient of A with respect to this metric is given by

grad-4((x,A)) = Jt(x)dtx.

The set crit (.4) of critical points of A consists of the lift of the constant paths
from &>( to &t, i.e. lifts of intersection points of L0 with Li .

Deflnition C.19 (Clean intersection) We say that Lo and Li intersect cleanly

if L0 n Li is a submanifold of M and for p £ L0 n Li we have

TpLo^TpLx =Tp(L0nL1).

The two extremal examples of clean intersections are transversal intersection

on the one side and Lo = Li on the other side. The following Proposition
shows that one may think of clean intersections as a Morse-Bott condition on

the action functional.

Proposition C.20 Assume that L0 and L\ intersect cleanly. Then for every

x £ crit (.4) we have

Täcrit(.4) = ker(Hess(.4)(x)).

Proof: Let x = (x, A) £ &g. The tangent space of &t at x is given by

T-x&, = {£ G C°°(0,l,x*TM : Ç(j) £ Tx{j)L3, j £ {0,1}}.

The Hessian of A at x for £ G Tx é?i is given by

Hess(^)(x)Ç = Jt(x)dtÇ + VtJt(x)dtX

for 0 < t < 1, where V denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the

Levi-Civita connection of gt- If x £ crit(^L) then

Hess(.4(x))£ = Jt(x)dtÇ

and hence its kernel satisfies

ker(Hess(.4)(x)) = {^7^:9^ = 0}

= T^Lo fl TxLi

= Tx(L0nLi)

= Täcrit(.4).

This proves the Proposition. D

Let

O := {z = s + it £ C : 0 < t < 1}
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be the strip. Flow lines of the action functional A are smooth maps u : O —> M

which satisfy the following elliptic partial differential equation

dsu + Jt(u)dtu = 0

u(s,j) £L3, j £ {0,1}.

Its energy is defined by

E(u):= f \\dsu\\2.
Je

As in the finite dimensional case one proves the following.

Theorem C.21 Assume that L0 and L\ intersect cleanly. Let u be a flow line

of A whose energy is bounded. Then there exists p £ L0 fl Li such that u(s, t)

converges uniformly to p as s goes to infinity. Moreover, there exist positive
constants ô and c such that

\\dsu(s,t)\\<ce-s^.

Choose a Morse-function h and a metric go on L0 fl Li. Let c be the lift of

crit(/i) to &t. Note that after fixing representatives for the lift of each critical

point of h there is a natural bijection

tf^crit(h) xni(^t,£)-

We next define the index for each c £ c. Assume without loss of generality
that !eL0n L1. For x = (x,A) £ cvit(A) let u : [0,1] x [0,1] -> M be

some representative of A. Choose some symplectic trivialization a : u*TM —>

[0,1] x [0,1] x R2". For j £ {0,1} let v3 := u(-,j) : [0,1] -> L3. We set

ind^(x) = /x[a(i;oTLo),a(i;iTLi)] - -dim£(L0 nLi).

Here ß denotes the Maslov-index for pairs of Lagrangian paths as defined in

[RS2]. For c = (q,A)£ci we define the index

ind(c) := indh(q) +ind^(c)

and the energy

E(c) := A(c).

Deflnition C.22 For ci = fa,Ai),c2 = (q2,A2) £ c£, and m £ N a flow line

from ci to C2 with m cascades

(u, T) = ((uk)i<k<m, (tk)i<k<m-i)

consists ofuk £ C°°(@,M) and Tk £ R> := {r G R : r > 0} which satisfy the

following conditions:
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(i) uk are nonconstant solutions of

dsuk + Jt(uk)dtuk = 0

uk(s,j)£L3, J£{0,1}V S£R

(ii) There exists pi G W^fa) andp2 G W^fa) such that hms^,_^ m (s, t) = pi

and rmis^oo um(s, t) = p2

(iii) for 1 < k < m — 1 there are Morse-flow lines yk of h, i e solutions of

yk = -Vh(yk),

such that

hm uk(s,t) =yk(0)
s—>oc

and

lim uk+i(s,t) =yk(tk)
8—>— OO

(iv) The homotopy class of the two-sphere consisting of the cylinder of all cas¬

cades covered by the two disks A\ and A2l, i e A2 with orientation re¬

versed, is trivial, in formulas

A1^lY,*Uk)*A^
^k=i

'

0.

If c\ = fa, A) and c2 = (q2, A) then a flow line with zero cascades from

ci to C2 is a tuple (y, A) where y is an ordinary Morse flow line of h from q±

toq2

We denote the space of flow lines with m cascades from ci to c2 £cé> by

-MTO(ci,c2)

The group R acts on Mo (ci, c2 ) by timeshift and the group RTO acts on Mo (ci, c2 )
by timeshift on each cascade, i e

uk(s,t) M- uk(s + sk,t)

We denote the quotient by

A^TO(ci,c2)

We define the space of flow lines with cascades from ci to c2 by

-M(ci,c2) = [J Mm(ci,c2)
met

As m the finite dimensional case one can prove the following theorem combining
the results of subsection C 2 with the techniques m [FHS]
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Theorem C.23 Letci,c2 £ cé'. For generic choice of the family of to-compatible
almost complex structures Jt and of the metric go on L0nLi the space M(ci,c2)
is a smooth finite dimensional manifold. Its dimension is given by

dim A4(ci,c2) = ind(ci) — ind(c2) — 1.

T/ind(ci) — ind(c2) = 1, then A4(ci,c2) is compact and hence a finite set.

To define Floer-Bott homology we will assume

(H) The symplectic form to vanishes on tt2(M,L0) and tt2(M, Li).

We point out that Hypothesis (H) excludes bubbling, see [Fr], [S2], [Zi].
The group G = ni(â?t,£) acts naturally on c. By the theory of weight

maps, see subsubsection 5.1.1, there exist homomorphisms

IG : G -» Z, £G:G->1

such that

ind(gc) = IG(g) + ind(c), E(gc) = EG(g) + E(c).

Let

F:=
°

.

ker(TG) n ker(LG)

By abuse of notation we will call Eg and Ig also the induced homomorphisms
from T to R, respectively Z.

We define the Novikov ring A = Ar as the set consisting of formal sums

r = ^ rT7

7er

with coefficients r7 G Z2 which satisfy the finiteness condition

#{7Gr:r7^0,LG(7) > k} < oo

for every k > 0. There is an obvious multiplication on A given by

r*s = Y^( £ r7ls72J7.
7er

^
71,72er

'

71072=7

Since the coefficients r7 are taken in a field, the Novikov ring is actually a field.

There is a natural grading on A given by

deg(7) =TG(7).

We denote by A& the elements of degree k. Note that Ao is a subfield of A and

the multiplication maps A^ x A^ —^ A3+k.
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We set

ker(7G) n ker(LG)
'

For c £ ff denote by [c] the equivalence class of c in cé'. We define a chain

complex CFk(M,L0,Li;h) as formal sums

ind(c)= fc

with Z2-coefficients £[c] satisfying the finiteness condition

{[c]:C[c]?0,E(c)>k}<oo

for every k > 0. The Novikov ring A acts on CF*. Note that CFk which is

invariant under the action of Ao. In particular, CFk which may be an infinite

dimensional vector space over the field Z2, is a finite dimensional vector space

over the field Ao, the subfield of A consisting of elements of degree zero. The

group G acts naturally on the space of flow lines with cascades. Let

M(\r 1 \r 1Ï -
UigM.c^M^l^)

^([Cl]'[C2]) -

ker(TG)nker(LG)
"

If ind(ci) — ind(c2) = 1 set

n([ci],[c2]):=#M([ci],[c2])mod2.

Define a boundary operator dk : CFk —Y CFk_i by linear extension of

dk[C]= Y, n^Uc'W]

ind(c')=*-l

for [c] G < with ind([c]) = k. Then

92=0

and hence there are homology groups

EFk(M,Lo,Lx;h,Jugo) :=

ker9fc+i

im9t

Note that 77F* is a module over A. By the usual continuation arguments, see

[S2], one shows that HF*(M,Lo,Li;h,Jt,go) is independent of h,Jt, and go,

and depends only on the Hamiltonian isotopy class of Lo Li. Using a small

perturbation one can achieve that the two Lagrangians intersect transversally.
In particular, the Floer-Bott homology of the two Lagrangians which intersect

cleanly is naturally isomorphic to the ordinary Lagrangian Floer homology of

the two perturbed Lagrangians which intersect transversally.
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D The Heinz trick

Using a trick which is due to E.Heinz, see [H], we prove in this appendix, that

small L1-norms of C2-functions, satisfying an inequality of the form Aw >

—c(w + w;(+2)/, provide us with L°°-bounds. We will follow closely the expo¬

sition in [RS3]. Differently from [RS3], we also allow a linear term in the inequal¬

ity. Such a linear term arises naturally in many timedependent problems. Our

estimate will allow us to circumvent Gromov's Graph trick for timedependent

problems, which was used for example in [RS3].
Let

dx'l
' ' '

dx2n

denote the standard Laplacian on R". For x £ R and r > 0 we write

Br(x) = {y GR" : \x - y\ <r}

and abbreviate Br = Br(0).

Lemma D.l (Heinz) Let w : Br —> R be a C2-function that satisfies the

inequalities
Aw > -c(w + w(n+2ï/n), w>0 (65)

for some constant c > 0. Then there exists constants C = C(c) > 0 and

X = X(c) > 0 such that

Proof: The proof consists of three steps.

Step 1: It suffices to prove the lemma for r = 1.

Suppose that w : Br —> R satisfies (65) and

w < Crn.L
Define

w(z) := w(rz), c:=cr2.

Then

Aw > -c(w + w(n+2)/n), w>0,

and

w = — / w < C.

>B1 '

Hence, if the lemma holds true for r = 1, we obtain

W(0)
=

W(0) <
TT-TTTTT W =

T7-T7TTT

/
W.w w

"

Vol(Bi) JBl Vol(Br) JBr
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Step 2 (The Heinz trick): Assume r = 1 and define f : [0,1] —t R by

f(p) = (1-/9)" sup w

B„

for 0 < p < 1. Änce /(l) = 0 anrf / is nonnegative, there exists p* £ [0,1) and

x* £ Bp- such that

f(p*) = max f(p), k := w(x*) = supw.
0<P<1 Bp*

Choose ö £ (0,1) such that

(2n + 4)ön > c(l - Ô)2 (66)

Introduce

e:=(l-ö)(l-p*).

Then for 0 < p < e,

where

A =
ç (2n + 4)Sn

ö2((2n + 4)6" - c(l - Ö)2)
'

(2n + 4)6n - c(l - Ö)2
'

In order to prove Step 2, we note that

w< su
/V+£)

=

f(P*+t)
<

f(P*)
=

*

s!<>-)
W
~

b"+
W

(1 - /»* - e)n *n(l " P*)n
~

5n(l - p*)n 5«
'

Hence

CK c^n+2^n
Aw > — ——-—

-

§n §n+2

in Be(x*). The mean value inequality for the subharmonic function w defined

by
CK K

(n+2)/n

w(x) := w(x) + -f- ( 41 + ::lT-P5— M

implies for 0 < p < e

CKp2 CK^n+2^np2 1 f
K

~

(2n + 4)6"
+

(2n + 4)ön+2
+

Yo\(Bp) JBp W ( '

ck(1-ö)2 CK(n+2Vnp2

>l(ßl) JB1(2n + 4)ôn (2n + 4)ön+2 pnYo\(B

Because of (66) it follows that

K < _ oV"+2)/n
"

ö2((2n + 4)ön-c(l-ö)2y

(2n + 4)ôn - c(

1 f

l-5)2/9»Vol(TJ1)7Bl
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This proves (67).

Step 3: We prove the lemma for r = 1.

We set

r —

2B(2A)2ln
^=ool,„ (69)

and assume

[ w<C. (70)
JBi

We claim that

e<^L-7-. (71)

Otherwise we could choose
1 1

P~
V2ÄKlfn

and obtain

It follows

Vol(TJi) JBl
~
"

2E(2.4)2/

1 f i

This implies

w>C

ißi

which contradicts (70) and hence (71) follows. Inserting p = e into (67) we

obtain
1 B f

~

2 e"Vol(Si) JBl
It follows that

2B
Ken <

Tr
~,^ / w.

Vol(TJ;

Hence

Ken 2B 1

(l-5)n
~

(1 - ö)n VÖT(TJ;

Define

W(0) = f(0) < f(P*) = (1 - ,')»« = 77^77 <

//^„w„i;Di) JBi W.

x,
2B

(1 - 5)n

and the lemma is proved. D
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E Kazdan-Warner equations

The aim of this appendix is to prove the following theorem, which we already
stated in subsection 5 3.

Theorem E.l Let X be a finite subset of the strip 0 and let a„ £ R for every

a £ E. Then there exists exactly one solution f of

-Af+^c2f = \, dtf(s,j)=0,j£{0,l}, (72)

such that f is uniformly bounded on every closed subset of 0 \ E, the functions

f(z) — aaln(\z — a\) are uniformly bounded m a neighbourhood of a for every

a £ E, and f converges uniformly to 0 as s —> ±oo Moreover, f is smooth

outside of 0 \ E

Remark E.2 Equations of the form —A/ + hie? = h2 for given functions hi

and h2 are known m the literature as Kazdan-Warner equations For closed

manifolds without boundary they were systematically studied m [KW] In this

paper the two authors used the method of upper and lower solutions to show

that for positive h2 under certain conditions on hi there exists a solution This

method was already implicitly used in [Bi] in a similar context. We will use

this method to prove theorem E.l A quite different approach to the problem of
existence and uniqueness of the Kazdan- Warner equation on compact manifolds
without boundary can be found m [S3]

Proof of theorem E.l For z = s + it,zo = s0 + ih £ 0 let G(z,zo) be

the Green's function of the Laplace equation on 0 with Neumann boundary
conditions and prescribed behaviour at infinity, more precisely

(i) AZG = ÖZ0,

(ii) dtG(s + ij,zo) =0îor j £{0,1},

(iii) \ims^.00(G(s + it, s0 + it0) - s + s0) = 0,

linis^-oo (G(s + it, sq + it0) + s - s0) = 0.

A calculation shows the following explicit formula for the Green's function G

G(z,Zo) := ——Reln(4sin(2in(z — Zo))sin(2iir(z — Zo)))
2-ïï

= --Lln(e27r(s-So)+e-27r(s-So) -2cos(27r(t-to)))

-^ In (e2v{s-So) + e-27r{s-So) - 2cos(27r(i + t0- 1))).

Note that if zo lies on the boundary of 0, then

G(z,z0) = Reln[2sin(2i7r(^-Ä0))]-
TT
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Define

h(z) = ^aaG(z,a)

Assume that / is a solution of our problem Then / + /o is bounded on every

compact subset of 0 and for a = sa + it„

lim ( fo(s,t)-s V" a<r + J~] sa) =0, hm ( f0(s,t)+s V" a<r-'Y] sa ) = 0
8—»OO V '—^ '—^ I 8—— OO \ '—^ '-^1 I

v
très très ' x

très <re£ '

Now choose a C°°-function f\ 0 —^ R satisfying fi(s,t) = sJ2al=-£a° ~

J2aGZS° for larSe S> aIld A(M) = "^EaeE^ + E^eE^ for lar8e ~S End

moreover dtf(s,j) = 0 for j G {0,1} Then the function

w =f + fo+fi

is uniformly bounded, converges to 0 as \s\ goes to oo, and satisfies

-Aw + hte2u =h2, 9tw(s,j)=0,jG{0,l}, (73)

where

hi = ie-2(/o+/1), h2=l--Ah

Note that hi and h2 converge uniformly in the t-variable to 1/2 as \s\ —> oo

Our aim is now to prove the existence of a solution of (73) It is easy to

see, that for an appropriate choice of /i there exist upper and lower solutions

W-,w+ £ W2 p(0) for some p > 2 satisfying

-Aw- + hie2w~ < h2, -Aw+ + hie2u+ >h2, dtw±(s, j) = 0, j £ {0,1}.

We need the following lemma

Lemma E.3 Assume that p > 2 and h £ C°(0) such that h(z) > 0 for every

z £ 0 and h converges to some constant c > 0 uniformly as s tends to ±oo

Denote by WNP the space of all W2 p-functions v on 0 satisfying Neumann

boundary conditions dtv(s,j) = 0 for j £ {0,1} Then the linear operator

L W2Np^Lp v^-Av + hv

is a bijection Moreover, if Lv > 0 for v £ WNP, then v > 0

Proof: We first show that L is mjective To see this let vo be m the kernel of

L, i e

—Ad0 + hvo = 0

Taking the inner product with i>o we obtain

/ (|Vi;o|2 + %0|2) =0.

Je
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Because ft > 0 it follows that Vvo = 0 and vo vanishes on a set of positive

measure. Hence vo = 0. This shows injectivity.
In the special case where ft = c for the constant c > 0 of the lemma the

inverse of L is given by convolution with the Green's function

T(z,z0) = -—V (K0(^/c\z - zo + 2nin\) + K0(^/c\z - So - 2TTin\)).

Here T^o denotes the modified Bessel function which can be defined as the unique
solution of the ODE

xd'2K0(x) + dxK0(x) = xK0(x), lim K0(x) = 0, lim [K0(x) - ln(x)] = 0.
x—>oo x—^0

For general ft the operator L = L^ is a compact perturbation of the operator
L = Lc which is an isomorphism of Banach spaces and hence both operators

are Fredholm operators of index zero. Because Lh is injective it is invertible.

To show the second assertion, we consider the function

w(z) := min{0,v(z)}.

We claim that w is weakly differentiable and the weak gradient of w is given by

a.w = *.(.>-{*?" $<» (74)

To see that choose for e > 0 a family of smooth functions fe which satisfy

lim/e(x) = min{0,x},

lim^(x)
= 1, x<0,

e->-o dx
J

lim-P(x) = 0, x>0.
e->-0 dx

-

Let (j) £ C^°(0) be a smooth function on the strip with compact support. We

calculate

(wd%cf> + ht<f>) = ! lim (ft(v)dt<f> + ^(w)(0,v)0
e Je e-"° V dx

lim
e-S-0

0

f(fe(v)dt<l, + d,(fe(v))<t>)
Je

This proves the claim.

Using (74) we calculate

0> f wLv= f (\Vw\2 +h\w\2).
Je Je
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Since ft > 0 and ft > c/2 on a set of positive measure, it follows that w = 0.

Therefore v > 0. D

Proof of theorem E.l continued: Let L : W^p —> Lp be defined by

Lv := -Av + 2hie2w+v,

where w+ is the upper solution introduced above. We define by induction

wk+i := L-1(2ftie2u'+wfc - ftie2wfe + ft2), w0 := w+.

We claim that

W- < wk+i <wk<...< w+ (75)

for every k £ N. To see that, we first show that w\ < w+. We calculate

L(w+ - wi) = -Aw+ + 2hie2w+w+ - 2hie2w+w+ + hie2w+ - ft2 > 0

and hence it follows from lemma E.3 that w+ > wi. Now assume by induction

that wk < wk-i is shown for some k £ N. We calculate

L(wk-wk+i) = 2hie2w+wk-i-hie2wk-1+h2-2hie2w+wk + hie2u"'-h2

> hi(2e2wk-lwk-i - e2wk~l - 2e2wh~1wk + e2u'h)
= hie2w"-1(e2(Wk-Wk-1*> - 1 - 2(wk-wk-i))

> 0.

Hence it follows from lemma E.3 that wk+i < wk. The inequality W- < wk is

proved in a similar way by induction. This proves (75).
For n £ N let ©„ := {s + it £ 0 : \s\ < n}. We estimate

lkfc|e„||ci < ciHwfele^ll^s.f,

< cic2(||Awfc|e„+1||p + ||iüfc|e„+i||p)
< cic2(\\(2hie2w+(wk+i-wk) + hie2wk-h2)\en+1\\p)

+cic2||wfe|e„+1||P

The first inequality uses Sobolev embedding theorem and the second inequal¬

ity follows from the Calderon-Zygmund inequality. In particular, there exists

constants c(n) independent of k such that

||wjfe|e„||ci < c(n).

Now the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that there exists a subsequence of w3
and a continuous w such that w3 converges uniformly to w. It follows from (75)
that the whole sequence w3 converges to w uniformly.

We claim that wk converges to w strongly in the W/2'p-topology. To see that,
fix e > 0 and choose a compact set K c 0 such that

||2ftie2»+(w+ - w_)|e\;d|p + \\(hie2w+ - ftie2w-)|eVdlp <
2IIL-
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Now we estimate for i < j

\\wj+i - wi+i\\w^ < ||£_1|| ||2Ä1e2"'+(wJ -w,)-ftie2^ +ftie2w'||p
< UL"1!) ||[2ftie2w+K " wt) - hie2w* + ftie2w']|K||p

e

+
2

< IIL-^lllftilKllpl^e^'+^-wO-ftie^+ftie^lIco
e

+
2

The first term goes to zero as i and j go to infinity. Hence wk is a PF2,P-Cauchy
sequence and w £ W2'p satisfies

Lw = 0.

Bootstrapping (73) shows that w is actually smooth.

To prove uniqueness, assume that w and w are two solutions of (73). Let

v := w — w be their difference. Then v satisfies the following partial differential

equation
-Av = hie2fo(l-e2v).

Let zmin be a point where v attains its minimum. Because fti > 0 and because

the points a where fti (a) = 0 are isolated it follows that

v(z-min) > 0.

Analogously, if zmax is a point where v attains its maximum, then

«(^max) < 0.

This proves

v = 0.

Hence we have proved uniqueness. D
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